


9780694004928
Pub Date: 5/7/93
$8.50 CAD
Board Book

Ruth Krauss, Crockett Johnson

From beloved children’s book creators Ruth Krauss
and Crockett Johnson comes the perennial favorite
The Carrot Seed, now in a board book that's
perfect for little hands

When a little boy plants a carrot seed, everyone tells him
it ...

The Carrot Seed Board Book

9780008195809
Pub Date: 11/22/16
$8.99 CAD
Board Book

Michael Bond, R. W. Alley

Four fun books about everyone’s favourite classic bear,
Paddington, in one little library!

Learn all about the nation’s favourite bear, Paddington –
now a major movie star – in these four mini board books
packaged together in an at...

Paddington Little Library

9780008389642
Pub Date: 5/12/20
Board Book

Judith Kerr

Fifty years ago, everyone’s favourite family cat, Mog, first
got into trouble for her forgetfulness, and she has been
loved ever since for her funny and warm-hearted
escapades.

From Judith Kerr, the bestselling author of The Tiger ...

Mog the Forgetful Cat

9780062668295
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$9.99 CAD
Board Book

Kevin Henkes

Up and down, over and under, through and around . . .
five big and brightly colored elephants are on a mission in
this board book for young children. Where are they going?
What will they do when they get to the end of their
journe...

A Parade of Elephants Board Book

9780062983091
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$10.99 CAD
Board Book

Alexandra West

Pay a visit to the Brown family in this fun and interactive
board book featuring all of your favorite Paddington
friends. Little fans of the hit show will love getting to know
all of their favorite characters, from Paddington to J...

The Adventures of Paddington: Meet
Paddington

9780062965929
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$9.99 CAD
Board Book

Pinkfong

This official title is fully endorsed by Pinkfong and is based
on characters from the YouTube global phenomenon with
over 4.4 billion views.

Baby Shark: Baby Shark and the Family
Orchestra

9781474976749
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$25.95 CAD
Hardcover

Sam Taplin

Little children will love pressing the buttons on the pages
of this charmingly illustrated book to hear a world of
beautiful birdsong come to life. From a nest of blackbird
chicks tweeting to the honk of a swan as it lands on the ...

Bird Sounds

9781474968317
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$16.95 CAD
Hardcover

Felicity Brooks

This delightful book allows little children to take a fingertip
journey through the alphabet, following a trail from
acrobatic anteaters to zebras on zipwires. Charming
illustrations, novelty die-cut elements and quirky themes
com...

Fingertrail ABC

 
 

 



9781474968812
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$10.95 CAD
Hardcover

Anna Milbourne, Mariana Ruiz Johnson

Meet a ladybird in this little book and follow her through
the meadow to meet all kinds of different bugs. Discover
wiggly worms, springy grasshoppers and even a butterfly
coming out of its crysalis before the ladybird opens its w...

Little Lift and Look Bugs

9781474972093
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$19.95 CAD
Hardcover

Anna Milbourne

Enjoy exploring the seasons in this beautiful pop-up book.
Five spreads of gorgeously designed pop-up scenes show
birds nesting in the spring blossom, bees buzzing in a
summer meadow, the wind whipping up the colourful
autumn leav...

Pop-Up Books: Pop-Up Seasons

9781474967891
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$12.95 CAD
Hardcover

Fiona Watt

Babies and toddlers will love touching the textured
patches as they meet lots of adorable kangaroos. The
bright pictures and textures to stroke are designed to help
develop sensory and language awareness. Part of an
internationall...

That's Not My Kangaroo…

9780062982254
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$15.99 CAD
Board Book

James Dean, Kimberly Dean

Pete and his friends meet all the animals on the barnyard
in this groovy sound book version of Pete the Cat: Old
MacDonald Had a Farm—perfect for little hands and for
singing along. This sturdy board book features one easy
button ...

Pete the Cat: Old MacDonald Had a Farm
Sound Book

9780062971197
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$12.50 CAD
Board Book

Nancy Lambert, Anne Passchier

With thirteen sliding doors, young readers will be able to
“slide and vote” in everyday fun situations, such as voting
for striped or polka-dot socks in the morning, vanilla or
chocolate ice cream at snack time, and many more exci...

Go Vote, Baby!

9780732286620
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$11.99 CAD
Board Book

Jackie French

Diary of a Wombat

9780062868640
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$10.99 CAD
Board Book

Lindsay Ward

Grab a hard hat! Children and parents will enjoy this
clever peek-through guessing game of what wheel
matches what construction vehicle. With fun clues and six
unique die-cuts, this sturdy 6x6 board book showcases a
range of vehic...

Let’s Build!

9780060513153
Pub Date: 6/23/20
$10.99 CAD
Board Book

Eric Carle

From Eric Carle, the New York Times bestselling creator of
The Very Hungry Caterpillar and The Grouchy Ladybug,
comes a colorful bilingual board book that will have young
readers clapping their hands, stomping their feet, and
wig...

From Head to Toe/De la cabeza a los pies
Board Book

 
 

 



9780062897657
Pub Date: 6/23/20
$9.99 CAD
Board Book

Danielle Murrell Cox

My hair is neat, my hair is wild.

My hair is me in every style.

My Hair is a vibrant board book that celebrates the
diversity, vitality, and beauty of Black natural hair, perfect
for tiny naturalistas-in-training! Reminiscent of bel...

My Hair

9781474974974
Pub Date: 6/29/20
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover

Sam Taplin

On each spread of this delightful book there’s an animal
hiding, which you can find by lifting the big flap.
Charmingly illustrated by Gareth Lucas, this is a perfect
way to make little children smile as they enjoy playing
hide an...

Play Hide and Seek With Frog

9781474976763
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$23.95 CAD
Hardcover

Sam Taplin

You shouldn’t tickle the dinosaurs... but it might be hard to
resist! Little children will love pressing the touchy-feely
patches to make the sounds in this hilarious book. When
you tickle the soft patch on each charmingly illustr...

Dont Tickle the Dinosaur!

9781474972130
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$12.95 CAD
Hardcover

Fiona Watt

A brand new title in the much-loved That’s not my...
series. Babies and toddlers will love touching the textured
touchy-feely patches and looking for the familiar white
mouse. The bright pictures and textures are designed to
devel...

That's Not My Bus...

9780062884633
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$9.99 CAD
Board Book

Jabari Asim, Tara Nicole Whitaker

Baby loves candy and goodies to eat . . . Baby loves
tricks. Baby loves treats.

This board book, the perfect gift for a new baby, features
rhythmic poetry from Jabari Asim and adorable art from
Tara Nicole Whitaker.

My Baby Loves Halloween

9780062915986
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$9.99 CAD
Board Book

Mariana Herrera, Molly Fehr

From smiling jack-o’-lanterns to cackling witches, share all
the special treats that bring Halloween’s spookiness to life
with your little one with My Spooky Halloween. This
jack-o’-lantern shaped board book is perfect for tiny ha...

My Spooky Halloween

9780062868442
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$10.99 CAD
Board Book

James Dean, Kimberly Dean

In this sturdy tabbed board book, Pete the Cat gathers all
of his friends for the town’s Halloween parade. With eight
fun tabs, kids will love seeing Pete’s and his buddies’
spooky Halloween costumes!

Pete the Cat’s Happy Halloween

9781474971539
Pub Date: 7/27/20
$8.95 CAD
Hardcover

Anna Milbourne

Yo-ho-ho! Yo-ho-ho! It's a pirate life for me! Follow a little
Billy's adventures on a pirate ship, as he sails the high
seas, helps win some treasure and celebrates with a
proper pirate party! Charmingly illustrated by award-
winn...

On a Pirate Ship

 
 

 



9781474978477
Pub Date: 7/27/20
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover

Anna Milbourne

Help instill a love of bees in little children with this little flap
book that explores their world. Peep inside flowers,
beehives and under busy bees, to see what they do all
day, how honey is made, how baby bees are born, and
ho...

Peep Inside a Beehive

9781474972086
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$19.95 CAD
Hardcover

Anna Milbourne

Take a closer look at nature in this wonderful pop-up
book, which brings a nature walk to life - springing out
from the pages! See a pop-up bees buzzing in the
flowers, a mouse in a blackberry bush, and watch a
moving woodpecker p...

Pop-Up Books: Pop-Up Nature

9780008403188
Pub Date: 8/18/20
$12.99 CAD
Board Book

Daniel Howarth

Featuring children’s own words along with heart-warming
pictures, this book is a perfect celebration of all that’s
special about the ocean!

‘I love the Ocean because… ‘

This heartwarming book combines endearing things said
by childr...

Why I Love the Ocean

9781474968829
Pub Date: 8/24/20
$10.95 CAD
Hardcover

Anna Milbourne

Follow a funny little monkey around the jungle as he
discovers what else lives there. From orange-toed frogs to
a snoozing leopard, babies and young children will delight
in lifting the sturdy flaps to discover all the jungle anim...

Little Lift and Look Jungle

9781474968799
Pub Date: 8/24/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Anna Milbourne

In a magical new version of this beloved fairy tale, you
can peep through the laser-cut holes in the pages to
discover the tiny elves who help the shoemaker. Holes
and flaps allow you to peep through doors and windows
into the sho...

Peep Inside a Fairy Tale: The Elves and the
Shoemaker

9781474972109
Pub Date: 8/24/20
$12.95 CAD
Hardcover

Fiona Watt

Babies and toddlers will love touching the textured
patches as they meet lots of adorable narwhals. The
bright pictures and textures to stroke are designed to help
develop sensory and language awareness. Part of an
internationally...

That's Not My Narwhal…

9780062993670
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$15.99 CAD
Board Book

Margaret Wise Brown, Clement Hurd

What better way for little ones to learn simple first words
than with the familiar and comforting images of
Goodnight Moon and My World?

Featuring seven full spreads of sturdy board pages with
100 words organized into recognizable ...

From the World of Goodnight Moon: 100
First Words

9781474983600
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$8.95 CAD
Hardcover

Russell Punter

1, 2, buckle my shoe. 3, 4 knock at the door... The classic
number rhyme is brought to life in a delightful story that
covers all the numbers up to 10. This revised version of
the original book includes extra characterization and ...

1, 2 Buckle My Shoe

 
 

 



9780063002395
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Board Book

Netflix

It is the most wonderful time of the year in Bumperton
Hills. But when Santa Cars loses his memory, it’s up to
Cory Carson to help him remember and save Christmas!

Go! Go! Cory Carson features Cory, a little car with an
engine that...

Go! Go! Cory Carson: A Go! Go! Cory Carson
Christmas

9780062915993
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Board Book

Mariana Herrera, Molly Fehr

From decking the halls with holly to stuffing stockings with
goodies, share all the special moments that bring the
Christmas spirit to life with your little one with My Jolly
Christmas. This holiday wreath-shaped board book is
per...

My Jolly Christmas

9780062868312
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$10.99 CAD
Board Book

James Dean, Kimberly Dean

It's Christmas Eve and Pete the Kitty is ready to enjoy
everything the holiday has to offer. Includes five festive
touch and feel elements like a shiny Christmas tree
ornament, fuzzy sweater, and Santa's white beard.

Pete the Kitty’s Cozy Christmas Touch & Feel
Board Book

9781474981118
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover

Fiona Watt

Join a host of friendly animals as they respond to various
emergencies. With sturdy pages and colourful working
wheels, this book feels like a toy which babies can play
with as well as following the story. The brightly coloured
il...

Baby's Very First Ambulance Book

9781443458115
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$14.99 CAD
Board Book

Paul Covello

From the author of the beloved and bestselling Canada
ABC and Canada 123 comes this wonderful addition to
the Canada board book series. Come explore some of the
many special sports, games, activities and festivals that
are a speci...

Canada Fun!

9781474976756
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$23.95 CAD
Hardcover

Sam Taplin

You shouldn’t tickle the bear... you might make it growl -
but it might be hard to resist! Little children will love
pressing the touchy-feely patches to make the sounds in
this hilarious book. When you tickle the soft patch on ea...

Don't Tickle The Bear!

9781474979887
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Katie Daynes

A beautiful and gentle look at the circle of life, using
Christine Pym's gorgeous animals characters to explore
the emotions and facts around death, with questions such
as Is it ok to talk about dying? What happens when
someone di...

Lift-The-Flap First Questions and Answers:
Why Do Things Die?

9781474979870
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$14.95 CAD
Hardcover

Katie Daynes

A gorgeous addition to the popular Very First Questions
and Answers series, exploring the truths about dinosaurs
through the eyes of a curious child. Explore what
dinosaurs really looked like, how big they were, what they
ate... a...

Lift-The-Flap Very First Questions and
Answers: Are Dinosaurs Real?

 
 

 



9781474981217
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover

Sam Taplin

There’s an animal hiding behind each big flap in this bright
and endearing book. Little children will love joining
Reindeer and the other animals for their game of hide and
seek, with lots to look at and talk about along the way. ...

Play Hide and Seek With Reindeer

9781474974936
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$38.95 CAD
Hardcover

Sam Taplin

A toy and a book in one, this large, chunky board book
comes with a wind-up toy steam train. Wind the train up
and set in on the embedded track in each page to see it
chugging along through the countryside. Each of the four
tracks...

Poppy and Sam's Wind Up Train Book

9781474989091
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$27.95 CAD
Hardcover

Fiona Watt

This charming gift set includes That’s not my dinosaur...
and an adorable dinosaur soft toy. There are five
dinosaurs to meet in the book, with rough horns, bumpy
teeth and fuzzy tails, and children can cuddle the plush
dinosaur a...

That's Not My Dinosaur Book and Toy

9781474989107
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$27.95 CAD
Hardcover

Fiona Watt

This charming gift set includes That’s not my fairy... and
an adorable fairy soft toy. There are five fairies to meet in
the book, with shiny dresses, sparkly wands and fluffy
wings, and children can cuddle the plush fairy as they...

That's Not My Fairy Book and Toy

9781474986625
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$16.95 CAD
Hardcover

Felicity Brooks

This beautiful book allows little children to take a fingertip
journey through the alphabet following letter shapes and
trails from an Alligator with an accordian to Zany zebras at
the zoo, via Doodling donkeys and Talking toucans...

Fingertrail ABC Big Letters

9781474983808
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover

Anna Milbourne

Peep under flaps and through holes to explore the
snowiest places on Earth in this little wintry book. Peep
under the snow to see polar bear cubs coming out of their
den, seals and narwhals in the icy sea, peep behind
penguins nea...

Peep Inside Snowy Places

9781474976732
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$25.95 CAD
Hardcover

Sam Taplin

Little children will love pressing the ten buttons inside this
bright and lively book to hear all kinds of different
dinosaurs. From a roaring T-rex to a squawking
pterodactyl, the prehistoric world comes vividly to life with
fun ...

Dinosaur Sounds

9781474986779
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$11.95 CAD
Hardcover

Sam Taplin

Stick your fingers through the holes to tell the story in this
delightful interactive book. First in a range of 'fingerwiggly'
books that will inspire and entertain young children,
encouraging them to take on the role of the wiggl...

Fingerwiggly Worms

 
 

 



9781474981163
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$10.95 CAD
Hardcover

Sam Taplin

Little bat is hiding! Children will love peeping through the
holes in the pages of this charmingly illustrated book in
search of the elusive bat. With fingertrails to touch and
details to talk about, there are lots of surprises al...

Little Peep-Through: Are You There Little
Bat?

9781474968805
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Anna Milbourne

Peep through the trees right inside the three bears' tidy,
inviting little cottage. Follow Goldilocks as she cheekily eats
the bears' porridge, sits on their chairs and snuggles up in
their beds. With a charming new twist at the e...

Peep Inside A Fairy Tale: Goldilocks and The
Three Bears

9781474981231
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover

Sam Taplin

This delightful puppet book lets you bring the kitten to life
as she joins Poppy and Sam on Apple Tree Farm for
another adventure. Little children will love interacting with
the cute kitten puppet as the kitten roams around the di...

Poppy and Sam and The Kitten

9781474980470
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$12.95 CAD
Hardcover

Fiona Watt

Babies and toddlers will love touching the textured
patches as they meet lots of adorable wombats. The
bright pictures and textures to stroke are designed to help
develop sensory and language awareness. Part of an
internationally ...

That's Not My Wombat…

9781474982153
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$25.95 CAD
Hardcover

Sam Taplin

Little children can discover the magic of Mozart’s music by
pressing the buttons to hear the tunes in this gorgeously
illustrated book. The animal orchestra is touring the forest
playing different pieces of Mozart’s music and tell...

The Animal Orchestra Plays Mozart

9781474981224
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$25.95 CAD
Hardcover

Fiona Watt

Press the pages to hear beautifully arranged pieces of
Holst's Planets. Discover the wonders of our universe and
the wonders of classical music in this calming music book.

The Planets Musical Book

9781474988810
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$22.95 CAD
Hardcover

Sam Taplin

Little children will love seeing the world of fairies sparkle
into life with the little lights in this magical novelty book.
Albert the unicorn doesn’t like the dark, but the fairies light
the way for him and help him feel better ...

Twinkly Twinkly Fairies

9781474986762
Pub Date: 1/5/21
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover

Felicity Brooks

So begins an enchanting counting journey from one
buzzy bee to ten sparkling stars as little children lift the
flaps and count what they find underneath. Thanks to the
ingenious design of the book, when they have reached
ten, they...

Count To Ten and Back Again

 
 

 



9781474982337
Pub Date: 1/5/21
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover

Mary Cartwright

This delightful book introduces very little children to over
150 everyday words. Elisa Ferro’s bright and vibrant
illustrations are full of things to spot and talk about, and
bring this new vocabulary to life. Helps children to bu...

First Words Book

9781474969567
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Lesley Sims

Poor Cinderella is made to cook and clean for her
stepsisters. Her wicked stepmother won’t even let her go
to the Royal Ball. But then, in a flurry of sparkles, her Fairy
Godmother arrives and everything changes...A
charmingly ill...

Listen and Read Storybook: /Cinderella

9781474968027
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$19.95 CAD
Hardcover

Anna Milbourne

Swinging monkeys, cuddly giant pandas, strolling
elephants and prowling tigers - meet some of the world's
amazing animals in this gorgeous pop up book. Adorable,
bright illustrations of the animals leap off the page with
amazing p...

Pop-Up Animals

9781474980487
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$12.95 CAD
Hardcover

Fiona Watt

A brand new title in the much-loved That’s not my...
series. Babies and toddlers will love touching the textured
touchy-feely patches and looking for the familiar white
mouse. The bright pictures and textures are designed to
devel...

That's Not My Robin…

9780062574220
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Board Book

Kathryn Cristaldi, Kristyna Litten

I will love you till the cows come home from a trip to Mars
through skies unknown, in a rocket ship made of glass
and stone. . . . I will love you till the cows come home.

Love knows no bounds in this tender tribute to the depths
o...

I'll Love You Till the Cows Come Home Board
Book

9780062978684
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Board Book

Giselle Ang, Erica Sirotich

A diverse book perfect for Valentine’s Day!
Get ready, everyone!

LET’S SAY...I LOVE YOU.

Let's Say is a board book series that teaches babies and
toddlers how to recognize, spell, and pronounce common
phrases in twelve languages. Fea...

Let's Say I Love You

9780062884640
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Board Book

Jabari Asim, Tara Nicole Whitaker

Baby loves the feeling of love in the air…from the tips of
her toes to the top of her hair.

This board book, the perfect gift for a new baby or toddler,
features rhythmic poetry from Jabari Asim and adorable
art from Tara Nicole Wh...

My Baby Loves Valentine's Day

 
 

 



9780064432566
Pub Date: 9/30/90
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Mary Stolz, Pat Cummings

A beautiful, lyrical Coretta Scott King Honor Book
about the coziness of a stormy night and the
special relationship between a boy and his
grandfather.

There’s a storm in the night, and Grandfather and
Thomas are in the dark. No li...

Storm in the Night

9780060266684
Pub Date: 1/19/96
$23.95 CAD
Hardcover

Maurice Sendak

In the Night Kitchen

9780064434362
Pub Date: 1/19/96
$10.95 CAD
Paperback

Maurice Sendak

1971 Caldecott Honor Book
Notable Children's Books of 1940--1970 (ALA)
Best Books of 1970 (SLJ)
Outstanding Children's Books of 1970 (NYT)
Best Illustrated Children's Books of 1970 (NYT)
Children's Books of 1970 (Library of Congress)

Ca...

In the Night Kitchen

9780688170622
Pub Date: 9/28/99
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Sheila Hamanaka

Children come in all the colors of the earth…in
endless shades of you and me!

Our world is abuzz with beautiful children, who thrive in
the growing diversity of families today. Each and every
one will find powerful self-affirmation...

All the Colors of the Earth

9780060530891
Pub Date: 3/30/04
$13.50 CAD
Lift-the-flap Book

Julie Markes, Susan Kathleen Hartung

This book introduces toddlers to the concept of toilet
training in a surprising way: by using lift-the-flaps. The
interactive element helps make the process less
frightening and more fun. Here’s how it works: each
spread shows a b...

Where's the Poop?

9780060233501
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Ruth Krauss, Crockett Johnson

Celebrate 75 years of Ruth Krauss and Crockett
Johnson’s bestselling classic with a moving
foreword from award-winning picture book
creator Kevin Henkes.

When a little boy plants a carrot seed, everyone tells him
it won’t grow. But...

The Carrot Seed

9780064432108
Pub Date: 12/28/04
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Ruth Krauss, Crockett Johnson

When a little boy plants a carrot seed, everyone tells him
it won’t grow. But the little boy just knows that one day a
carrot will come up. So he waters his seed, and he pulls
the weeds, and he waits….

First published in 1945, the ...

The Carrot Seed

9780062089441
Pub Date: 9/27/11
$12.50 CAD
Hardcover

Clement C. Moore, Mary Engelbreit

This 10x10 paper-over-board repackage enjoys the same
great color, detail, and charm of the original jacketed
hardcover, but will lure consumers with its brand new
cover art that sparkles with glittery stars and a foil title
treat...

The Night Before Christmas

 
 

 



9780007487912
Pub Date: 11/24/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Rachel Bright

Love is in the air again for Love Monster in this heart-
tingling story from phenomenal, award-winning picture
book talent Rachel Bright!

It's Present Day in Cutesville, and Love Monster is on the
lookout for something shiny for so...

Love Monster and the Perfect Present

9780007580101
Pub Date: 11/4/14
$19.99 CAD
Paperback

Michael Bond, R.W. Alley

Three favourite stories of Paddington, the beloved classic
bear from Darkest Peru, brought together in one volume.
Paddington is now a major movie star!

This special edition brings together three favourite classic
adventures – Padd...

Paddington – Favourite Paddington Stories

9780007450169
Pub Date: 3/3/15
$29.99 CAD
Hardcover

Jill Barklem

The mice of Brambly Hedge made their first appearance
in 1980 when the four seasonal stories were published.
Ever since, readers have loved exploring the miniature
world of the hedgerow and meeting the families that live
there.In ...

Brambly Hedge – The Complete Brambly
Hedge

9780007540327
Pub Date: 9/29/15
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Rachel Bright

A hair-raisingly funny new title in this monster hit
series!It's way past bedtime o'clock in Cutesville and Love
Monster is the only one who's wide awake… Or is he?

As the sounds of the night make his imagination run
wild… will he ...

Love Monster and the Scary Something

9780007347056
Pub Date: 9/20/16
Paperback

Judith Kerr

The house is full of strange bustling, there are new noises
and new smells, and where is that tree going?
Disconcerted by all the unusual activities, Mog escapes to
the roof, and there she stays…until, unexpectedly, she
returns wi...

Mog’s Christmas

9780062941008
Pub Date: 3/31/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Jonathan Van Ness, Gillian Reid

Jonathan Van Ness, the star of Netflix's hit show
Queer Eye, brings his signature humor and
positivity to his empowering first picture book,
inspiring readers of all ages to love being exactly
who they are.

Peanut Goes for the Gold...

Peanut Goes for the Gold

9780733334665
Pub Date: 5/20/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Tim Miller, Matt Stanton

Fart, fart and away!

Most families go on holiday to get away from it all. But
what if a lingering smell followed you from one country to
the next?

Ever wondered what could remove that smile from the
Mona Lisa's face? What could forc...

There Is A Monster On My Holiday Who Farts

9780008326036
Pub Date: 4/28/20
Paperback

Michael Bond, R. W. Alley

A hilarious story of everyone’s favourite bear, Paddington –
now a major movie star!

When Paddington and Mr Gruber visit Hampton Court
they are joined by a group of tourists who all expect to
come back home with them for tea! Lucki...

Paddington and the Marmalade Maze

 
 

 



9780008326074
Pub Date: 4/28/20
Paperback

Michael Bond, R. W. Alley

A hilarious story of everyone’s favourite bear, Paddington –
now a major movie star!

When Paddington visits the Tower of London he makes
sure he has enough marmalade sandwiches to sustain
him – a whole suitcase in fact!

Unfortunatel...

Paddington at the Tower

9780008326050
Pub Date: 4/28/20
Paperback

Michael Bond, R. W. Alley

A hilarious story of everyone’s favourite bear, Paddington –
now a major movie star!

When Paddington visits the zoo, he takes enough
marmalade sandwiches with him to last all day. However,
he is none too pleased when he realises ho...

Paddington at the Zoo

9780008326067
Pub Date: 4/28/20
Paperback

Michael Bond, R. W. Alley

A hilarious story of everyone’s favourite bear, Paddington –
now a major movie star!

When Paddington goes to an outdoor painting exhibition
he is inspired to work on his own masterpieces. And it’s
not long before he sells some of h...

Paddington the Artist

9780062942661
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$15.99 CAD

Mary Engelbreit

Cinderella, the Three Little Pigs, Hansel & Gretel, and a
number of other classics are brought to life in this
handsome treasury of Mary Engelbreit’s enchanting
nursery and fairy tales. With so many beloved stories, this
charming ...

Mary Engelbreit’s Nursery and Fairy Tales
Storybook Favorites

9780062930026
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$15.99 CAD

Mike Berenstain, Stan & Jan Berenstain

This collection includes:

–The Berenstain Bears’ New Pup

–The Berenstain Bears and the Trouble with Chores

–The Berenstain Bears and the Wishing Star

–The Berenstain Bears and Too Much Car Trip

–The Berenstain Bears’ Seashore Treasure

–...

The Berenstain Bears Storybook Favorites

9780062978615
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Gabrielle Union, Ashley Evans

Welcome to the Party, Union’s debut picture book, is a
celebration of little ones making their grand entrance into
the world. Union’s playful rhyming text, together with
Ashley Evans’s charming illustrations, create the perfect
gi...

Welcome to the Party

9780062983374
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Kevin Henkes

Chrysanthemum thinks her name is absolutely perfect
—until her first day of school. “You’re named after a
flower!” teases Victoria. “Let’s smell her,” says Jo.
Chrysanthemum wilts. What will it take to make her
blossom again?

For ne...

Chrysanthemum

9780062978660
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$12.50 CAD

Rosina Mirabella, Morgan Huff

Lulu is a llamacorn: 50% llama, 50% unicorn, and
100% glamorous magic!

Lulu loves many things: her llamacorn family; her best
friend, Karen, the Flower Fairy; reading; and, most of all,
being GLAM! On her usual prance through Magic...

Lulu the Llamacorn

 
 

 



9780062915429
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Dorothea Benton Frank, Renee Andriani, Victoria Benton
Frank

Teddy loves spaghetti. If he had his way, he would eat it
for breakfast, lunch, and dinner (oh, and snack, too)!

On the first day at his new school, Teddy is nervous, and
the one thing he can look forward to is the spaghetti that
h...

Teddy Spaghetti

9780062981783
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Seth Fishman, Isabel Greenberg

Did you know the earth is covered in three thousand
billion trees? And that seven billion people weigh the same
as ten quadrillion ants? Our world is full of constantly
changing numbers, from a hundred billion trillion stars in
sp...

A Hundred Billion Trillion Stars

9780062865946
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Coll Muir

When Dog meets Cat, he wants to chase Cat
because…that’s what dogs do.

For good measure, Dog politely asks, “Are you a cat?”

Cat stops Dog and cleverly responds, “I am not a cat.”

To prove it, Cat unsuccessfully tries to be a butterf...

Are You a Cat?

9780062893314
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

April Pulley Sayre

April Pulley Sayre has turned her keen photographic eye
to the art and architecture that fills every city. Stunning
photographs illuminate basic STEAM concepts such as
geometry (lines, angles, and shapes), transportation,
power, b...

Cityscape

9780062655318
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Crockett Johnson

There’s an all-new Harold and the Purple Crayon
story—for the first time since the 1960s! If you have been
wondering what Harold has been up to since the last
Purple Crayon book in 1963, you won’t be surprised to
learn that Harold...

Harold's Treasure Hunt

9780062943828
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Sarah Kurpiel

Maple the husky loves being the Parker family’s dog. She’s
a valued member of the team, but strangers always seem
to think she’s a wolf! It’s true: Maple can hunt, she can
howl, and she can dig, just like wolves can. Oh, no! What
...

Lone Wolf

9780062910370
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Andrea Zimmerman, Dan Yaccarino, David Clemesha

Swing the ball,

hit the wall!

Smash, smash, smash!

With a turn of his crane and a swing of his wrecking ball,
Mr. Gilly knocks down the old buildings. He smashes
through brick and wood. He crashes through stone and
glass. Then, with ...

Smashy Town

9780062866172
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Michael Hall

It’s recess! Four letters (O, V, E, and L) race to the
playground to claim the swings. In several pages of
quintessential recess banter and bullying, one letter is told
it’s too round, one is from the wrong end of the alphabet,
an...

Swing

 
 

 



9780062953360
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Seth Fishman, Isabel Greenberg

Did you know that oceans cover 71 percent of our planet
and contain 97 percent of the Earth’s water? That seven
out of every ten breaths you take contains oxygen that
comes from oceanic plant life? No matter how far from
the ocean...

The Ocean in Your Bathtub

9780062798565
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Lina Maslo

As a child, Clive Staples Lewis imagined many things . . .

heroic animals

and knights in armor

and a faraway land called Boxen.

He even thought of a new name for himself—at four
years old, he decided he was more of a Jack.

As he grew u...

Through the Wardrobe: How C. S. Lewis
Created Narnia

9780732299033
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$11.99 CAD
Paperback

Jackie French, Bruce Whatley

She sleeps. She eats. She scratches - and finds a hole.
When Mothball discovers a new hole, it unexpectedly
leads her to the local school. the children learn that
wombats love carrots and grass, while Mothball learns
that lunch bo...

Wombat Goes to School

9780007445462
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Rachel Bright

Featuring the only Monster in Cutesville, LOVE MONSTER
is a wonderfully warm and witty look at how sometimes,
when you least expect it, love finds you… From a
phenomenal picture book talent.

It can be tough being the only funny-lo...

Love Monster

9780007540303
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Rachel Bright

A delicious new story about Love Monster, the only
monster in Cutesville, from phenomenal, award-winning
picture book talent Rachel Bright!

When Love Monster finds a mystery box of chocolates at
his door, he can't believe his luck...

Love Monster and the Last Chocolate

9780008180287
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$11.99 CAD
Paperback

Emma Chichester Clark

A wickedly funny modern cautionary tale from Emma
Chichester Clark, the highly regarded, award-winning
creator of Blue Kangaroo.

Introducing high-spirited Imelda and her long-suffering
toy rabbit, Bunny Wunny!

Imelda always gets wha...

The Rescue of Bunny Wunny

9780062094070
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$8.50 CAD
Paperback

Herman Parish, Lynne Avril

When Amelia Bedelia is honored with the coveted spot of
“principal for the day,” what will her first order of business
be? Organizing a vote, of course! Amelia Bedelia and her
class cast their ballots to determine the activities o...

Amelia Bedelia's First Vote

9780062937407
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Meena Harris, Ana Ramírez González

“A must read for little girls around the world.”
—Elizabeth Warren, U.S. Senator from
Massachusetts

“An inspiring tale.”
—Stacey Abrams, Former Minority Leader, Georgia
House of Representatives; Founder and Chair, Fair
Fight Action

“I...

Kamala and Maya’s Big Idea

 
 

 



9780062950468
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$5.99 CAD
Sticker Book

WGBH Kids

In “Tubing Rocks!,” Molly and friends have their eye on a
spectacular water tube for sale at the Trading Post, but
they don’t have enough money to buy it. They’ll need a
solution fast, because Auntie Midge has her eye on the
tubul...

Molly of Denali: Tubing Rocks!

9780062790996
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Jules Feiffer

Adding numbers is as easy as 1, 2, 3 when you’re
with George! Count along with everyone’s favorite
dog in the whimsical follow-up to Bark, George
from celebrated author-illustrator Jules Feiffer.

When George’s mother asks her son t...

Smart George

9780062912534
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Jonathan Stutzman, Joseph Kuefler

The night is for darkness . . . and for surprising moonlit
discoveries.

This lyrical bedtime story celebrates the wondrous beauty
of the natural world and the intimate family moments we
share each night.

The Night Is for Darkness is...

The Night Is for Darkness

9780062499615
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Kimberly Derting, Vashti Harrison, Shelli R. Johannes

Cece’s parents say she was born curious. She loves to
ask: Why? How? What if? So when her science teacher,
Ms. Curie, assigns a project about zoology, Cece has the
perfect question. Do dogs eat vegetables? She teams up
with her be...

Cece Loves Science

9780062983336
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$5.99 CAD
Sticker Book

Nancy Parent, Disney Storybook Art Team

When Nancy auditions for the leading role in the mermaid
ballet, she is disappointed to discover that not only was
she not chosen, but her best friend will play the lead! This
beautifully illustrated storybook will include a sheet...

Disney Junior Fancy Nancy: Nancy and the
Mermaid Ballet

9780062802736
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$13.50 CAD
Sticker Book

Jane O'Connor, Robin Preiss Glasser

In this new format, Fancy Nancy fans everywhere can let
their creative side sparkle, dazzle, and shine! A
combination of a doodle & draw book and sticker book,
Fancy Nancy’s Sticker-Doodle is the ultimate collection:
perfect for h...

Fancy Nancy's Sticker-Doodle Book

9780062990785
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$8.50 CAD
Lift-the-flap Book

Rob Elliott, Mackenzie Haley

Rob Elliott’s Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes for Kids series has sold
more than 4 million copies. Now his family-friendly jokes
are being adapted for younger readers. Get ready for
school by lifting the flaps to reveal classroom-themed
joke...

Laugh-Out-Loud Back-to-School Jokes:
Lift-the-Flap

9780062946041
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Kimberly Derting, Joelle Murray, Shelli R. Johannes

Libby loves science! In the companion to Cece Loves
Science and Cece Loves Science and Adventure, Libby
and her friends are put in charge of the science booth at
the school fair. There’s only one problem. No one is visiting
their ...

Libby Loves Science

 
 

 



9780062563590
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Benji Davies

Tad was small.

Smaller than her tadsisters.

Smaller than her tadbrothers.

Tad was the smallest almost-a-frog in the whole, wide
pond.

Soon, all her tadsiblings outgrow the nest and swim to
other parts of the pond, leaving poor Tad by ...

Tad

9780062393418
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Christie Matheson

One little bee peeks out on a world of gray and snow.
She’s looking for bright colors and needs you to help them
grow.

Bees need a healthy and colorful garden to survive.
Luckily, all the colors of the rainbow are hidden in this
gar...

The Hidden Rainbow

9780062896070
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Allison Crotzer Kimmel, Joanie Stone

At only sixteen years old, Betty Robinson became the first
female gold medalist in track and field in the 1928
Olympics and was instantly an overnight sensation. She
was set to win gold again in the 1932 Olympics. But
everything c...

Unbeatable Betty

9780062984876
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$13.50 CAD

Herman Parish, Lynne Avril

A special paper-over-board edition of the first book in the
nationally bestselling series about the childhood of
America’s favorite literal-minded housekeeper. Amelia
Bedelia is sure that she will absolutely love school—after
all,...

Amelia Bedelia's First Day of School Holiday

9780732286958
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Jackie French

Baby Wombat's Week

9780062969545
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$8.50 CAD
Lift-the-flap Book

Alyssa Satin Capucilli, Pat Schories

Biscuit is going to school. He is a curious little puppy. Lift
the flaps to join Biscuit as he spends the day playing,
learning, and exploring. Woof!

This 8x8 lift-the-flap edition of the original giant lift-the-flap
board book has...

Biscuit Loves School

9780207198366
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Jackie French

Diary of a Wombat

9780008381677
Pub Date: 6/16/20
Paperback

Judith Kerr

Mog is the forgetful cat that everybody loves, and now
you can learn to count with her in this brand new book for
very young readers.

This delightful book is the perfect introduction to counting
and with its gorgeous illustrations ...

My First MOG 123

 
 

 



9780008381660
Pub Date: 6/16/20
Paperback

Judith Kerr

Mog is the forgetful cat that everybody loves, and you can
learn your ABC with her in this brand new book for very
young readers.

This delightful book is the perfect introduction to the
alphabet and with its gorgeous illustrations ...

My First MOG ABC

9780063003903
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$15.99 CAD
Hardcover

Victoria Kann

School rules in this pinkerrific collection of six Pinkalicious
school-themed stories. This reading collection includes:

Pinkalicious: School Rules!1. 
Pinkalicious and the Pink Parakeet2. 
Pinkalicious and the Sick Day3. 
Pinkalicious: Story ...4. 

Pinkalicious: Schooltastic Storybook
Favorites

9780062868428
Pub Date: 6/23/20
$5.99 CAD
Sticker Book

James Dean, Kimberly Dean

After some unusual activity, Pete the Cat must go under
cover as Secret Agent Meow to solve the town’s mystery.
With his handy spy watch, secret-catcher, and his
meow-mobile, Agent Meow is ready to crack the case!
What could the b...

Pete the Cat: Secret Agent

9780062677396
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Eric Barclay

Holy begonia! Sheep can’t see.

Sheep loves styling her full and fluffy wool. But when it
grows too full and too fluffy, it covers her eyes and she
trips over things—ouch! A Texan-style cowboy hat can
controls Sheep’s wool for a whi...

Sheep Dog and Sheep Sheep: Baaad Hair
Day

9780008318031
Pub Date: 6/30/20
Paperback

Rob Biddulph

The funny and fantastic new picture book from award-
winning and bestselling creative star Rob Biddulph! School
has never been so fun!

Meet Class 2L. These kids are excited.
Today’s SHOW AND TELL day, and you’re all invited!

Come and ...

Show and Tell

9780062869562
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$13.50 CAD
Hardcover

Ruth Paul

Seven spooky cookies sitting in a tin, waiting for the
moonlight to let the magic in . . .

The cookies escape for a Halloween romp! They will have
some tricks and treats before the night is through in this
paper-over-board picture ...

Cookie Boo

9780062691675
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

Susan Eaddy, Lucy Fleming

Eenie meenie Halloweenie, kitty, bat, or snake?

Perhaps a bear? I might just wear a costume that I make!

It’s Halloween eve, and a little girl has a dress-up trunk full
of different costume ideas! Orange tights and Daddy’s tux
can t...

Eenie Meenie Halloweenie

9780062941145
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

John Loren

A young trick-or-treater is ready for Halloween in the best
Frankenstein costume ever . . . if he can make it out the
front door!

Every time he tries to set foot into the dark and stormy
night, his parents interrupt with yet anoth...

Frankenstein Doesn't Wear Earmuffs!

 
 

 



9780061768019
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Pamela Jane, Jane Manning

Over in the forest

Where the trees hide the sun

Lived a big mommy monster

And her little monster one.

From monsters to ghosties to goblins, everyone’s favorite
beasties haunt and howl and rattle their way through their
forest home in ...

Little Goblins Ten

9780062983107
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$5.99 CAD
Sticker Book

Rosina Mirabella

When Paddington goes on a monster hunt with Mrs. Bird,
he discovers something spooky lurking at 32 Windsor
Gardens!

The Adventures of Paddington is an animated preschool
series starring Paddington, a polite little bear who lives
wi...

The Adventures of Paddington: The Monster
Hunt

9780733335235
Pub Date: 7/22/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Kerry Brown, Lucia Masciullo

Bestselling Australian picture book creators Kerry Brown
and Lucia Masciullo join forces to bring us a brilliant new
rhyming adventure, perfect for fans of The Gruffalo.

If you were walking through the woods
and a hole you came upon...

The Hole

9780310767817
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Sophie Corrigan, Zondervan

When Pugtato digs up a strange object in his garden, he
enlists his best "spuddies" to help figure out just what this
Thing is. (They are more clever than he is, after all).

Pugtato's simple, quiet life becomes a SCRATCHING,
GNAWIN...

Pugtato Finds a Thing

9780062971067
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$24.99 CAD
Hardcover

LeBron James, Nina Mata

NBA superstar and cultural icon, LeBron James, makes his
children’s book debut with a knockout picture book that
encourages kids to be their biggest motivators and to be
their best selves! Each promise is one that will help kids
g...

I Promise

9780062933751
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Jill Twiss, EG Keller

Pudding the snail and his friends can’t seem to agree on
anything. Whatever Jitterbug the chipmunk wants,
Geezer the goose does not. Whatever Toast the butterfly
wants, Duffles and Nudge the otters are absolutely
against. And if s...

Everyone Gets a Say

9780008264888
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

John Bond

Mini Rabbit is back in another adventure from leading new
talent John Bond!

Mini Rabbit has a VERY important letter to post.
Mini Rabbit is being VERY helpful.
Mini Rabbit will NOT lose the letter, WILL be very careful,
and definit...

Mini Rabbit – Mini Rabbit Must Help

9780733334160
Pub Date: 8/26/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Andrew Daddo, Stephen Michael King

The old milk bar on the corner is coming down to make
way for something new. Little Davey Durak is gathering
scrap - a short piece of wood here, a long piece there.

But what's Davey building? Bruce the builder wants to
know, but Da...

Whatcha Building?

 
 

 



9780732299583
Pub Date: 8/26/20
$11.99 CAD
Paperback

Jackie French, Bruce Whatley

This is a book about a wombat ... winning. Yes, Mothball
has become an athlete, albeit a little accidentally. In her
never-ending quest for carrots Mothball stumbles upon
the children at the local school competing in the school
sp...

Wombat Wins

9780063041202
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$15.99 CAD
Hardcover

Alyssa Satin Capucilli, Pat Schories

Featuring nine different stories, Biscuit’s Christmas
Storybook Favorites is perfect for fans of the
heartwarming little yellow puppy. Join Biscuit as he plays
in the snow, visits the farm, goes on a trip, and more!

This new editio...

Biscuit’s Christmas Storybook Favorites

9780062941589
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Erica Sirotich

With charming, colorful illustrations, this heartwarming
picture book in lyrical text asks an age-old question—can
we be friends? Readers will hear about five unexpected
animal friendships based on real-life stories, including
pop...

Can We Be Friends?

9780063012721
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Paris Rosenthal, Holly Hatam

Penned by Paris Rosenthal—a #1 New York Times
bestselling author and the daughter of the beloved author
Amy Krouse Rosenthal—Dear Baby, is full of a parent’s
hopes and wishes for their newborn baby to be
themselves and to always k...

Dear Baby,

9780062983435
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Arnold Lobel

The Caldecott Honor title Frog and Toad Are Friends was
first published in 1970 and was the first of the four
beloved Frog and Toad I Can Read stories.

This special anniversary edition celebrates fifty years of
Frog and Toad with ...

Frog and Toad Are Friends 50th Anniversary
Commemorative Edition

9780062844958
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Jennifer Berne, Lorraine Nam, Neil deGrasse Tyson

Neil deGrasse Tyson was born curious. And the secrets of
a billion galaxies lay there—waiting for him to explore their
cosmic mysteries. He just had to look up. Up beyond the
city lights, up at the shining stars, up through the Mi...

Look Up with Me

9780062868480
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$13.50 CAD
Hardcover

James Dean, Kimberly Dean

With corn mazes, hay rides, and apple picking, Pete the
Cat realizes there's so much to enjoy and be thankful for
about autumn. Includes 12 Thanksgiving cards, a fold-out
poster, and stickers.

Pete the Cat Falling for Autumn

9780062868558
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

James Dean, Kimberly Dean

From New York Times Bestselling author-
illustrator team James and Kimberly Dean comes
another groovy Pete the Cat adventure—and this
time, he’s making art!

When his friends aren't exactly impressed by the portraits
he draws of them...

Pete the Cat: Crayons Rock!

 
 

 



9780062991188
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Tessa Allen

Sometimes people march
to resist injustice,
to stand in solidarity,
to inspire hope.

From past to present one thing remains true: no matter
how or why people march, we are powerful because we
march together.

With spare, inspiring text ...

Sometimes People March

9780062983121
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$5.99 CAD
Sticker Book

Megan Roth

With the help of Mr. Gruber and a new magic set,
Paddington becomes Paddington the Magnificent!

The Adventures of Paddington is an animated preschool
series starring Paddington, a polite little bear who lives
with the Brown family ...

The Adventures of Paddington: The Magic
Trick

9780062654779
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$4.99 CAD
Paperback

Mike Berenstain

The Berenstain Bear family takes a trip to Big Bear City!
From beneath the city in subway all the way to the tip top
of the Empire Bear Building, there are so many sights to
see! Big Bear City is a wonderful place to visit, but th...

The Berenstain Bears Visit Big Bear City

9780062956767
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Nancy Siscoe, Sabina Gibson

The leaves are falling, the air is crisp, and Berry, Ginger,
and Willow are enjoying the delights of fall. When these
old friends join with new friends to bask in the bounty of
the season, there is a lot to be thankful for—and a n...

Friendsgiving

9780008357955
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$11.99 CAD
Paperback

Olaf Falafel

“Father Christmas heard a fart … E-I-E-I-O!”

Father Christmas is getting ready to deliver the presents –
but he keeps getting distracted by some VERY rude
noises! Who keeps FARTING?!

Could such a big noise actually be coming from so...

Santa Claus Heard a Fart

9780062943903
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$8.50 CAD
Lift-the-flap Book

Rob Elliott, Anna Chernyshova

Rob Elliott’s LOL series has sold more than 5 million
copies. Now his family-friendly jokes are being adapted for
younger readers in his third lift-the-flap book. Ho-ho-ho
through the holidays as you lift the flaps to reveal jolly...

Laugh-Out-Loud Christmas Jokes:
Lift-the-Flap

9780062847171
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Bruce Hale, Stephanie Laberis

'Twas the night before Christmas, when the North Pole's
Peppermint Post Office is anything but quiet. Postmaster
Buck and his crew of penguins can't rest until all of Santa's
letters and gifts are sorted and on Santa's sleigh. But...

Peppermint Post

9780062292605
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Patricia McCormick, Iacopo Bruno

When a group of US Marines fighting in the Korean War
found a bedraggled little mare, they wondered if she could
be trained as a packhorse. They had no idea that the
skinny, underfed horse had one of the biggest and bravest
hearts...

Sergeant Reckless

 
 

 



9780061259234
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Eloise Greenfield, Jan Spivey Gilchrist

We were one family among the many thousands.
Mama and Daddy leaving home, coming to the
city, with their hopes and their courage, their
dreams and their children, to make a better life.

In this beautiful collection of poems and col...

The Great Migration

9780062869463
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Clement C. Moore, Loren Long

Everyone’s favorite Christmas poem, first published in
1823, has enchanted children for generations with the
story of St. Nicholas climbing down the chimney and
delivering Christmas magic to all.

Cozy up with the timeless tale that...

The Night Before Christmas

9780062883391
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Ann Patchett, Robin Preiss Glasser

The Farmer family owns a curious goat who keeps
escaping from its pen. Each and every time the goat
escapes, something around the farm goes wrong, and Mr.
Farmer raises the gate higher.

However, Nicolette notices that the “escape g...

Escape Goat

9780062995513
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$31.00 CAD
Hardcover

Kevin Henkes

Kevin Henkes’s classic mouse picture books have been
perennially popular with families and in classrooms for
more than thirty years. Now teachers, parents, and
children alike can find their favorite characters in one
deluxe volume...

Lilly & Friends

9780062866103
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Kevin Henkes

On a warm morning, a little lion sleeps, under a sun that
shines so brightly, it looks like a flower. He dreams the
flower is as big as the sun. He dreams the flower is a
cookie. He lets his imagination soar.

Caldecott Medalist Ke...

Sun Flower Lion

9780062494375
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Colleen AF Venable, Lian Cho

It’s time to join the band! The band director knows
everything about all the instruments, and he can’t wait to
help find the perfect one for you. But an irrepressible little
girl keeps interrupting with loud BOOM BOOM BOOMS on
her...

The Oboe Goes Boom Boom Boom

9780062875099
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Michael Chabon, Jake Parker

Awesome Man’s secret identity has stayed safe, and he’s
still the greatest superhero around. He loves protecting
the people of Awesome City from evildoers with his trusty
sidekick, Moskowitz. But there have been reports that a
new...

Awesome Man: The Mystery Intruder

9780062871978
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$18.50 CAD
Hardcover

N. D. Wilson, Forrest Dickison

What's better than ONE ninja?

TWO ninjas!

Especially flying

on a dragon

with a cat...

Adventure (and more sandwiches) await in this romp of a
friendship story from Hello, Ninja creators N. D. Wilson
and Forrest Dickison.

Hello, Ninja. Hello, Georgie.

 
 

 



9780063002418
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

Yujia Wang

Animation icon Glen Keane will be directing this musical
adventure about a girl who builds a rocket ship to travel to
the moon in order to prove to her father that a legendary
Moon Goddess really exists. When she gets to the “othe...

Over the Moon: An Original Picture Book

9780063002432
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$13.50 CAD
Hardcover

Wendy Wan-Long Shang, Netflix

This high-end, illustrated novelization retells the
captivating story of the film and features actual film
concept art. Relive the magic in this deluxe retelling with
2-color interiors and a paper over board cover!

Animation icon G...

Over the Moon: The Novelization

9780062934574
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$24.99 CAD
Hardcover

Neil Gaiman, Chris Riddell

When Mom and Dad go out for the night, the babysitters
who show up aren’t like any babysitters you’ve ever seen.
It’s an entire grizzled pirate crew!

And they know just what to serve for dinner: PIRATE
STEW! The saltiest, scurviest...

Pirate Stew

9780062791092
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Elliott Kalan, Andrea Tsurumi

When Sharko calls for a boat, Hippo pulls out a goat.

He wants a pole, but Hippo gives him a pail.

And instead of bait, a beet in a boot!

Hippo’s coat pockets seem to have everything except
what Sharko asks for!

Will their fishing tri...

Sharko and Hippo

9780061914645
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Michael Chabon, Jake Parker

Awesome Man can fly straight as an arrow, hug mutant
Jell-O, and shoot positronic rays out of his eyeballs! Villains
like Professor Von Evil and the Flaming Eyeball are simply
no match for this caped crusader. But Awesome Man
also...

The Astonishing Secret of Awesome Man

9780063002210
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$18.50 CAD
Hardcover

Max Keane

In this Netflix original series, Hank is a free-range,
dirt-covered six-year-old boy with a big imagination and
an even bigger best pal…a giant honking, snorting trash
truck. From learning to fly to going to the dentist, there
is...

Trash Truck

9780733335648
Pub Date: 9/30/20
$13.50 CAD
Hardcover

Natalie Jane Prior, Cheryl Orsini

There's a fairy ring at the bottom of the garden, and the
fairy dancers are wishing hard for dancing days. Join Mia,
Emma and Grace in their most magical dancing
adventures ever!

The Fairy Dancers 2: Dancing Days

9781443411691
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$24.99 CAD
Hardcover

Dennis Lee, Frank Newfeld, Juan Wijngaard, David
McPhail

Three classic Dennis Lee titles in one beautiful
book

This giftable and shareable volume brings together three
of Dennis Lee's best-loved collections of poetry-Alligator
Pie, Jelly Belly and The Ice Cream Store-spanning three
decad...

Alligator Pie and Other Poems

 
 

 



9780063013339
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$15.99 CAD
Hardcover

Herman Parish, Lynn Sweat

With Amelia Bedelia, anything can happen—and it usually
does! This classic three-book treasury includes Amelia
Bedelia Bakes Off, Amelia Bedelia and the Cat, and Calling
Doctor Amelia Bedelia. An irresistible read-aloud, a
perfect...

Amelia Bedelia Storybook Favorites #2
(Classic)

9780008382094
Pub Date: 10/6/20
Hardcover

Rob Biddulph

Meet Class 2L. These kids are excited.
Today’s SHOW AND TELL day, and you’re all invited!

Come and be schooled in magic and wonder by the
award-winning Rob Biddulph, in this brand-new story
about how biggest isn’t always best!

Packed...

Show and Tell

9780062916051
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Anya Glazer

Thesaurus is an ordinary dinosaur. A very ordinary
dinosaur . . . who just happens to love words. And the
other dinos know that’s just who he is. But behind his
verbose and fancy language, Thesaurus has also been
keeping something...

Thesaurus Has a Secret

9780062934130
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Matt Phelan

Turtle walk. Nice and slow. Here we go.

Spring blooms and a turtle family is on the move. Slow
and steady, they travel up, up, up, the gentle hill through
all four seasons—brought to vivid life in bright watercolor
paintings. Where...

Turtle Walk

9780008382209
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Oliver Jeffers

A spectacular new title from world-renowned artist Oliver
Jeffers, creator of the million-copy selling, global
phenomenon Here We Are!

What shall we build, you and I?

I’ll build your future and you’ll build mine.
We’ll build a watch ...

What We’ll Build

9780063039308
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Julia Rawlinson, Tiphanie Beeke

The forest is covered in frost and everything is perfect, but
then Fletcher starts to worry: will Santa Claus find the
rabbits’ new burrow? With the help of his forest friends,
Fletcher marks a path to the rabbits’ front door. But...

Fletcher and the Snowflake Christmas

9781460754276
Pub Date: 10/14/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

David Cornish

Every morning and every evening, Rollo would cry, 'I don't
want to clean my teeth!'

Rollo's family are on track with mealtimes and going to
bed, but now Rollo doesn't want to clean his teeth ...

From talented author-illustrator Davi...

I Don't Want to Clean My Teeth

9780732298777
Pub Date: 10/14/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

David Cornish

Every night when his family sat down to eat, Rollo would
say, 'I don't want to eat my dinner!'

Written and illustrated by David (D.M.) Cornish, this is the
perfect picture book for fed-up parents - and children who
need to be fed.

I Don't Want to Eat My Dinner

 
 

 



9781460750599
Pub Date: 10/14/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

David Cornish

Every night when dinner was done, Rollo would cry, "I
don't want to go to bed!'

Just when Rollo's parents think they've got the food thing
sorted, Rollo announces he doesn't want to go to bed … 

I Don't Want To Go to Bed

9780062891365
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Gregory Barrington

Not much happens on Humdrum Farm and that is not
okay with the adventurous Goat Girl. She’s looking for
excitement! Goat Girl thinks she may have found it when
she encounters a bull named Merle, who she is sure is a
brave cowboy s...

Cow Boy Is NOT a Cowboy

9780062972347
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Drew Sheneman

A long, long time ago, the planet Earth was full of
dinosaurs. Until a big, hot, moving-very-fast asteroid
appeared in the sky. When it hit, most of the plants and
animals on Earth went extinct. It was the end of the
dinosaurs. ....

Dinosaurs Are Not Extinct

9780062937766
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Chris Raschka

Spend the day around the heart of a home: the blue
table. A shopping list is written, food is prepared, and the
table is set. Guests arrive, thanks are given, and a meal is
shared. What then? It’s time to pitch in and clean up, of...

The Blue Table

9780062894342
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Cylin Busby, Charles Santoso

The bookstore cat is an adorable . . .
bossy . . .
cuddly cat.

She is everything from intelligent and loyal to naughty and
vocal! But most of all, the bookstore cat is a well-loved
(and well-read) kitty. Follow her hilarious antics f...

The Bookstore Cat

9780008399405
Pub Date: 10/27/20
$22.99 CAD
Hardcover

Judith Kerr

It’s Mog’s Birthday and everyone is excited to celebrate!
Everyone except Mog. Mog doesn’t like birthdays or
parties, and she especially doesn’t like them both
together. But will she change her mind when it’s her own
special day?

H...

Mog’s Birthday

9780062907806
Pub Date: 10/27/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Grant Snider

From birth, kids learn to mimic the adults around them
and express themselves with language. In My Words,
you’ll meet Ava, a little girl who loves words. Not too long
ago, Ava was a baby and started with a very limited
vocabulary,...

My Words

9780061227820
Pub Date: 10/27/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Monica Brown, Joe Cepeda

A powerful and accessible bilingual picture book
that highlights "the power and impact of ordinary
but dedicated citizens."

Every day, thousands of farmworkers harvested the food
that ended up on kitchen tables all over the country...

Side by Side/Lado a lado

 
 

 



9780008385972
Pub Date: 10/27/20
Mixed Media Product

Quentin Blake, Emma Chichester Clark, Olivia Colman

A remarkable collaboration – that brings together giants of
the picture book world – to create a funny, anarchic and
utterly delightful picture book. A classic of the future.

Beep! Beep! The three little monkeys are back in an irre...

Three Little Monkeys Ride Again

9780008180324
Pub Date: 10/27/20
$22.99 CAD
Hardcover

Emma Chichester Clark

An enchanting and magical story of kindness, from the
highly regarded creator of Blue Kangaroo.

When Bella opens her front door and finds an other-
wordly, little stranger on the doorstep, her life changes
forever! Cold, hungry and ...

Untitled Picture Book

9780062877703
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Anika Aldamuy Denise, Leo Espinosa

When young Rosita moved from Puerto Rico to the
mainland United States, she didn’t know what to
expect—but she knew she loved to sing and dance.
Working to overcome the language barrier and bullying
she experienced in a strange ne...

A Girl Named Rosita

9781400212224
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Anika Aldamuy Denise, Leo Espinosa

When young Rosita moved from Puerto Rico to the
mainland United States, she didn’t know what to
expect—but she knew she loved to sing and dance.
Working to overcome the language barrier and bullying
she experienced in a strange ne...

A Girl Named Rosita (Spanish edition)

9780062662798
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Kathleen Krull, Nancy Zhang

Ruth Bader Ginsburg may be one of the most respected
women in the United States political landscape, but her
recognition is nothing short of hard-won. In fact, for years
before becoming a justice of the Supreme Court, Ruth
had to ...

No Truth Without Ruth: The Life of Ruth
Bader Ginsburg

9780062954534
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Jory John, Pete Oswald

Meet the Couch Potato! Here to join the Bad Seed,
the Good Egg, and the Cool Bean, is a laidback
potato who realizes there is much more to life than
slouching on the couch.

The Couch Potato has everything he wants within reach of
h...

The Couch Potato

9780062747204
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Kevin Henkes, Laura Dronzek

Snow falls, animals burrow, and children prepare for the
wonders winter brings. With striking imagery, repetition,
and alliteration, Kevin Henkes teaches basic concepts of
language and the season. Laura Dronzek’s stunning
painting...

Winter Is Here

9780062470638
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Seymour Simon

Explore the Age of Dinosaurs with Seymour
Simon!

Find out . . .

what are dinosaur fossils?

when dinosaurs roamed the Earth?

what happened to the dinosaurs?

. . . and more!

Scientists have dug up and uncovered many facts about
dinosaurs...

Dinosaurs: Fact and Fable

 
 

 



9780062470645
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Seymour Simon

Explore the Age of Dinosaurs with Seymour
Simon!

Find out . . .

what are dinosaur fossils?

when dinosaurs roamed the Earth?

what happened to the dinosaurs?

. . . and more!

Scientists have dug up and uncovered many facts about
dinosaurs...

Dinosaurs: Fact and Fable

9780008279783
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$18.99 CAD
Mixed Media Product

David Walliams, Tony Ross

The brand-new
HEARTWARMINGLY HILARIOUS
children’s picture book from
NUMBER ONE bestselling David
Walliams. Illustrated by artistic
genius Tony Ross, and read by the
author himself in this spectacular
book and CD edition!

Geronimo

9780007461561
Pub Date: 11/24/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Jill Barklem

Step into the exquisite miniature world of the mice of
Brambly Hedge in this beautiful new edition of the classic
picture book.

It was the middle of winter and very, very cold. The mice
of Brambly Hedge forecasted snow.

And they w...

Brambly Hedge – Winter Story

9780062915320
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Erin Dealey, Luisa Uribe

This picture book is a celebration of every child’s ability to
connect with the environment and make a positive
impact.

When the kids in Room 5 decide to write Earth a letter
asking how they can help protect the planet, they are th...

Dear Earth…From Your Friends in Room 5

9780063042865
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$8.50 CAD
Paperback

Pinkfong

It’s Valentine’s Day and Baby Shark is hard at working
making Valentine’s day card for each of his friends and
family. This storybook includes stickers, cards, and a
paper fortune teller.

This official title is fully endorsed by P...

Baby Shark: Happy Valentine's Day, Baby
Shark!

9780062991867
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

Rob Elliott, Anna Chernyshova

Rob Elliott’s #1 bestselling Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes for Kids
series gets more heartwarming than ever! You’re sure to
love this bouquet of Valentine’s Day–themed jokes, puns,
and zingers that are perfect for the whole family.

This 128...

Laugh-Out-Loud Valentine's Day Jokes for
Kids

9780063017221
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$15.99 CAD
Hardcover

Mary Engelbreit

Valentine’s Day is the ideal time to read about the joys of
love! Whether between friends, family, or that special
someone, it’s never too late to be reminded of love's
power and importance. In this jacketed hardcover, Mary
Engelb...

Mary Engelbreit's Little Book of Love

9780062983176
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Megan Roth

The Adventures of Paddington is an animated preschool
series starring Paddington, a polite little bear who lives
with the Brown family at 32 Windsor Gardens. He is kind,
curious and rather accident-prone. Taking a lead from
Michae...

The Adventures of Paddington: Love Day

 
 

 



9780062983060
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Alyssa Satin Capucilli

When Mrs. Brown can’t find inspiration for her painting,
she enlists the help of Paddington.

The Adventures of Paddington is an animated preschool
series starring Paddington, a polite little bear who lives
with the Brown family at ...

The Adventures of Paddington: Paddington
and the Painting

9780062983077
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Alyssa Satin Capucilli

Paddington is coming to Nickelodeon in an all-new
animated series in Winter 2020. This My First I Can Read
retells an episode from the series.

The Adventures of Paddington: Paddington
and the Painting

9780062983039
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Alyssa Satin Capucilli

When Mrs. Bird can’t make Pancakes for Pancake Day,
Paddington comes to the rescue.

The Adventures of Paddington is animated preschool
series starring Paddington, a polite little bear who lives
with the Brown family at 32 Windsor G...

The Adventures of Paddington: Pancake
Day!

9780062983046
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Alyssa Satin Capucilli

Paddington is coming to Nickelodeon in an all-new
animated series in Winter 2020. This My First I Can Read
retells an episode from the series.

The Adventures of Paddington: Pancake
Day!

9780062868459
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

James Dean, Kimberly Dean

Pete the Kitty’s friend Steve the unicorn somehow lost all
the colors in his rainbow tail. It’s a good thing Pete has his
magical paint brush to help out! Together, they search for
the missing colors of the rainbow.

Pete the Kitty and the Unicorn's Missing
Colors

9780062868466
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

James Dean, Kimberly Dean

Pete the Kitty’s friend Steve the unicorn somehow lost all
the colors in his rainbow tail. It’s a good thing Pete has his
magical paint brush to help out! Together, they search for
the missing colors of the rainbow.

Pete the Kitty and the Unicorn's Missing
Colors

9780062907493
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Steve Foxe

A young girl named Tess is excited go to the airport in her
hometown of Amsterdam where she will be going on her
first airplane ride. Jett brings her a carry-on suitcase, but
trouble arises when it goes missing!

Based on the hit pr...

Super Wings: Airport Adventure

9780062907424
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Steve Foxe

Jett delivers a surfboard to a girl named Clara who lives
on the Gold Coast, Australia. Mira’s Wild Team is called in
to teach Clara to surf, but everyone winds up getting
more than they bargained for when they also wind up
helpin...

Super Wings: Shark Surf Surprise

 
 

 



9780062980403
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

J. D. Riley, Brandon Dorman, Isabel Mendoza

In Axel la camioneta: Camino rocoso, Axel heads to the
mountains and races, bumps, and speeds up and down
rocky roads. He even races a mountain goat or two!
When he gets muddy, Axel heads to the car wash before
heading home.

This S...

Axel la camioneta: Un camino rocoso

9780062980410
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

J. D. Riley, Brandon Dorman, Isabel Mendoza

In Axel la camioneta: Camino rocoso, Axel heads to the
mountains and races, bumps, and speeds up and down
rocky roads. He even races a mountain goat or two!
When he gets muddy, Axel heads to the car wash before
heading home.

This S...

Axel la camioneta: Un camino rocoso

9780062980281
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

J. D. Riley, Brandon Dorman, Isabel Mendoza

It’s a beautiful day out, so Axel heads for the beach. He
loves seeing the sand fly high under his wheels, and
nothing cools him down like racing through the ocean. He
also wants to find out if he’s fast enough to win an
off-road ...

Axel la camioneta: Una carrera en la playa

9780062980298
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

J. D. Riley, Brandon Dorman, Isabel Mendoza

It’s a beautiful day out, so Axel heads for the beach. He
loves seeing the sand fly high under his wheels, and
nothing cools him down like racing through the ocean. He
also wants to find out if he’s fast enough to win an
off-road ...

Axel la camioneta: Una carrera en la playa

9780062983145
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Alyssa Satin Capucilli

When a pigeon falls down the chimney into the Brown's
living room, Paddington makes a new friend.

The Adventures of Paddington is an animated preschool
series starring Paddington, a polite little bear who lives
with the Brown fami...

The Adventures of Paddington: Paddington
and the Pigeon

9780062983152
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Alyssa Satin Capucilli

When a pigeon falls down the chimney into the Brown's
living room, Paddington makes a new friend.

The adventures of Paddington is an animated preschool
series starring Paddington, a polite little bear who lives
with the Brown fami...

The Adventures of Paddington: Paddington
and the Pigeon

9780062951076
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Kelly Starling Lyons, Nina Mata

Ty wishes his family would play with him, but everyone is
too busy before dinnertime. Luckily, Ty knows just what to
do. . . . Time for fun! Celebrate the power of imagination
in All Aboard!

With simple, rhythmic text and joyful, b...

Ty's Travels: All Aboard!

9780062951120
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Kelly Starling Lyons, Nina Mata

Ty wishes his family would play with him, but everyone is
too busy before dinnertime. Luckily, Ty knows just what to
do. . . . Time for fun! Celebrate the power of imagination
in All Aboard!

With simple, rhythmic text and joyful, b...

Ty's Travels: All Aboard!

 
 

 



9780062951090
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Kelly Starling Lyons, Nina Mata

Ty can’t wait to ride his brand-new scooter at the park.
Other kids zip and zoom by like race cars, but all Ty can
do is wobble! Ty wants to give up, but a new friend helps
Ty give it another try. Celebrate imagination and the
pow...

Ty's Travels: Zip, Zoom!

9780062951106
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Kelly Starling Lyons, Nina Mata

Ty can’t wait to ride his brand-new scooter at the park.
Other kids zip and zoom by like race cars, but all Ty can
do is wobble! Ty wants to give up, but a new friend helps
Ty give it another try. Celebrate imagination and the
pow...

Ty's Travels: Zip, Zoom!

9780063042841
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Pinkfong

When Baby Shark loses a tooth, he gets a magical visit
from the tooth fairy. Baby Shark and the Tooth Fairy is a
My First I Can Read, perfect for shared reading with a
child.

This official title is fully endorsed by Pinkfong and is...

Baby Shark: The Shark Tooth Fairy

9780062907523
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$24.99 CAD
Paperback

Steve Foxe

The Super Wings are coming in for a landing in this
portable, five-book I Can Read box set with a handle and
Velcro closure—perfect for airplane rides!

Whether they are flying through Kenya, Italy, Canada,
Australia, or Amsterdam—t...

Super Wings: A Super Reading Collection

9780062977045
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Corey R. Tabor

Fox does not like winter. None of his friends are around to
play. He is bored and alone. Then Fox has an idea. If he
cannot escape winter, he will fight it!

Fox versus Winter

9780062977052
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Corey R. Tabor

Fox does not like winter. None of his friends are around to
play. He is bored and alone. Then Fox has an idea. If he
cannot escape winter, he will fight it!

Fox versus Winter

9780062961969
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Herman Parish, Lynne Avril

Amelia Bedelia has a loose tooth. But no matter how
much she wiggles her tooth, it won’t fall out. When it
finally does, Amelia Bedelia is thrilled. She can’t wait for
the tooth fairy to come to her house! But then Amelia
Bedelia ...

Amelia Bedelia Lost and Found

9780062961976
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Herman Parish, Lynne Avril

Amelia Bedelia has a loose tooth. But no matter how
much she wiggles her tooth, it won’t fall out. When it
finally does, Amelia Bedelia is thrilled. She can’t wait for
the tooth fairy to come to her house! But then Amelia
Bedelia ...

Amelia Bedelia Lost and Found

 
 

 



9780062983350
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Marisa Evans-Sanden, Disney Storybook Art Team

Fancy Nancy discovers a time capsule buried in her
grandpa’s backyard.

Disney Junior’s Fancy Nancy is an animated preschool
series starring six-year-old Nancy, a girl who is fancy in
everything from her advanced vocabulary to her c...

Disney Junior Fancy Nancy: Nancy’s Fancy
Heirloom

9780062983329
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Marisa Evans-Sanden, Disney Storybook Art Team

Fancy Nancy discovers a time capsule buried in her
grandpa’s backyard.

Disney Junior’s Fancy Nancy is an animated preschool
series starring six-year-old Nancy, a girl who is fancy in
everything from her advanced vocabulary to her c...

Disney Junior Fancy Nancy: Nancy’s Fancy
Heirloom

9780062950444
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

WGBH Kids

In Berry Itchy Day, Tooey watches the Trading Post while
Molly and her family go berry picking—but their fun is cut
short by a swarm of pesky mosquitos. If only Molly hadn’t
left the bug spray behind! A book in the Trading Post ha...

Molly of Denali: Berry Itchy Day

9780062840479
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Victoria Kann

When Pinkalicious visits the Pink Pines Ranch, she meets
the most amazing, mini-tastic miniature pony! When the
pee wee pony escapes her corral, it’s up to Pinkalicious to
find her.

Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on ...

Pinkalicious and the Pinkadorable Pony

9780062840486
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Victoria Kann

When Pinkalicious visits the Pink Pines Ranch, she meets
the most amazing, mini-tastic miniature pony! When the
peewee pony escapes her corral, it’s up to Pinkalicious to
find her.

Readers can watch Pinkalicious and Peterrific on t...

Pinkalicious and the Pinkadorable Pony

9780062432315
Pub Date: 6/23/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Jennifer Bové

What if you wished you were a sea turtle and then you
became one? Could you eat like a sea turtle? Sleep like a
sea turtle? Spend most of your life underwater? And
would you want to? Find out!

This Level One I Can Read answers que...

Ranger Rick: I Wish I Was a Sea Turtle

9780062432322
Pub Date: 6/23/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Jennifer Bové

What if you wished you were a sea turtle and then you
became one? Could you eat like a sea turtle? Sleep like a
sea turtle? Spend most of your life underwater? And
would you want to? Find out!

This Level One I Can Read answers que...

Ranger Rick: I Wish I Was a Sea Turtle

9780062686442
Pub Date: 6/23/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Katharine Kenah, Abby Carter

On the first day of first grade, Sam has news to share
with the class—over the summer, his elephant had a
baby! Really!

Beginning readers will love this charming Level One story
that follows Sam’s class all the way to the zoo.

The Best Seat in First Grade

 
 

 



9780062686459
Pub Date: 6/23/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Katharine Kenah, Abby Carter

On the first day of first grade, Sam has news to share
with the class—over the summer, his elephant had a
baby! Really!

Beginning readers will love this charming Level One story
that follows Sam’s class all the way to the zoo.

The Best Seat in First Grade

9780062654748
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Mike Berenstain

When Brother, Sister, and Honey need a summer job,
they see that the old theater in town is hiring. The theater
is dark and spooky, and full of strange things. What will
they find? Beginning readers will love this 32-page spooky
t...

The Berenstain Bears and the Ghost of the
Theater

9780062654755
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Mike Berenstain

When Brother, Sister, and Honey need a summer job,
they see that the old theater in town is hiring. The theater
is dark and spooky, and full of strange things. What will
they find? Beginning readers will love this 32-page spooky
t...

The Berenstain Bears and the Ghost of the
Theater

9780062699978
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Tadgh Bentley

Little Penguin has found something. But he’s not sure
what it could possibly be. Luckily, penguins are great
detectives—and he and his friends are on the case!

Will they be able to solve the mystery?

Little Penguin and the Mysterious Object

9780062699985
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Tadgh Bentley

Little Penguin has found something. But he’s not sure
what it could possibly be. Luckily, penguins are great
detectives—and he and his friends are on the case!

Will they be able to solve the mystery?

Little Penguin and the Mysterious Object

9780062950482
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$24.99 CAD
Paperback

WGBH Kids

Whether she is finding a lost dog or going blueberry
picking—Molly of Denali is always up for an adventure.

Now young readers can take these Alaskan adventures
with them wherever they go. The books included are:

Molly of Denali: Lit...

Molly of Denali: An Alaskan Adventures
Reading Collection

9780062868503
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

James Dean, Kimberly Dean

When there's trouble, it’s up to Pete the Cat's alter ego,
Super Pete, to save the day! With his cool jet, nifty
goggles, and slick slingshot, Super Pete is ready to take
down any bad guys.

Pete the Cat: Super Pete

9780062868534
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

James Dean, Kimberly Dean

When there's trouble, it’s up to Pete the Cat's alter ego,
Super Pete, to save the day! With his cool jet, nifty
goggles, and slick slingshot, Super Pete is ready to take
down any bad guys.

Pete the Cat: Super Pete

 
 

 



9780062840509
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Victoria Kann

Pinkalicious and her friends want to start a band, but they
don’t have any instruments!

Pinkalicious will need to find a creative answer. When
Pinkalicious realizes there are amazing sounds all around,
she figures out what to do.

R...

Pinkalicious and the Pinkettes

9780062840516
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Victoria Kann

Pinkalicious and her friends want to start a band, but they
don’t have any instruments!

Pinkalicious will need to find a creative answer. When
Pinkalicious realizes there are amazing sounds all around,
she figures out what to do.

R...

Pinkalicious and the Pinkettes

9780063002142
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Rainbow

When the neighbor’s dog, Terry, comes over, it’s up to the
cats to teach him how to be a fabulous feline!

44 Cats is an animated preschool comedy starring four
cats: Lampo, Milady, Meatball, and Pilou. Also known as
the Buffycats, ...

44 Cats: A Cat’s Best Friend

9780062912541
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Bruce Hale, Guy Francis

Clark the Shark is excited about his new pet, Lulu the
dogfish! He can’t wait to teach Lulu tricks and feed her lots
of treats. But Clark discovers there is a lot more to having
a pet than he thought!

Clark the Shark Gets a Pet

9780062912558
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Bruce Hale, Guy Francis

Clark the Shark is excited about his new pet, Lulu the
dogfish! He can’t wait to teach Lulu tricks and feed her lots
of treats. But Clark discovers there is a lot more to having
a pet than he thought!

Clark the Shark Gets a Pet

9780062654793
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Mike Berenstain

Join the Berenstain Bears as they take part in the school
talent show! From the cub’s magic tricks to Trudy’s
yodeling, any student can be in the show. All you need is
a talent!

Beginning readers will enjoy this fun tale about thei...

The Berenstain Bears' School Talent Show

9780062654809
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Mike Berenstain

Join the Berenstain Bears as they take part in the school
talent show! From the cub’s magic tricks to Trudy’s
yodeling, any student can be in the show. All you need is
a talent!

Beginning readers will enjoy this fun tale about thei...

The Berenstain Bears' School Talent Show

9780062983428
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$23.96 CAD
Paperback

Arnold Lobel

Read all four of the Frog and Toad adventures in this box
set that includes:

Frog and Toad Are Friends (Caldecott Honor)
Frog and Toad Together (Newbery Honor)
Frog and Toad All Year
Days with Frog and Toad

Frog and Toad: A Complete Reading
Collection

 
 

 



9780062432698
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Sarah Albee, Gustavo Mazali

Albert Einstein was a famous scientist who questioned
everything—even the laws of physics! Einstein’s innovative
thinking paved the way for many important inventions
and discoveries that helped shape the world we live in.

Beginning...

Albert Einstein: A Curious Mind

9780062432704
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Sarah Albee, Gustavo Mazali

Albert Einstein was a famous scientist who questioned
everything—even the laws of physics! Einstein’s innovative
thinking paved the way for many important inventions
and discoveries that helped shape the world we live in.

Beginning...

Albert Einstein: A Curious Mind

9780062697110
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Rob Scotton

Splat and Plank disagree about the moon. . . . Will Plank’s
telescope help answer all their questions?

Beginning readers ready for Level Two will love this fun
Splat the Cat adventure.

Splat the Cat and the Cat in the Moon

9780062697127
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Rob Scotton

Splat and Plank disagree about the moon. . . . Will Plank’s
telescope help answer all their questions?

Beginning readers ready for Level Two will love this fun
Splat the Cat adventure.

Splat the Cat and the Cat in the Moon

9780062963369
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Alexandra West, Walter Carzon

Experience the excitement of Wonder Woman 1984 all
over again in this early reader which retells the opening
scene from the film! Young Diana competes for the first
time in the Amazon Games, but will she win the race or
will her v...

Wonder Woman 1984: Destined for
Greatness

9780062963383
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Alexandra West

Experience the excitement of Wonder Woman 1984 all
over again in this early reader which introduces young
readers to Wonder Woman’s world in the year 1984.
From her golden armor to her formidable foe, The
Cheetah, explore the worl...

Wonder Woman 1984: Meet Wonder
Woman

 
 

 

 



9781474924160
Pub Date: 1/15/19
$12.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Helena Duggan

Violet and Boy’s perfectly creepy adventures are now in
special editions with sumptuous sprayed edges for
Halloween and Christmas! Violet hates living in Perfect.
Why does everyone have to wear special glasses to stop
them going b...

A Place Called Perfect

9780008200626
Pub Date: 8/9/19
$12.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Christian O’Connell

Debut sensation Christian O’Connell is back with more
hilarious adventures of Spike, super-star radio DJ… and
trouble-prone ordinary kid.

Radio Boy (3) – Radio Boy 3

9781474949514
Pub Date: 8/23/19
$12.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Helena Duggan

Violet and Boy’s perfectly creepy adventures are now in
special editions with sumptuous sprayed edges for
Halloween and Christmas! Having uncovered the secrets
that lay behind the spookily pristine town of Perfect, Violet
and the ...

The Trouble With Perfect

9781460753736
Pub Date: 9/5/19
$9.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Emily Rodda

Fete Day has surprises in store for Sam, but are they all a
dream! Something very strange is going to happen to
Sam. In the spare room, the room with the stained-glass
windows, the second-hand clothes hang in rows, stirring
sunlig...

Something Special

9781474964371
Pub Date: 2/5/20
$12.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Helena Duggan

Violet and Boy’s perfectly creepy adventures are now in
special editions with sumptuous sprayed edges for
Halloween and Christmas! Things are quiet in the town
that used to be Perfect until Violet and Boy uncover more
trouble brew...

The Battle For Perfect

9780380709182
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

Series copy:

Introduce a whole new generation to Ramona Quimby,
one of Beverly Cleary’s most beloved and enduring
characters! Just in time to celebrate the author’s ninetieth
birthday, all eight Ramona books are now available with ...

Beezus and Ramona

9780688210762
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

Series copy:

Introduce a whole new generation to Ramona Quimby,
one of Beverly Cleary’s most beloved and enduring
characters! Just in time to celebrate the author’s ninetieth
birthday, all eight Ramona books are now available with ...

Beezus and Ramona

9780380709168
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

In this first of two Newbery Honor books about Ramona,
when Mr. Quimby loses his job, Ramona works hard to
cheer up her family—as only Ramona can.

Ramona and Her Father

 
 

 



9780688221140
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

In this first of two Newbery Honor books about Ramona,
when Mr. Quimby loses his job, Ramona works hard to
cheer up her family—as only Ramona can.

Ramona and Her Father

9780380709526
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

Ramona thinks seven-and-a-half is quite a difficult age to
be. But when Mrs. Quimby tells Ramona that she will
always be her girl, Ramona knows everything will be just
fine.

Ramona and Her Mother

9780688221959
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

Ramona thinks seven-and-a-half is quite a difficult age to
be. But when Mrs. Quimby tells Ramona that she will
always be her girl, Ramona knows everything will be just
fine.

Ramona and Her Mother

9780380709601
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

To Ramona, it seems as though everyone is keeping
secrets: Mrs. Quimby makes secretive phone calls and no
longer eats desert, Aunt Beatrice has a secret new
boyfriend, and Howie Kemp’s Uncle Hobart talks about
things in a mysterio...

Ramona Forever

9780688037857
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

To Ramona, it seems as though everyone is keeping
secrets: Mrs. Quimby makes secretive phone calls and no
longer eats desert, Aunt Beatrice has a secret new
boyfriend, and Howie Kemp’s Uncle Hobart talks about
things in a mysterio...

Ramona Forever

9780380709564
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

Riding the school bus alone isn’t the only new experience
making third grade exciting for Ramona Quimby. From
befriending a boy called Yard Ape to delivering her book
report in the style of a television commercial, Ramona’s
enthus...

Ramona Quimby, Age 8

9780688004774
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

Riding the school bus alone isn’t the only new experience
making third grade exciting for Ramona Quimby. From
befriending a boy called Yard Ape to delivering her book
report in the style of a television commercial, Ramona’s
enthus...

Ramona Quimby, Age 8

9780380709595
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

First grade poses some big challenges for Ramona: She
must overcome her fear of the monster that lives in the
closet of her new bedroom, learn to speak up when she
needs help, and find a way to get the best of the big dog
on the n...

Ramona the Brave

 
 

 



9780688220150
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

First grade poses some big challenges for Ramona: She
must overcome her fear of the monster that lives in the
closet of her new bedroom, learn to speak up when she
needs help, and find a way to get the best of the big dog
on the n...

Ramona the Brave

9780380709540
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

Ramona loves kindergarten—especially her teacher, her
new friend Davy, and Susan with the pretty curls. Yet, it
seems the harder she tries to be good, the more trouble
Ramona finds!

Ramona the Pest

9780688217211
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

Ramona loves kindergarten—especially her teacher, her
new friend Davy, and Susan with the pretty curls. Yet, it
seems the harder she tries to be good, the more trouble
Ramona finds!

Ramona the Pest

9780380732722
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

Ramona is determined to make fourth grade the best
year ever, even if it means falling through her best friend’s
ceiling! And at the end of it all—a “zeroteenth” birthday to
celebrate!

Ramona's World

9780688168162
Pub Date: 3/17/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Beverly Cleary, Jacqueline Rogers

Ramona is determined to make fourth grade the best
year ever, even if it means falling through her best friend’s
ceiling! And at the end of it all—a “zeroteenth” birthday to
celebrate!

Ramona's World

9780732297985
Pub Date: 4/2/20
$12.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Jackie French

This is the well-known story of Juliet Capulet and her love
for Romeo. It also the story about the increasing
helplessness Juliet feels as she realises that unlike young
men her age, her life will effectively be determined and
con...

I am Juliet

9781474939966
Pub Date: 4/7/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Laura Cowan, Sebastiaan Van Doninck

From the classic tale by Jonathan Swift. When his ship is
lost in a storm, Gulliver swims to the island of Lilliput.
Lilliput is no ordinary island, and Gulliver soon finds that he
is a BIG problem for the tiny people who live the...

English Readers Starter Level 2: Gulliver's
Travels

9780008386245
Pub Date: 4/28/20
Trade Paperback

Derek Landy

The thirteenth thrilling novel in the
internationally bestselling
Skulduggery Pleasant series,
SEASONS OF WAR will test the
Skeleton Detective and Valkyrie
like never before…

War is coming.

To avert catastrophe, Skulduggery and Valk...

Skulduggery Pleasant (13) – Seasons of War

 
 

 



9780008339791
Pub Date: 4/28/20
B-format Paperback

Philippa Gregory, Chris Chatterton

Princess Florizella may live in a classic fairy-tale
world, but she’s no ordinary princess…

These three stories were originally published under the
titles Princess Florizella, Princess Florizella and the Wolves
and Princess Florize...

The Princess Rules

9780062894533
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Terri Libenson

Middle school is full of challenges.

Everyone knows how much brainy Bri likes the spotlight
(not). So why did she ever agree to something that forces
her to learn a new language, give a speech, help organize
a party, and juggle dra...

Becoming Brianna

9780062894540
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$28.50 CAD
Hardcover

Terri Libenson

Middle school is full of challenges.

Everyone knows how much brainy Bri likes the spotlight
(not). So why did she ever agree to something that forces
her to learn a new language, give a speech, help organize
a party, and juggle dra...

Becoming Brianna

9780008306427
Pub Date: 5/5/20
B-format Paperback

Ben Fogle, Steve Cole, Nikolas Ilic

A brand new young fiction series by TV broadcaster and
intrepid explorer Ben Fogle, inspired by his real-life animal
experiences…

Co-written with best-selling children’s author Steve Cole
and illustrated throughout with beautiful b...

Mr Dog – Mr Dog and a Hedge Called Hog

9780062980236
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$23.96 CAD
Paperback

Dan Gutman, Jim Paillot

A.J. and his friends from Ella Mentry School have had
some wacky adventures with colorful characters, including
a digital personal assistant that’s hungry for power and a
dentist who wants kids to get cavities! Now the first four
...

My Weirder-est School 4-Book Box Set

9780062643926
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

John David Anderson

For as long as he can remember, Malcolm has never felt
like he’s good enough. Not for his parents, who have
always seemed at odds with each other, with Malcolm
caught in between. And especially not for his dad, whose
competitive d...

One Last Shot

9780062839237
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$8.50 CAD
Paperback

Bobbie Pyron

Piper’s life is turned upside down when her family moves
into a shelter in a whole new city. She misses her house,
her friends, and her privacy—and she hates being labeled
the homeless girl at her new school. But while the
shelter...

Stay

9780062686213
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Catherine Gilbert Murdock

Boy has always been relegated to the outskirts of his
small village. With a hump on his back, a mysterious past,
and a tendency to talk to animals, he is often mocked by
others in his town—until the arrival of a shadowy pilgrim
na...

The Book of Boy

 
 

 



9780062991317
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Katherine Applegate, Patricia Castelao

Return to the unforgettable world of the Newbery
Medal-winning and #1 New York Times bestselling
novel The One and Only Ivan (soon to be a major
motion picture!) in this incredible sequel, starring
Ivan’s friend Bob!

Bob sets out o...

The One and Only Bob

9780062406415
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Peter Lerangis

Ever since thirteen-year-old Corey Fletcher found out that
he’s the world’s first “throwback,” with the power to not
only visit history, but change it, he’s been spending as
much time in the past as possible. Whenever his friends
...

Throwback: The Chaos Loop

9780063026704
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Erin Entrada Kelly

Cash, Fitch, and Bird Thomas are three siblings in seventh
grade together in Park, Delaware. In 1986, as the nation
waits expectantly for the launch of the space shuttle
Challenger, they each struggle with their own personal
anxie...

We Dream of Space

9780062747303
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Erin Entrada Kelly

Cash, Fitch, and Bird Nelson Thomas are three siblings in
seventh grade together in Park, Delaware. In 1986, as the
nation waits expectantly for the launch of the space
shuttle Challenger, they each struggle with their own
persona...

We Dream of Space

9780062878199
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Gail Carson Levine

Surrounded by her large family, Loma is happy in the
judería of Alcalá de Henares, Spain. But when her
intimidating grandfather, her Belo, decides to bring her
along on his travels, she’s excited to join him. Belo has the
ear of K...

A Ceiling Made of Eggshells

9780062803818
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Laura Martin

The McNeil family have always been professional hoaxers
—tricking bystanders into believing they’re seeing
legendary creatures like Bigfoot and the Loch Ness
Monster. Unlike the rest of his family, twelve-year-old
Grayson hates hoa...

Hoax for Hire

9780062423719
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Diane Stanley

A heartfelt and magical middle grade novel in the
tradition of Tuck Everlasting and Bridge to
Terabithia, about family, wishes, and the power of
true friends to work magic.

After her famous grandfather’s death, Joplin finds an old
...

Joplin, Wishing

9780008342586
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

David Walliams, Tony Ross

The new children’s book from No.
1 bestselling author David
Walliams – a fantastically funny
tale illustrated by artistic genius,
Tony Ross.

WELCOME TO THE ISLE OF MULCH…

This little island is home to a large number of horrible
grow...

Slime

 
 

 



9780062264350
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Tom Watson

MEET STICK DOG:

With the humor of Big Nate and Wimpy Kid comes a new
middle grade hero, this time with four legs, a wet nose,
and an insatiable appetite. Along with his four
dysfunctional friends, Stick Dog embarks on an epic
quest...

Stick Dog

9780062803474
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Margaret Dilloway

When Cady Bennett is sent to live with the aunt she didn’t
even know she had, in the quaint mountain town of
Julian, she isn’t sure what to expect. Cady isn’t used to
stability, after growing up homeless in San Diego with her
dad....

Summer of a Thousand Pies

9780062275103
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Anne Ursu

When you’re an identical twin, your story always starts
with someone else. For Iris, that means her story starts
with Lark.

Iris has always been the grounded, capable, and rational
one; Lark has been inventive, dreamy, and brillian...

The Lost Girl

9780062428257
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Natalie Lloyd

All siblings are capable of magic if they stick together. But
trusting each other isn’t easy for the Problims when
neighbors like Desdemona and Carly-Rue O’Pinion are
working double-time to turn the town against them. From
catapul...

The Problim Children: Carnival Catastrophe

9780062306999
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Laura Ruby

After the stunning events of The Clockwork Ghost, Tess,
Theo, and Jaime don’t know what to think about their
legacy—both past and present. They have only one
choice: to follow the Old York Cipher to the end.

Doing so reveals the p...

York: The Map of Stars

9780062841308
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Susan Campbell Bartoletti, Ziyue Chen

Get immersed in the excitement and thrill of a country
undergoing dramatic social and political change! Meet the
women who weren’t afraid to use radical tactics, pull off a
huge parade, picket President Wilson outside the White
Ho...

How Women Won the Vote

9780062795458
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Amy Rebecca Tan

Vic Brown did not want to go to camp this
summer.

It’s nice being back with her friends in the woods of New
Hampshire, but Vic still can’t forget about the secret
reason her mom wanted her and her brother out of the
house—or how mu...

Summer at Meadow Wood

9780062912671
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Claire Swinarski

Astronomy-obsessed Abby McCourt should be thrilled
about the solar eclipse her small town of Moose Junction is
about to witness, but she’s not. After her older sister Blair
was sent away for an eating disorder, Abby has been in a
...

What Happens Next

 
 

 



9780062854315
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$12.50 CAD
Paperback

Jeremy Tankard, Hermione Tankard

Yorick, a hapless skeleton, has just been dug up after a
few hundred years of sleep. Bones, a curious stray dog,
did the digging. Not realizing that he is a skeleton—or that
he’s no longer in the Elizabethan era—Yorick tries to me...

Yorick and Bones

9780062854308
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Jeremy Tankard, Hermione Tankard

Yorick, a hapless skeleton, has just been dug up after a
few hundred years of sleep. Bones, a curious stray dog,
did the digging. Not realizing that he is a skeleton—or that
he’s no longer in the Elizabethan era—Yorick tries to me...

Yorick and Bones

9780062871633
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Saundra Mitchell, Josh Berk

The year: 1983. The place: Ohio. The camp: Scary as
heck.

Camp Sweetwater is finally reopening, three decades after
it mysteriously shut down. Campers Corryn Quinn and
Tez Jones have each had more than enough of their
regular lives...

Camp Murderface

9781474969062
Pub Date: 4/30/20
$17.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Rachel Firth, James Gilyard

Discover amazing dinosaurs, and other incredible
pre-historic creatures that lived along side them, in this
beautifully illustrated fold-out book. Then, turn over to find
out when they all lived, with fascinating facts about their...

Fold-Out Dinosaur Timeline

9781474968898
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$18.95 CAD
Hardcover

Lara Bryan

Lift the flaps of this book and discover what grown-ups do,
whether they work by day or night, outdoors or indoors,
up high or even under the ground. This fascinating
introduction to over 100 jobs, from nurses, to musicians
and ar...

Look Inside Jobs

9780062947758
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Sarah Prager, Sarah Papworth

*A Junior Library Guild Selection*

Rainbow Revolutionaries brings to life the vibrant histories
of fifty pioneering LGBTQ+ people our history books forgot
to mention. Through Sarah Prager’s (Queer, There, and
Everywhere) short, eng...

Rainbow Revolutionaries

9780008295684
Pub Date: 5/26/20
B-format Paperback

Derek Landy

The 12th explosive novel in the internationally bestselling
Skulduggery Pleasant series, BEDLAM will blow your mind
– and change everything…

On a desperate journey to recover her sister's lost soul,
Valkyrie Cain goes up against th...

Skulduggery Pleasant (12) – Bedlam

9780008295325
Pub Date: 5/26/20
Hardcover

Nicola Skinner

The extraordinarily moving, funny
and original new novel from the
author of the rapturously
acclaimed BLOOM.

“You were born raging, Frances Frida Ripley.
That’s what happens when you’re born in a
storm.”

Frances’s parents were not p...

Storm

 
 

 



9781474969703
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$9.95 CAD
Hardcover

Rosie Dickins

A foolish king decides to test his daughters by asking how
much they love him. The youngest, Greta, answers “as
much as salt” – and is banished. Suddenly alone, Greta
succeeds in making her own way in the world AND
teaches the kin...

Young Reading Series 1: The Wise Princess

9780733325830
Pub Date: 5/27/20
$5.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Glenda Millard, Stephen Michael King

Since his arrival at the Kingdom of Silk, Perry Angel has
learned a lot about love. Apart from dressing up as
Superman, Perry's favourite thing in the entire universe is
drawing. But then something happens, and his friends are
wor...

All the Colours of Paradise

9781474979405
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$8.95 CAD
Hardcover

Emily Bone

Starting with spring, this book explains how flowers, trees,
insects and animals change and adapt through summer,
autumn and finally winter, before returning to spring
again. It’s filled with delicate, soft illustrations and simpl...

Beginners: Seasons

9781474979412
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$8.95 CAD
Hardcover

Emily Bone

A stunning reference book on all kinds of woodland
creatures, from tiny dormice to big black bears. A lovely
addition to the popular Beginners series with with
easy-to-read text and step-by-step visual explanations.
Lots of childr...

Beginners: Woodland Creatures

9780062878113
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Lindsey Stoddard

Cyrus was just a baby when his firefighter dad found him
abandoned on the steps of the firehouse. Now he’s
entering middle school, and Cyrus isn’t a record-breaking
football star like his dad, or brave like the firefighters who
he...

Brave Like That

9781474950688
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Andrew Prentice

Economics is all about how and why we make choices.
This exciting book breaks down a fascinating subject that
governs so much of our lives. Why are markets so
important? How do we actually make decisions? Will
robots take our job...

Economics For Beginners

9780062458049
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Amie Kaufman, Levente Szabo

Though Anders and his friends have delayed an all-out
war between the Ice Wolves and Scorch Dragons, their
mission isn’t over. With adults on both sides looking for
them, they’ve sought refuge in Cloudhaven, a forbidden
stronghold...

Elementals: Battle Born

9780062984289
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$12.50 CAD
Paperback

Malcolm Mackenzie

Idols of Pop: The Jonas Brothers is an essential
fan-focused guide to the latest and greatest icons in pop
music---the Jonas Brothers! This 64-page paperback
features full-color candid and professional photos with the
Jonas Brothe...

Idols of Pop: Jonas Brothers

 
 

 



9780062571175
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Angie Sage

Maximillian Fly wants no trouble. Yet because he stands at
six feet two, with beautiful indigo wings, long antennae,
and more arms than you or me, many are frightened of
him. He is a gentle creature that looks like a giant
cockroa...

Maximillian Fly

9780062906243
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$15.99 CAD
Hardcover

Lisa Greenwald

TBH, sometimes boys say dumb things about girls. And
Cece is sick of it! When she leads a super-successful event
at school to raise awareness, everyone starts looking to
her to take charge—of everything. Prianka needs ideas for
Na...

TBH #6: TBH, You Know What I Mean

9780062679673
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Rebecca K.S. Ansari

“As puzzle pieces click into place, The Missing
Piece of Charlie O’Reilly reveals that it’s
stories—and family—that make us whole. A deeply
satisfying and beautiful book.” —Elana K. Arnold,
National Book Award finalist and author ...

The Missing Piece of Charlie O'Reilly

9780062695215
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Soman Chainani

Beyond Good and Evil. Beyond Ever Afters. The fairy tale
of Sophie and Agatha comes to a dramatic conclusion in
this sixth and final book of Soman Chainani’s New York
Times bestselling fantasy series. Who will sit on Camelot’s
thr...

The School for Good and Evil #6: One True
King

9780062946645
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Erin Hunter, James L. Barry

When RiverClan fell under the rule of the vicious Tigerstar,
Feathertail barely escaped with her life. With Tigerstar
gone, RiverClan is trying to rebuilt in unity and
peace—even if Feathertail isn’t ready to forgive. But when
Riv...

Warriors: A Shadow in RiverClan

9780062946652
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$28.50 CAD
Hardcover

Erin Hunter, James L. Barry

When RiverClan fell under the rule of the vicious Tigerstar,
Feathertail barely escaped with her life. With Tigerstar
gone, RiverClan is trying to rebuilt in unity and
peace—even if Feathertail isn’t ready to forgive. But when
Riv...

Warriors: A Shadow in RiverClan

9781474969109
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Andrew Prentice

A write-in book filled with a wide range of script-writing
activities, tips and advice. The book will inspire a new
generation of scriptwriters and playwrights to write and
perform their own shows. Simple exercises at the
beginnin...

Write Your Own: Write Your Own Scripts

9780062885937
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Kristin O'Donnell Tubb

Zeus comes from a long line of heroic dogs, so it figures
he would graduate Canine College as valedictorian. He
dreams of glory as a K-9 commander but receives a more
dangerous assignment: middle school! And as all good
service do...

Zeus, Dog of Chaos

 
 

 



9780062437884
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Joe Ballarini, Vivienne To

Kelly’s been a celebrity ever since she defeated the
Boogeyman and his army of nightmares on Halloween.
But now all the other monsters want revenge. And if
Kelly’s going to survive Babysitter Bootcamp, she’ll have to
face the Spid...

A Babysitter's Guide to Monster Hunting #2:
Beasts & Geeks

9781474968386
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$18.95 CAD
Hardcover

Felicity Brooks, Mar Ferrero

Being able to make and maintain friendships is an
important life skill and one that paves the way for
meaningful relationships throughout life. This fun, friendly
and reassuring introduction is designed to help young
children reco...

All About Friends

9780062803498
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Margaret Dilloway

Eleven-year-old Ava Andrews has a Technicolor interior
with a gray shell. On the inside, she bubbles with ideas
and plans. On the outside, everyone except her best
friend, Zelia, thinks she doesn’t talk or, worse, is stuck-up.
Wha...

Five Things About Ava Andrews

9780062894359
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Laura Martin

This thrilling race through time is perfect for fans
of Gordon Korman and John David Anderson.

Regan Fitz and Elliot Mason are training to become
Glitchers, or time travelers who prevent others from
altering important historical ev...

Glitch

9781474960472
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$12.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Darran Stobbart

This activity book aims to encourage children to discover
data handling as a key maths tool in everyday life. The
book talks through how to collect, display, and analyse
data in a range of different ways. It focuses on how data
ca...

Graphs And Charts Activity Book

9781474942966
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$17.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Jerome Martin

This visually exciting lift-the-flap book charts the rise of an
urban skyscraper, covering every stage of its construction
– from safely demolishing its predecessor to hanging glass
walls forty storeys up. With over 70 flaps to li...

Lift-the-Flap: Construction and Demolition
BB

9780062671349
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Avi, Brian Floca

Ragweed is on a freight train heading away from
Amperville, seeking a new life. On his way, he meets
Lotar, an innocent but annoying baby raccoon who is
desperate to reunite with his mother. Though Ragweed
doesn’t want to be tied ...

Ragweed and Poppy

9780062947918
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

Calliope Glass, Hollie Mengert

Sparkleton begs his big sister to give him wish-granting
powers for one whole day so he can prove how
glittertastic he’ll be at magic. Sure, the wishes might go
terribly, horribly wrong…but what if they don’t?!

Sparkleton #1: The Magic Day

 
 

 



9780062947925
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

Calliope Glass, Hollie Mengert

Sparkleton begs his big sister to give him wish-granting
powers for one whole day so he can prove how
glittertastic he’ll be at magic. Sure, the wishes might go
terribly, horribly wrong…but what if they don’t?!

Sparkleton #1: The Magic Day

9780062947949
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

Calliope Glass, Hollie Mengert

It’s a magic emergency! Sparkleton’s gloomiest friend,
Gabe, gets his unicorn magic just in time to star in the
town’s big parade! But Gabe’s new power is more
embarrassing than a garden of moldy mushrooms.
Luckily, Sparkleton has...

Sparkleton #2: The Glitter Parade

9780062947956
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

Calliope Glass, Hollie Mengert

It’s a magic emergency! Sparkleton’s gloomiest friend,
Gabe, gets his unicorn magic just in time to star in the
town’s big parade! But Gabe’s new power is more
embarrassing than a garden of moldy mushrooms.
Luckily, Sparkleton has...

Sparkleton #2: The Glitter Parade

9780062849366
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Paul Mosier

Twelve-year-old Juillet is preparing for the worst summer
ever. She and her mom are staying in the seaside
neighborhood of Ocean Park, California, for one month,
while her mom works at the local hospital. That means
Juillet will b...

Summer and July

9780062693297
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Kathryn Lasky

The gripping second installment of the Tangled in
Time series from Newbery Honor–winning and
New York Times bestselling author Kathryn Lasky.
This time Rose’s courage is put to the ultimate test
as she strives to find her place in...

Tangled in Time 2: The Burning Queen

9781474969765
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$9.95 CAD
Hardcover

Susanna Davidson, Isabella Grott

Based on the Grimm's fairy tale, this story tells of two
sisters who are visited one winter's night by a bear, who
seeks shelter from the cold. He stays through the winter,
but by spring, he returns once more to the forest.
Suspec...

Young Reading Series 1: Snow White and
Rose Red

9781474953023
Pub Date: 6/15/20
$13.95 CAD
Hardcover

Lara Bryan, Rachel Wells

Peep inside a plane to discover how it works. Peep into the
cockpit, push the throttle and flap down the wheels as you
follow the plane on a journey around the world. With lots
of flaps to peep under and holes to look through, lit...

Peep Inside How a Plane Works

9780062836694
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Lisa Moore Ramée

Twelve-year-old Shayla is allergic to trouble. All she wants
to do is to follow the rules. (Oh, and she’d also like to
make it through seventh grade with her best friendships
intact, learn to run track, and have a cute boy see pas...

A Good Kind of Trouble

 
 

 



9780062381132
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Kathleen Krull

America is a nation full of immigrants. From writers like
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie to scientists like Albert
Einstein to innovators like Elon Musk, immigrants have
changed the way we eat, think, and live. Though the
journey for ma...

American Immigration: Our History, Our
Stories

9780062978257
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

Corey Ann Haydu, Luisa Uribe

Del loves LOTS of things! Like helping out at the Curious
Cousins Secondhand Shoppe. Ginormous family dinners
in their apartments upstairs. And, of course, her
best-friend-cousin Alma.

Alma loves her abuelita’s tasty empanadas. Lav...

Hand-Me-Down Magic #1: Stoop Sale
Treasure

9780062878250
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Corey Ann Haydu, Luisa Uribe

Del loves LOTS of things! Like helping out at the Curious
Cousins Secondhand Shoppe. Ginormous family dinners
in their apartments upstairs. And, of course, her
best-friend-cousin Alma.

Alma loves her abuelita’s tasty empanadas. Lav...

Hand-Me-Down Magic #1: Stoop Sale
Treasure

9780062978264
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

Corey Ann Haydu, Luisa Uribe

Alma’s birthday gift for Del was supposed to be delightful
and daring—just like Del. Her present was a magical
crystal ball, and it worked, too! All of Del’s predictions for
her party guests were coming true.

But when Alma looks in...

Hand-Me-Down Magic #2: Crystal Ball
Fortunes

9780062878274
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Corey Ann Haydu, Luisa Uribe

Alma’s birthday gift for Del was supposed to be delightful
and daring—just like Del. Her present was a magical
crystal ball, and it worked, too! All of Del’s predictions for
her party guests were coming true.

But when Alma looks in...

Hand-Me-Down Magic #2: Crystal Ball
Fortunes

9780062962522
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$15.99 CAD
Hardcover

Beth Bacon

OK. So you have to read for 20 minutes, but you don’t
want to. Maybe your mom even has a timer—yikes!

If you have to read, but you don’t like reading, this book is
for you! If someone’s bugging you to open a book, grab
this one. In...

I Hate Reading

9780060569518
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Elise Primavera

Marigold Star is destined for greatness. Everyone in
Bramblycrumbly thinks so, from her parents to her pet
dragon, Lightning. There’s just one problem. Marigold
can’t do magic! (She can barely keep track of her magic
wand.)

Then on...

Marigold Star

9780062691132
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Dan Gutman, Jim Paillot

A.J. is turning nine! He’s going to have a backyard
birthday bash to celebrate, and all his family, friends, and
favorite Ella Mentry School teachers are invited. His
parents even hire the best party planner in town, Mr.
Marty. Bu...

My Weirder-est School #5: Mr. Marty Loves a
Party!

 
 

 



9780008265984
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$12.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Andrew Clover, Ralph Lazar

Meet RORY BRANAGAN – he eats bad guys for
breakfast. Well, not ACTUALLY. But he IS the best
detective in town. Sixth in a hilarious
comedy-crime series for readers of 8+.

Hello. I am Rory Branagan. I am actually a detective. And
I ...

Rory Branagan (Detective) (6) – The Den of
Danger

9780062972385
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Erin Geiger Smith

Erin Geiger Smith presents a fascinating look into
America’s voting history and motivates young people to
get out the vote with this inspiring, informative young
readers’ edition. Thank You for Voting gives future voters
the power...

Thank You for Voting Young Readers’ Edition

9780062884206
Pub Date: 6/23/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Chris Grabenstein, Stuart Gibbs, Lamar Giles, Bruce Hale,
Peter Lerangis, Kate Milford, Tyler Whitesides

Bestselling author Chris Grabenstein and the Mystery
Writers of America bring together twenty peerless puzzles
in his first-ever anthology of mystery short stories that
invite readers to try to unravel the riddles themselves.
This...

Super Puzzletastic Mysteries

9780063037694
Pub Date: 6/23/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Judy Batalion

As their communities across Poland were being destroyed,
a group of young Jewish women, some still teenagers,
began transforming Jewish youth groups into resistance
cells. These “ghetto girls” built systems of underground
bunkers,...

The Light of Days Young Readers’ Edition

9780063014145
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$12.99 CAD
Paperback

Katherine Applegate, Patricia Castelao

Ivan is an easy-going gorilla. Living at the Exit 8 Big Top
Mall and Video Arcade, he has grown accustomed to
humans watching him through the glass walls of his
domain. He rarely misses his life in the jungle. In fact, he
hardly e...

The One and Only Ivan Movie Tie-In Edition

9780063019386
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$15.99 CAD
Hardcover

Katherine Applegate, Patricia Castelao

Ivan is an easy-going gorilla. Living at the Exit 8 Big Top
Mall and Video Arcade, he has grown accustomed to
humans watching him through the glass walls of his
domain. He rarely misses his life in the jungle. In fact, he
hardly e...

The One and Only Ivan Movie Tie-in Edition

9780063014138
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Katherine Applegate, Patricia Castelao

Ivan is an easy-going gorilla. Living at the Exit 8 Big Top
Mall and Video Arcade, he has grown accustomed to
humans watching him through the glass walls of his
domain. He rarely misses his life in the jungle. In fact, he
hardly e...

The One and Only Ivan Movie Tie-In Edition

9781474979399
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$8.95 CAD
Hardcover

Emily Bone

This charming illustrated reference book begins at sunset,
and follows nocturnal animals through the dark night to
the start of another sunny morning. A beautifully-
illustrated addition to the popular Beginners series with
easy-to...

Beginners: Night and Day

 
 

 



9781474979429
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$8.95 CAD
Hardcover

Emily Bone

A beautifully-illustrated introduction to the fascinating
creatures and plants you’d find on sandy beaches, rocky
coasts and in the shallow waters around them. Part of the
popular Beginners series with easy-to-read text and
step-b...

Beginners: On the Beach

9781474947909
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Mairi Mackinnon

Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre is one of the best-loved
heroines in English literature: the poor orphan whose
determination and spirit bring her to happiness,
heartbreak and happiness again. This illustrated retelling
brings the cla...

English Readers Starter Level 3: Jane Eyre

9781474972031
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Mairi Mackinnon

King Midas loves gold, so when a god offers him a gift,
Midas knows just what to ask for. “I want to change
everything I touch into gold.” That works well for flowers
and trees, and palace furniture too – but what happens
when Mid...

English Readers Starter Level: King Midas

9781474972048
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Mairi Mackinnon

Old man Harry arrives at a house and asks for food; but
cautious Nell doesn’t want to give food to a stranger.
Harry tells her: “I can show you something wonderful. I
can make soup from a stone!” A stone, a fire, a pot of hot
wate...

English Readers Starter Level: Stone Soup

9781474968874
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$18.95 CAD
Hardcover

Emily Bone

Lift the flaps to brave all kinds of extreme weather, from
violent tornadoes and hurricanes, to extreme heat-waves,
droughts and wildfires. The final page explores the effect
climate change is having on wild weather around the
wor...

Look Inside: Wild Weather

9781474971317
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Zanna Davidson, Heather Burns

Grace, Holly and Lily are the Magic Dolls, who care for the
Magical Creatures of the Enchanted Isle. When a
frightened unicorn is found in the Spellwood, it’s up to the
Magic Dolls to help! In her anxiety the weather unicorn
has w...

Sticker Dolly Dressing Stories 1: Unicorn
Rescue

9781474974714
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Zanna Davidson, Kat Uno

The Magic Dolls have been invited to the Fairy Picnic, and
the big day has finally arrived. But on the way they
discover the Trolls have come down from the High
Mountains and are on their way to the picnic too! The
Trolls are incr...

Sticker Dolly Dressing Stories 2: Fairy Picnic

9780062982711
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Jenny McLachlan, Ben Mantle

Everyone remembers their secret imaginary
world…but what if you discovered that yours was
real?

When Arthur and Rose were little, they were the heroes of
Roar, a magical world they invented where the wildest
creations of their imag...

The Land of Roar

 
 

 



9780062821287
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Cindy Lin

Usagi can hear a squirrel’s heartbeat from a mile away,
and soar over treetops in one giant leap. She was born in
the year of the wood rabbit, and it’s given her
extraordinary zodiac gifts. But ever since the mysterious,
vicious D...

The Twelve

9781474950800
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Abigail Wheatley, Rob Lloyd Jones, Various

Discover the scientific breakthroughts of 100 brilliant
scientists, from Albert Einstein, Marie Curie and Stephen
Hawking, to lesser-known geniuses including 4th-century
mathematician Hypatia of Alexandria, 11th-century
Chinese po...

100 Great Scientists

9780062947796
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

David Bowles, Shane Clester

Cousins Malia, Ivan, and Dante are visiting their aunt Lucy
for the summer. On their way to Gulf City’s water park,
they get lost on 13th Street. Only it’s not a street at all. It’s
a strange world filled with dangerous beasts! Wi...

13th Street #1: Battle of the Bad-Breath
Bats

9780062947802
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

David Bowles, Shane Clester

Cousins Malia, Ivan, and Dante are visiting their aunt Lucy
for the summer. On their way to Gulf City’s water park,
they get lost on 13th Street. Only it’s not a street at all. It’s
a strange world filled with dangerous beasts! Wi...

13th Street #1: Battle of the Bad-Breath
Bats

9780062947826
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

David Bowles, Shane Clester

Cousins Dante, Malia, and Ivan are happy to be back in
their hometown of Nopalitos. But then their school bus
takes a wrong turn and they end up on 13th Street! There
are new monsters to fight, but at least they have their
friend ...

13th Street #2: The Fire-Breathing Ferret
Fiasco

9780062947833
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

David Bowles, Shane Clester

Cousins Dante, Malia, and Ivan are happy to be back in
their hometown of Nopalitos. But then their school bus
takes a wrong turn and they end up on 13th Street! There
are new monsters to fight, but at least they have their
friend ...

13th Street #2: The Fire-Breathing Ferret
Fiasco

9780062947857
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

David Bowles, Shane Clester

Ivan, Malia, and Dante are excited about their ski trip.
There’s no chance they’ll stumble onto 13th Street in the
mountains, right? WRONG! After being sucked through a
portal, the cousins come face-to-face with joke-telling
couga...

13th Street #3: Clash of the Cackling
Cougars

9780062947864
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

David Bowles, Shane Clester

Ivan, Malia, and Dante are excited about their ski trip.
There’s no chance they’ll stumble onto 13th Street in the
mountains, right? WRONG! After being sucked through a
portal, the cousins come face-to-face with joke-telling
couga...

13th Street #3: Clash of the Cackling
Cougars

 
 

 



9780062665744
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Margaret Stohl, Kay Peterson, Lewis Peterson

In book two, the intergalactic war between the Feline
Empire and Robot Federation has escalated to the brink of
war. Cats and robots are preparing to converge on Earth
and battle it out for the Infinity Engine. And the inventors
a...

Cats vs. Robots #2: Now with Fleas!

9780062875259
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Lisa Greenwald

BFFs Ari and Kaylan are friends for life—a true team. But
their thirteenth birthdays come with major family stuff, big
secrets, and epic lunch table drama. So they decide to
take charge by tackling a new list of thirteen resolutio...

Friendship List #3: 13 and Counting

9780062860415
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

W. N. Brown, James Bernardin

Civil War, 1863. Union soldiers Colonel Thomas Rose and
Major A.G. Hamilton were captured by the Confederate
Army and sent to one of the most horrific prisons ever
run—Libby Prison. Infamous for its harsh, overcrowded,
and vermin-...

Great Escapes #3: Civil War Breakout

9780062860422
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

W. N. Brown, James Bernardin

Civil War, 1863. Union soldiers Colonel Thomas Rose and
Major A.G. Hamilton were captured by the Confederate
Army and sent to one of the most horrific prisons ever
run—Libby Prison. Infamous for its harsh, overcrowded,
and vermin-...

Great Escapes #3: Civil War Breakout

9780062869432
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

J. H. Reynolds

The best summer of Harper’s life might be her last.

On the way to Camp Moon Lake, the most magical
summer camp on Earth, all Harper can think about is her
parents’ looming divorce. Soon enough, though, the
outdoor movie theater, th...

Monsterstreet #4: Camp of No Return

9780062869449
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

J. H. Reynolds

The best summer of Harper’s life might be her last.

On the way to Camp Moon Lake, the most magical
summer camp on Earth, all Harper can think about is her
parents’ looming divorce. Soon enough, though, the
outdoor movie theater, th...

Monsterstreet #4: Camp of No Return

9780062947697
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Chantel Acevedo

Callie Martinez-Silva didn’t mean to turn her best friend
into a pop star. But when a simple pep talk leads to
miraculous results, Callie learns she’s the newest muse of
epic poetry, one of the nine muses of Greek mythology
tasked...

Muse Squad: The Cassandra Curse

9780062672681
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Caela Carter

Alma has everything she needs, except answers to her
questions. Her mother won’t tell her about her beloved
stepfather, Adam, who is suddenly gone this summer. Or
about life in Portugal where her parents met. Not even
about her fa...

One Speck of Truth

 
 

 



9780062963352
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$12.50 CAD
Hardcover

Calliope Glass

An all-new chapter in the Wonder Woman story . . .

Diana Prince has been living quietly among mortals in the
era of excess: the 1980s.

Though she’s come into her full powers, she maintains a
low profile, curating ancient artifacts a...

Wonder Woman 1984: The Deluxe Junior
Novel

9780062963437
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Calliope Glass

An all-new chapter in the Wonder Woman story . . .

Diana Prince has been living quietly among mortals in the
era of excess: the 1980s.

Though she’s come into her full powers, she maintains a
low profile, curating ancient artifacts a...

Wonder Woman 1984: The Junior Novel

9780062963406
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$12.50 CAD
Hardcover

Alexandra West

This gift book is perfect for fans of all ages and not only
includes stories from Wonder Woman who is now living in
the year 1984, but also quotes from both of the Wonder
Woman films! Illustrated with unique, full-color artwork
an...

Wonder Woman 1984: Truth, Love &
Wonder

9780062977137
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Tracey West, Alice Potter

Are you on a creative quest to stand out like a unicorn?
Are you a born leader who’s loyal to the herd like a
llamacorn? Or are you chill and go-with-the-flow like a
narwhal? Take the quiz at the beginning of the book to
find out!...

You Are Magic

9780008268107
Pub Date: 7/14/20
Paperback

Sophy Henn

The second book in the wickedly
funny series for ages six and up
from the creator of Where Bear?,
Pass It On and the Pom Pom
series, with colour illustrations
throughout.

Hi! I’m Jeanie – 7 ¾ years old, and a BIG fan of badges.

BAD ...

Bad Nana (2) – All the Fun of the Fair

9780062671462
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Annabeth Bondor-Stone, Connor White

Jaclyn Hyde is almost perfect. Whether she’s baking
cookies for her classmates, building a replica Mt. Vesuvius
for the science fair, or practicing her lines for Fog Island:
The Musical, she almost never makes mistakes. But when
s...

Jaclyn Hyde

9780062836717
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Lisa Moore Ramée

Eleven-year-old Jenae doesn’t have any friends—and
she’s just fine with that. She’s so good at being invisible in
school, it’s almost like she has a superpower, like her TV
idol, Astrid Dane. At home, Jenae has plenty of company,
...

Something to Say

9780061708817
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Will Hobbs

Weeks after arriving in Colorado to start a new farm, the
Hollowell family is looking at disaster when 15-year-old
Owen witnesses the theft of their mules. Learning that
Hercules and Peaches will likely be sold to the mines,
Owen ...

City of Gold

 
 

 



9780008342982
Pub Date: 7/21/20
B-format Paperback

Vivian French, Nathan Reed

A brand new young fiction series by much-loved children’s
author, Vivian French and illustrated by Nathan Reed.

Meet werewolf extraordinaire… Lottie Luna.

Beautiful black and white illustrations throughout.

Lottie Luna is a werewolf....

Lottie Luna (1) – Lottie Luna and the Bloom
Garden

9780008343019
Pub Date: 7/21/20
B-format Paperback

Vivian French, Nathan Reed

A brand new young fiction series by much-loved children’s
author, Vivian French and illustrated by Nathan Reed.

Meet werewolf extraordinaire… Lottie Luna.

Lottie Luna is a werewolf. She’s super-fast, super-strong
and has X-ray visio...

Lottie Luna (2) – Lottie Luna and the
Twilight Party

9780062838292
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

J. A. White

Cordelia Liu knew Shadow School was going to be
different. Black gates and ivied walls. Long hallways lined
with old paintings. A tower with a window that looks like
an eye. Different she expected; different she could handle.
Stil...

Shadow School #1: Archimancy

9781460751633
Pub Date: 7/22/20
$12.50 CAD
B-format Paperback

Emma Freedman

April Franklin is 13 years of age and has just started high
school. April has also been dancing half her life and while
she loves ballet, she's not sure if classical is right for her,
particularly since she doesn't have the perfec...

Turning Pointes

9781474969536
Pub Date: 7/27/20
$22.95 CAD
Hardcover

Various

Reports show that reading or being read to for ten
minutes every day will significantly improve children’s
reading skills. This short story collection supports this –
each story taking about ten minutes to read. Ideal for
sharing ...

10 Ten-Minute Animal Stories

9781474968966
Pub Date: 7/27/20
$15.95 CAD
Hardcover

Katie Daynes

Engage in the world around you with this lively and
enlightening introduction to science. From materials, light
and space to humans, animals and plants, this book
covers an impressive range of topics in a simple,
accessible way. F...

All the Science You Need to Know Before
Age 7

9781474968997
Pub Date: 7/27/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Various

This scribble-in activity book explores the fascinating world
of architecture, with activities to encourage children to
think, draw and design like an architect. It’s full of ideas to
develop, buildings to design, and paper models...

Architecture Scribble Book

9781474969154
Pub Date: 7/27/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Alice James

An exciting introduction to biology, from tiny bacteria to
whole ecosystems, and all the living things in between.
The book has an awe-inspiring, general knowledge feel
and beautiful illustrations. An engaging, accessible
introduc...

Lift-the-Flap: Biology

 
 

 



9781474968904
Pub Date: 7/27/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

James Maclaine, Sarah Hull

Discover how to doodle a sloth, turn pencil shavings into
pictures and draw in ways you never imagined. Then try
printing, spattering paints and painting with dots. There
are ideas for portraits, patterns, optical illusions and mo...

Never Get Bored Draw and Paint

9781474950886
Pub Date: 7/27/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Nick Radford

Philosophy is a way of thinking about just about anything.
It asks big questions from nature of reality to what beauty
is. Using lively examples and thought experiments, this
book provides an accessible introduction to a wide rang...

Philosophy For Beginners

9781474970495
Pub Date: 7/27/20
$15.95 CAD
Hardcover

Eddie Reynolds, Lara Bryan

The Unhurry Book is an illustrated, write-in book full of
soothing activities designed to help you slow down and
unwind. From breathing exercises, to mindful doodling to
growing a seed, there’s plenty that will help calm both
body...

Unhurry Book

9780062943057
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Chris Negron

Whether they’re on the baseball field or in Nate’s
basement devouring the newest issue of their favorite
comic book, Dan and Nate are always talking. Until
they’re not.

After an accident at baseball practice—an accident that
Dan is...

Dan Unmasked

9780062821300
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Cindy Lin

When Usagi first met the fabled Heirs of the Twelve, she
had just one goal: saving her sister, Uma.

But despite increasing her zodiac powers by becoming the
new Rabbit Warrior, Usagi’s attempts to rescue Uma have
failed. Soon Usagi...

Treasures of the Twelve

9781474969789
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$9.95 CAD
Hardcover

Lloyd Jones

Elisa hates being a princess, and would much rather live in
the woods with Hans, a prince from a rival kingdom. But
when her father, the king, discovers her love for Hans, he
locks Elisa in a gloomy tower. Elisa is too brave and t...

Young Reading Series 1: Nettle Princess

9780062875273
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Lisa Greenwald

Write at least one letter to each other each week.1. 
Master the art of tie-dye.2. 
Do something daring.3. 

BFFs Ari and Kaylan aren’t sure how they’re going to
survive their first summer apart. No pool. No sleepovers.
No em...

Friendship List #4: 13 and 3/4

9780008328115
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$12.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Charlie P. Brooks, Katy Riddell

A charming domestic comedy, with a dash of magic, and
the occasional moment of mayhem!

These are the memoirs of ME, Holly Hopkinson,
aged almost ten, except without any of the rubbish
adults usually put in, thank you very much.

My d...

Holly Hopkinson (1) – The Super-Secret
Diary of Holly Hopkinson: This Is Going To
Be a Fiasco

 
 

 



9781474950657
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$17.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Lara Bryan, Shaw Nielsen

This fun, engaging book is the perfect introduction to how
English works. It's packed with tips and tricks for getting
to grips with verbs, pronouns, commas and more - all
brought to life by Shaw Nielsen's bright, quirky illustrat...

Lift the Flap Grammar and Punctuation

9780062494429
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Jennifer Lynn Alvarez

Echofrost, Shysong, and all of Storm Herd are finally free,
but at what cost? Sandwen Rider Rahkki Stormrunner has
been captured by Gorlan giants, with no possibility for
escape or hope of being saved. To rescue Rahkki, Storm
Herd...

Riders of the Realm #3: Beneath the
Weeping Clouds

9780062957993
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Marcus Sutter, Andie Tong

It’s 1944, and Julio and his loyal Boxer, Jack, are working
aboard a transport ship, helping the US Merchant Marines
bring supplies around the Cape of Good Hope to troops in
Southeast Asia. But the ocean is a minefield—literally. ...

Soldier Dogs #7: Shipwreck on the High
Seas

9780008292263
Pub Date: 8/4/20
B-format Paperback

Tom Mitchell

Fourteen-year-old Jacob is thrilled when he wins the
chance to feature in the next Marvel movie, shooting in
Hollywood. But after missing his connecting flight in
Chicago, he tries to complete the journey by Greyhound
bus – and th...

That Time I Got Kidnapped

9780062940957
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Hanna Alkaf

I am a dark spirit, the ghost announced grandly. I am
your inheritance, your grandmother’s legacy. I am yours
to command.

Suraya is delighted when her witch grandmother gifts her
a pelesit. She names her ghostly companion Pink and ...

The Girl and the Ghost

9780733338922
Pub Date: 8/5/20
$5.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Tim Miller, Matt Stanton

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? Are those clouds shaped
like bottoms?!

Nothing exciting has ever happened in Ben Dugan's
backyard. That is, until something crash-lands from the
biggest and smelliest storm cloud in the sky!

In one split...

Fart Monster and Me: The Crash Landing
(Fart Monster and Me, #1)

9780733338939
Pub Date: 8/5/20
$5.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Tim Miller, Matt Stanton

Stone Beach Primary is not ready for Ben Dugan and his
new best friend.

Ben's about to start at his new school and the fart
monster's coming along for the ride. But Ben is worried. If
his friend gets up to mischief, will the other ...

Fart Monster and Me: The New School (Fart
Monster and Me, #2)

9780062676344
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Lauren Magaziner

Carlos Serrano is now officially an apprentice detective at
Las Pistas Detective Agency. He finally earned his mom’s
trust, but his next case will be his most difficult one yet.
Guests at a creepy mountain hotel are complaining of...

Case Closed #3: Haunting at the Hotel

 
 

 



9780062676337
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Lauren Magaziner

Carlos Serrano is now officially an apprentice detective at
Las Pistas Detective Agency. He finally earned his mom’s
trust, but his next case will be his most difficult one yet.
Guests at a creepy mountain hotel are complaining of...

Case Closed #3: Haunting at the Hotel

9780062854520
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Heather Fawcett

Ember St. George is a dragon. At least she was before her
adoptive father—a powerful but accident-prone Magician
—turned her into a human girl to save her life.
Unfortunately, Ember’s growing tendency to burst into
flames at certai...

Ember and the Ice Dragons

9780062672704
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Caela Carter

Lydia hasn’t been comfortable in her own skin since the
end of sixth grade, when the boys at her school started
commenting on the way she looks in her uniform. Lydia’s
friends and cousin, Emma, think she should be flattered
but th...

How to Be a Girl in the World

9780062428271
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Natalie Lloyd

Problim Children to the rescue! Sal and his siblings follow
a trail of Toot’s toots as they sail through the barrier
islands to rescue their baby brother from the evil
Cheesebreath. He’s been holding Toot and Mama Problim
hostage ...

The Problim Children: Island in the Stars

9780062796325
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Maurice Broaddus

Thelonius Mitchell is tired of being labeled. He’s in Special
Ed, separated from the “normal” kids at school who don’t
have any “issues.” That’s enough to make all the teachers
and students look at him and his friends with a const...

The Usual Suspects

9780008306458
Pub Date: 8/18/20
B-format Paperback

Ben Fogle, Steve Cole, Nikolas Ilic

A brand new young fiction series by TV broadcaster and
intrepid explorer Ben Fogle, inspired by his real-life animal
experiences…

Co-written with best-selling children’s author Steve Cole
and illustrated throughout with beautiful b...

Mr Dog – Mr Dog and the Faraway Fox

9780062796264
Pub Date: 8/18/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Veronica Chambers, Paul Ryding, Cory Booker

You may only be one person, but you have the power to
change the world.

Before they were activists, they were just like you and
me. From Frederick Douglass to Malala Yousafzai, Joan of
Arc to John Lewis, Susan B. Anthony to Janet M...

Resist

9780062430007
Pub Date: 8/18/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

L. M. Elliott

Whip-smart Ariel doesn’t fit in. Only in the winds of the
Blue Ridge Mountains and spring storms that mirror the
unhappiness she feels at home.

Her brother understands her, but he’s in Afghanistan. Her
father hasn’t been the same s...

Storm Dog

 
 

 



9780008352622
Pub Date: 8/3/21
B-format Paperback

Judith Kerr

The laugh-out-loud story of a boy who needs a new bike
for Christmas, the rabbit who might help him get it, and a
lot of bad luck… From the one and only Judith Kerr,
creator of The Tiger Who Came to Tea and Mog the
Forgetful Cat!

I...

The Curse of the School Rabbit

9780062498809
Pub Date: 8/18/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Jimmy Cajoleas

Buddy Pennington is headed to river country. He’s
determined to find his daddy, a wandering soul and a
legend for his skills at Parsnit, a mysterious card game of
magic, chance, and storytelling. Buddy hopes his pop
might teach hi...

The Rambling

9780062953469
Pub Date: 8/18/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

Tom Watson, Marta Kissi

Molly, Simon, and Rosie have big ideas! And this summer,
they’re fixated on fireflies. The three best friends are
determined to lure the biggest swarm ever into Molly’s
backyard. But what happens when their plan works out a
little...

Trouble at Table 5 #3: The Firefly Fix

9780062953476
Pub Date: 8/18/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

Tom Watson, Marta Kissi

Molly, Simon, and Rosie have big ideas! And this summer,
they’re fixated on fireflies. The three best friends are
determined to lure the biggest swarm ever into Molly’s
backyard. But what happens when their plan works out a
little...

Trouble at Table 5 #3: The Firefly Fix

9781474968072
Pub Date: 8/24/20
$8.95 CAD
Hardcover

James Maclaine

Where do otters sleep? When can baby otters start to
swim? Why do some sea otters have purple teeth?
Beginner readers can discover the answers to these
questions and lots of other fascinating facts in this
engaging information boo...

Beginners: Otters

9781474964340
Pub Date: 8/24/20
$9.95 CAD
Hardcover

Susanna Davidson

Crow is very pleased with herself. She's found a delicious
piece of cheese. Along comes Fox. He sees the cheese
and he wants that cheese! But how will get he get it? Find
out in this humorous retelling of the classic Aesop's
Fable...

First Reading Level 3: Fox and the Crow

9781474978385
Pub Date: 8/24/20
$8.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Zanna Davidson

It's Billy's best friend's birthday, and the Mini Monsters
have come to the party too! Gloop gets mixed up with the
jelly, Fang-Face is after the cake and Trumpet's been
swept away by a balloon. Billy can't save them all on his
ow...

Monsters Go to A Party

9781474978378
Pub Date: 8/24/20
$8.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Zanna Davidson

Billy and his Mini Monsters are off to Spain! There are just
two small problems – Peep’s been seen by the airport
guards and Trumpet and Gloop have got lost with the
luggage. Can Billy get his Mini Monsters back in time for
take-o...

Monsters on A Plane

 
 

 



9781474974721
Pub Date: 8/24/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Zanna Davidson

The third title in the brand new Sticker Dolly stories, a
fiction series inspired by Sticker Dolly Dressing. It's the
night of the Undersea Gala on the Enchanted Isle, and
Nerissa the mermaid can't find the grand prize - the
Shini...

Sticker Dolly Dressing Stories 3: Mermaid in
Trouble

9781474974738
Pub Date: 8/24/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Zanna Davidson

The fourth Sticker Dolly stories title, a fiction series inspired
by Sticker Dolly Dressing. A baby dragon is all alone on
the Enchanted Isle, with no one to care for it. Worse still, it
only eats berries from an island far out to...

Sticker Dolly Dressing Stories 4: Baby
Dragon

9781474950589
Pub Date: 8/24/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Bettina Ip

This visually astonishing story takes children on a journey
into and through the brain. Simple but beautifully
illustrated metaphors explain the different jobs that our
brains do, and how they use brain cells to accomplish
them. F...

Usborne Book of the Brain and How It
Works

9781474969741
Pub Date: 8/24/20
$9.95 CAD
Hardcover

Rosie Dickens

Molly and her sisters meet a wicked giant who wants to
eat them. Molly’s quick thinking saves them… but to
defeat the giant forever, Molly will have to return and steal
three magical treasures. Based on an old Scottish tale,
somet...

Young Reading Series 1: Clever Molly and
the Giant

9780062642202
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Erin Hunter

True evil has come to Bravelands. . . only hope can drive it
out.

The Great Spirit has returned, and the baboon Thorn
hopes to guide Bravelands to peace as its Great Father.
But when a pack of rogue wolves begins to target the
Grea...

Bravelands #5: The Spirit-Eaters

9780062691828
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Paula Chase

Deontae “Simp” Wright has big plans for his future. Plans
that involve basketball, his best friend, Rollie, and making
enough money to get his mom and four younger brothers
out of the Cove, their low-income housing project. Long
t...

Dough Boys

9781443460057
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$17.50 CAD
Hardcover

Matt Haig, Emily Gravett

Dare to be you!

Evie is a girl with a special talent: she can talk to animals
and hear their thoughts. But when she rescues the school
rabbit and sets her free from her too-small cage, Evie
lands in big trouble. She promises her d...

Evie and the Animals

9781443450294
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$12.99 CAD
Paperback

Kenneth Oppel, Sydney Smith

Get ready-a little ink blot is about to become your
new best friend

The Rylance family is stuck. Dad's got writer's block. Ethan
promised to illustrate a group project at school-even
though he can't draw. Sarah's still pining for a...

Inkling

 
 

 



9781474943680
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$18.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Sarah Hull

Lift the flaps to discover the microscopic world of germs -
bacteria, viruses, fungi and protozoa. Find out what these
tiny living things are, how they can make you ill, how your
body fights them and what vaccines and antibiotics ...

See Inside Germs

9780062657961
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Emily Whitman

Eleven-year-old Aran has never truly fit in with his selkie
clan. Aran was born in his human form, without a pelt to
transform him into a sleek, strong seal. Each day, he
waits, left behind while his selkie family explores the dee...

The Turning

9780062995926
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Rosanne Parry, Lindsay Moore

For Vega and her family, salmon is life. And Vega is
learning to be a salmon finder, preparing for the day when
she will be her family’s matriarch. But then she and her
brother Daneb are separated from their pod when a
devastating...

A Whale of the Wild

9780062961860
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

Herman Parish, Lynne Avril

Amelia Bedelia and her friends are working on a school
project together. Their assignment is to beautify a block
downtown by painting a huge mural on an abandoned
building. But with Amelia Bedelia involved, there are
guaranteed to...

Amelia Bedelia & Friends #4: Amelia Bedelia
& Friends Paint the Town

9780062961877
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

Herman Parish, Lynne Avril

Amelia Bedelia and her friends are working on a school
project together. Their assignment is to beautify a block
downtown by painting a huge mural on an abandoned
building. But with Amelia Bedelia involved, there are
guaranteed to...

Amelia Bedelia & Friends #4: Amelia Bedelia
& Friends Paint the Town

9780063023192
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$29.00 CAD
Paperback

Herman Parish, Lynne Avril

This four-book boxed set includes the first four books in
the new Amelia Bedelia & Friends series. The books are:
Amelia Bedelia & Friends Beat the Clock, Amelia Bedelia &
Friends The Cat’s Meow, Amelia Bedelia & Friends Arise
and...

Amelia Bedelia & Friends Chapter Book
Boxed Set #1: All Boxed In

9780310767442
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Rashad Jennings

What does the last T on the Triple T Token stand for?
Where did it come from? What did Arcade's mom do with
the token when she had it? And why does Arcade have it
now?

Arcade and Zoe Livingston have been on a quest for truth
ever s...

Arcade and the Dazzling Truth Detector

9780062877673
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Jonathan Maberry, R.L. Stine, Amy Lukavics, Barry Lyga,
Brendan Reichs, Brenna Yovanoff, Christopher Golden,
Courtney Alameda, D. J. MacHale, Josh Malerman, Kami
Garcia

A life-size baby doll that stalks its prey. A flesh-hungry
ogre who jingle jangles when he walks. A haunted house
just dying for a visitor. What do all these things have in
common?

They’re scarier in the dark!

In collaboration with ...

Don’t Turn Out the Lights

 
 

 



9780062935762
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

Paula Harrison, Jenny Lovlie

When a new family moves into town, Kitty is excited to
make another friend. But George, the new family’s son, is
quiet and seems to have nothing in common with Kitty.
When night approaches, Katsumi, a member of Kitty’s cat
crew, t...

Kitty and the Treetop Chase

9780062935779
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

Paula Harrison, Jenny Lovlie

When a new family moves into town, Kitty is excited to
make another friend. But George, the new family’s son, is
quiet and seems to have nothing in common with Kitty.
When night approaches, Katsumi, a member of Kitty’s cat
crew, t...

Kitty and the Treetop Chase

9780062990464
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Tim Probert

Deep in the heart of the planet Irpa stands the Salty Pig’s
Tonics & Tinctures, home of the wise Pig Wizard and his
adopted granddaughter, Bea. Keepers of the Endless
Flame, they live a quiet and peaceful life, crafting
medicines ...

Lightfall: The Girl & the Galdurian

9780062990471
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$28.50 CAD
Hardcover

Tim Probert

Deep in the heart of the planet Irpa stands the Salty Pig’s
Tonics & Tinctures, home of the wise Pig Wizard and his
adopted granddaughter, Bea. Keepers of the Endless
Flame, they live a quiet and peaceful life, crafting
medicines ...

Lightfall: The Girl & the Galdurian

9780062981165
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Brian "Smitty" Smith

Meet Pea, Bee, and Jay in this four-book series debut!

Like all peas, Pea loves to roll. So when a no-good
strawberry dares him to roll all the way off the farm, he
swears he can do it—eazy me-zee! He’s having the roll of
a lifetim...

Pea, Bee, & Jay #1: Stuck Together

9780062981172
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$15.99 CAD
Hardcover

Brian "Smitty" Smith

Meet Pea, Bee, and Jay in this four-book series debut!

Like all peas, Pea loves to roll. So when a no-good
strawberry dares him to roll all the way off the farm, he
swears he can do it—eazy me-zee! He’s having the roll of
a lifetim...

Pea, Bee, & Jay #1: Stuck Together

9780062981202
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$15.99 CAD
Hardcover

Brian "Smitty" Smith

Pea, Bee, and Jay are back in the second installment of
this playful series.

Being queen comes with a lot of responsibility, and all Bee
really wants to do is play with her two best friends, Pea
and Jay. But when she’s replaced by ...

Pea, Bee, & Jay #2: Wannabees

9780062981196
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Brian "Smitty" Smith

Pea, Bee, and Jay are back in the second installment of
this playful series.

Being queen comes with a lot of responsibility, and all Bee
really wants to do is play with her two best friends, Pea
and Jay. But when she’s replaced by ...

Pea, Bee, & Jay #2: Wannabees

 
 

 



9780062894298
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$14.99 CAD
Paperback

PopularMMOs, Dani Jones

Pat and Jen—stars of one of the world’s most popular
YouTube channels, PopularMMOs—return to a Minecraft-
inspired world in their second full-color graphic novel. After
Pat and Jen saved Bomby; their cat, Cloud; and one
hundred fri...

PopularMMOs Presents Enter the Mine

9780062963024
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Erin Hunter

Before Graystripe retired to the elders’ den, he promised
his old friend Firestar that he would never abandon their
home. But that was many moons ago, and as new
tensions strain ThunderClan, Graystripe begins to wonder
if the time...

Warriors Super Edition: Graystripe's Vow

9780062698827
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Erin Hunter

The five Clans are finally settled into their new territories
around the lake—but not every leader is satisfied. And
when the other Clans pin their frustrations on a group of
rogue cats discovered just beyond Clan boundaries,
Squi...

Warriors Super Edition: Squirrelflight's Hope

9780062872159
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Tom O'Donnell

Welcome to Homerooms & Hall Passes, the role-playing
game of nonadventure! With this book (and a set of dice),
you and your friends will unlock a strange new world of
routine and boredom set in the fictional Realm of
Suburbia. Ima...

Homerooms and Hall Passes

9781474968942
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Katie Daynes

Looking after our planet is an inspiring flap book, exploring
the problems facing our planet today and what we can do
about them. It sets out why conditions on Earth are just
right for life, how our modern lives are putting the pl...

Lift-The-Flap Looking After Our Planet

9780785233770
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Bill Myers

Classic stories from the Wally McDoogle series
now with new designs and spot illustrations
throughout.

Wally McDoogle, klutz-extraordinaire, has stumbled his
way into sports stardom. But only Wally could end up
playing hockey goali...

My Life as a Human Hockey Puck

9780785233800
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$10.99 CAD
Paperback

Bill Myers

Classic stories from the Wally McDoogle series
now with new designs and spot illustrations
throughout.

"Just 'cause I didn't follow the rules doesn't make it my
fault that the Space Shuttle almost crashed. Well, okay,
maybe it was ...

My Life as an Afterthought Astronaut

9780062570741
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Sharon Creech

Gina Filomena has always been told she has an overactive
imagination. With her bright clothing from her Nonna
Filomena and her artistic spirit, she’s always felt different
from the other kids in her class. That is, until she meets...

One Time

 
 

 



9780062685209
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$15.99 CAD
Hardcover

Tom Watson

When Stick Dog’s pal Karen drinks too much coffee, Stick
Dog’s day spins out of control. As he and his friends work
to rescue Karen from a really deep hole, Poo-Poo catches
a scent. It’s meat! Marvelous meat! And it’s in a big tru...

Stick Dog Meets His Match

9781474966436
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$22.95 CAD
Hardcover

Various

Here are traditional tales from every corner of the globe,
all featuring bold and clever heroines who battle dragons,
fight sea serpents or save their village from monstrous
thieves. This is a sequel to the best-selling title Forg...

Tales of Brave and Brilliant Girls From
Around The World

9780062854544
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Heather Fawcett

Forced into exile on an enchanted, moving island,
ex-princess Noa Marchena has two missions: reclaim her
family’s stolen throne and ensure that the dark powers
her older brother, Julian, possesses don’t go to his head in
the proce...

The Language of Ghosts

9781474934992
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$12.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Sylvia V. Linsteadt, David Semple

The City Brothers thought the Country a barren place.
Now they know it’s teeming with stargold, Country girl
Comfrey and City boy Tin must save the magical Wild
Folk from their evil clutches. On a journey from the deadly
Underworl...

The Wild Folk Rising

9780062962034
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

Herman Parish, Lynne Avril

It’s the holiday season, but Amelia Bedelia doesn’t have
enough money to buy presents for anyone. Never one to
give up, Amelia Bedelia launches a gift-wrapping business
in order to make some extra cash. Wrapping with Amelia
Bedeli...

Amelia Bedelia Special Edition Holiday
Chapter Book #1

9780062962041
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

Herman Parish, Lynne Avril

It’s the holiday season, but Amelia Bedelia doesn’t have
enough money to buy presents for anyone. Never one to
give up, Amelia Bedelia launches a gift-wrapping business
in order to make some extra cash. Wrapping with Amelia
Bedeli...

Amelia Bedelia Special Edition Holiday
Chapter Book #1

9781443456883
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Kenneth Oppel

The second title in Kenneth Oppel's explosive
science-fiction trilogy, described by Kirkus Reviews
as a fast-paced thriller with a brilliantly unique
premise

Hatch

9780062946546
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

PJ Gardner, David Mottram

Horace Homer Higgins III despises dirt. And the outdoors.
And ducks. But when his person, Eleanor, moves to a
farm called the Homestead, the anxious Boston Terrier is
forced to adapt. As if that isn’t enough to strain his nerves,
...

Horace & Bunwinkle

 
 

 



9780062910981
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Matt Phelan

The final book in the trilogy, Knights vs. the End (of
Everything) follows the knights as they enter into the
Faerie Realm, a world unlike any they’ve ever
experienced. There they will lose an old friend, discover a
new ally, face...

Knights vs. the End (of Everything)

9780062747280
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Erin Entrada Kelly

Life is difficult on the island of Sanlagita. To the west looms
a vengeful mountain, one that threatens to collapse and
bury the village at any moment. To the north, a
dangerous fog swallows sailors who dare to venture out,
lookin...

Lalani of the Distant Sea

9780062996893
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Cynthia Voigt

When a wild fisher cat attacks their nest, Little Bird and
her flock are devastated. Not only does the fisher cat
harm the fledglings, but it also makes off with the shiny
pendant that the superstitious crows rely on for good
luck...

Little Bird

9781443460453
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$16.99 CAD
Hardcover

Amy Timberlake, Jon Klassen

The first title in a warm and witty illustrated
chapter-book series from Newbery Honor-winner
Amy Timberlake and superstar illustrator Jon
Klassen, about a pair of unlikely animal friends

Analytical and set in his ways, Badger is t...

Skunk and Badger

9781474938068
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$22.95 CAD
Hardcover

Rosie Dickens

Discover five charming horse and pony stories from
around the world – from a little pony who wants to be all
grown up, to three wild horses who outwit a hungry wolf.
Traditional stories, retold especially for young children.
Beaut...

Stories of Horses and Ponies For Little
Children

9780062654984
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Kim Tomsic

Sage Sassafras’s life is cursed! No, really. Since birth, Sage
has been plagued by the Contrarium Curse that’s set her
at odds with classmate Priscilla Petty. Every time
something goes right for Priscilla, it goes terribly, horrib...

The 12th Candle

9781443452359
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Roy MacGregor, Kim Smith, Kerry MacGregor

The third title in the beloved and bestselling Ice
Chips series by acclaimed authors Roy MacGregor
and Kerry MacGregor and illustrator Kim Smith,
featuring a vibrant and diverse cast of characters
and inspiring hockey greats

Would ...

The Ice Chips and the Invisible Puck

9780063042759
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Michael Fry, Bradley Jackson

When Bobbie’s hilariously bumbling efforts to save her
brother’s Christmas actually land him on Santa’s Naughty
List, she must travel to the North Pole to make things
right again and save Christmas. Bobbie suddenly finds
herself o...

The Naughty List

 
 

 



9780008254179
Pub Date: 9/15/20
B-format Paperback

Holly Smale

The second sensational book in the
Valentines series – a hilarious and
heart-aching story about the
impossible standards for being a
girl.

Be yourself but, you know, someone else . . .

Enthusiastic but not desperate; calm but not du...

The Valentines (2) – Far From Perfect

9780062568199
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Liesl Shurtliff

Timing is key. Especially for this rescue mission.

Mateo, Ruby, and Corey Hudson have lost their friend Jia
to the villainous Captain Vincent’s clutches, but they’re
determined to save her and bring her back to safety. Only
their p...

Time Castaways #2: The Obsidian Compass

9780062965660
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Paula Chase

Best friends Rasheeda and Monique are both good girls.
For Sheeda, that means keeping her friends close and
following her deeply religious, Bible-quoting aunt’s every
rule. For Mo, that means not making waves in the
prestigious an...

Turning Point

9780062893260
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Ali Standish

Meet Bella, the very best dog a family could ask for.

Only her family, the McBrides, don’t see it that way. Ever
since Mrs. McBride’s belly started growing, they don’t
seem to appreciate the way Bella cleans the crumbs from
the kit...

Bad Bella

9780062642226
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Erin Hunter

At long last, the Great Herd stands united against
Titan—now so powerful that even Fearless, who vowed to
avenge his father’s death, cannot defeat the rogue lion
alone. Thorn may have a plan to bring about Titan’s
downfall, but th...

Bravelands #6: Oathkeeper

9780062875969
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Kathleen Gros

Jo March has always loved making up stories for her
sisters, Meg, Beth, and Amy. But when eighth grade
starts, Jo decides it’s time to get serious about her writing
and starts a blog to kick-start this journey. Then Freddie, a
gir...

Jo

9780062875976
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$28.50 CAD
Hardcover

Kathleen Gros

Jo March has always loved making up stories for her
sisters, Meg, Beth, and Amy. But when eighth grade
starts, Jo decides it’s time to get serious about her writing
and starts a blog to kick-start this journey. Then Freddie, a
gir...

Jo

9780062932143
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

Jonathan Messinger, Aleksei Bitskoff

Finn Caspian was the first kid born in space. He’s spent his
whole life on the Marlowe space station where he lives. As
the Chief Detective of Explorers Troop 301, eight-year-old
Finn has seen aliens as big as planets, aliens with...

The Alien Adventures of Finn Caspian #1:
The Fuzzy Apocalypse

 
 

 



9780062932150
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Jonathan Messinger, Aleksei Bitskoff

Finn Caspian was the first kid born in space. He’s spent his
whole life on the Marlowe space station where he lives. As
the Chief Detective of Explorers Troop 301, eight-year-old
Finn has seen aliens as big as planets, aliens with...

The Alien Adventures of Finn Caspian #1:
The Fuzzy Apocalypse

9780062932174
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

Jonathan Messinger, Aleksei Bitskoff

Finn Caspian and his friends are excited to explore a
brand-new planet… until Finn’s mom makes them bring
along an annoying new robot named Voltronix Zu. Putting
up with Voltronix’s bragging is bad enough, but when he
accidentally...

The Alien Adventures of Finn Caspian #2:
The Accidental Volcano

9780062932181
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Jonathan Messinger, Aleksei Bitskoff

Finn Caspian and his friends are excited to explore a
brand-new planet… until Finn’s mom makes them bring
along an annoying new robot named Voltronix Zu. Putting
up with Voltronix’s bragging is bad enough, but when he
accidentally...

The Alien Adventures of Finn Caspian #2:
The Accidental Volcano

9780008355036
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Francesca Gibbons, Chris Riddell

With all the magic of Narnia and the humour of Mary
Poppins, this is a future middle grade fantasy classic – and
the beginning of an unforgettable journey…

Imogen should be nice to her little sister Marie. She
should be nice to her...

A Clock of Stars: The Shadow Moth

9780008268145
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$7.99 CAD
Paperback

Sophy Henn

The third book in the wickedly
funny series for ages six and up
from the creator of Where Bear?,
Pass It On and the Pom Pom
series, with colour illustrations
throughout.

Hi! I’m Jeanie – still 7 ¾ years old, and back for another
ad...

Bad Nana (3) – That’s Snow Business!

9780062937582
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

John Cusick

Phineas T. Fogg has everything a thirty-first-century boy
could want—everything, that is, except adventure. His
overprotective parents have never allowed him to leave
his high-tech apartment— not to ride the roller-coaster
serpent...

Dimension Why #1: How to Save the
Universe Without Really Trying

9780063013452
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Naomi Shihab Nye

Everything Comes Next is a treasure chest of Naomi
Shihab Nye’s most beloved poems, including favorites
such as “Famous,” “A Valentine for Ernest Mann,” and the
widely shared “Kindness” and “Gate A-4.” This collection,
which also ...

Everything Comes Next

9780008355852
Pub Date: 9/29/20
B-format Paperback

Clara Vulliamy

A hilarious new series from Clara Vulliamy, the
author-illustrator of Dotty Detective, about grumpy
cat Marshmallow Pie and his reluctant pursuit of
stardom. Perfect for fans of Toto the Ninja Cat or
The Secret Life of Pets.

Marshm...

Marshmallow Pie The Cat Superstar

 
 

 



9780008355890
Pub Date: 9/29/20
B-format Paperback

Clara Vulliamy

The second book in the Marshmallow Pie the Cat
Superstar series by Clara Vulliamy, the author-
illustrator of Dotty Detective. Perfect for fans of
Toto the Ninja Cat or The Secret Life of Pets.

Told in the hilarious voice of Marshma...

Marshmallow Pie The Cat Superstar On TV

9780062838476
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Margaret Peterson Haddix

One minute, they’re there: laughing and having fun at the
house next door. The next minute, the teens are gone.
Like magic. Marin can’t believe her eyes. Who are they?
Can anyone else see them? What makes them so happy?

Marin is lo...

Remarkables

9780062894168
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Philippe Cousteau, Austin Aslan

Humans had their chance to be in charge and look where
that got us. Temperatures are rising, ice caps are melting,
and innocent animals are in trouble. It’s time for someone
else to take over and fix this mess. It’s time for . . ....

The Endangereds

9780062941183
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Kim Ventrella

Sam and his pa are close as close can be. But after Pa
dies in a car accident, Sam is shuttled off to the dusty
town of Holler, Oklahoma, to live with a long-lost aunt he
barely remembers. He misses everything about the way
things...

The Secret Life of Sam

9780062349811
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$26.99 CAD
Hardcover

Duff Goldman

Celebrity chef and host of Kids Baking Championship Duff
Goldman believes baking should be three things: super
fun, super delicious, and super creative.

Super Good Baking for Kids features more than thirty-five
of the gooiest, chew...

Super Good Baking for Kids

9780062998385
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Terri Libenson

Internationally bestselling author Terri Libenson has
become known for creating relatable characters readers
strongly identify with. And all of her books are ultimately
about girls discovering who they are—as friends,
daughter, an...

You-niquely You: An Emmie & Friends
Interactive Journal

9781474981835
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$18.95 CAD
Hardcover

Various

How could plastic-eating bacteria help reduce waste? Can
a river be given human rights? Could we generate all the
power we need from the sun and the wind? How do
woolly sweaters help penguins in peril? Would building a
giant sunsh...

100 Things To Know About Saving The
Planet

9780062932044
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Ursula Murray Husted

Cilla and Betto are two friends looking for a place to call
home on the island of Malta. It hasn’t been an easy
journey for the kittens. The docks are too wet. The
fishermen that come through scarcely leave scraps of food
to keep ...

A Cat Story

 
 

 



9780062932051
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$28.50 CAD
Hardcover

Ursula Murray Husted

Cilla and Betto are two friends looking for a place to call
home on the island of Malta. It hasn’t been an easy
journey for the kittens. The docks are too wet. The
fishermen that come through scarcely leave scraps of food
to keep ...

A Cat Story

9780062943200
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Saadia Faruqi

Mimi is not thrilled to be spending her summer in Karachi,
Pakistan, with grandparents she’s never met. Secretly, she
longs to find her long-absent father and plans to write to
him in her beautiful new journal.

The cook’s daughter,...

A Thousand Questions

9780062982223
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Elise Gravel

Moving to the big city sure can be hectic for a crow on his
own. Everywhere you turn—noisy humans, lots of litter,
and plenty of competition for French fries!

Fortunately, Arlo is a crow with some impressive tricks up
his sleeve: b...

Arlo & Pips: King of the Birds

9780062982216
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$15.99 CAD
Hardcover

Elise Gravel

Moving to the big city sure can be hectic for a crow on his
own. Everywhere you turn—noisy humans, lots of litter,
and plenty of competition for French fries! Fortunately,
Arlo is a crow with some impressive tricks up his sleeve:
...

Arlo & Pips: King of the Birds

9780062865458
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Cara Hoffman, Olga Demidova

When a girl in a blue dress crashes the Mad Hatter’s
eternal tea party, the sleepy Dormouse feels more awake
than he has in a long time. He wishes he could follow her
and be a part of her adventure.

And as luck would have it, a sur...

Bernard Pepperlin

9781474978422
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Zanna Davidson

It's Halloween and Billy can't wait for the village Halloween
Party. There's just one problem… his Mini Monsters are at
the party too! Sparkle-Bogey's in the apple bobbing,
Trumpet's in a pumpkin and Gloop's playing 'Guess the
Bod...

Billy and The Mini Monsters: Monsters At
Halloween

9780062885500
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Jerry Craft

Eighth grader Drew Ellis is no stranger to the saying, “You
have to work twice as hard to be just as good.” His
grandmother has told him that his entire life. But lately
he’s been thinking: Even if he works ten times as hard, he
m...

Class Act

9780062885517
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$28.50 CAD
Hardcover

Jerry Craft

Eighth grader Drew Ellis is no stranger to the saying, “You
have to work twice as hard to be just as good.” His
grandmother has told him that his entire life. But lately
he’s been thinking: Even if he works ten times as hard, he
m...

Class Act

 
 

 



9780062872173
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Tom O'Donnell

Months after saving Suburbia from destruction, our
heroes are back to their old lives of dungeon-delving and
magical quests. All except the wizard Albiorix, who has
given up adventuring and uses his time trying
(unsuccessfully) to...

Homerooms and Hall Passes: Heroes Level
Up

9780062795304
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Tina Athaide

Twelve-year-old Asha and her best friend, Yesofu, never
cared about the differences between them: Indian.
African. Girl. Boy. Short. Tall. But when Ugandan President
Idi Amin announces that Indians have ninety days to
leave the co...

Orange for the Sunsets

9780062748607
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Jennifer Blecher, Merrilee Liddiard

Twelve-year-old Cove’s year has gone from bad to worse.
First her best friend, Nina, moved from Martha’s Vineyard
to New York City. Then, without Nina around, Cove
became the target of a bullying campaign at school.
Escape seems i...

Out of Place

9781474969956
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Zanna Davidson

The fifth title in the brand new Sticker Dollies stories, a
fiction series for young readers, inspired by the Sticker
Dolly Dressing books, starring three new Doll characters -
the Princess Dolls. The Princess Dolls, Sophia, Meera...

Sticker Dollies Castle In The Clouds

9781474974745
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Zanna Davidson

The sixth title in the brand new Sticker Dollies stories, a
fiction series for young readers, inspired by the Sticker
Dolly Dressing books, starring the Princess Dolls. Meera,
Sophia and Olivia, the Princess Dolls, are busy planni...

Sticker Dollies Ice Palace

9780062996619
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$12.50 CAD
Paperback

Lisa Greenwald

Making new friends is a good thing, right? Not when you
barely see your besties!

Between swim team, the school play, and poetry club,
BFFs Cece, Gabby, and Prianka are meeting different
people and trying different things. But the b...

TBH #5: TBH, I Feel the Same

9780062866424
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Maulik Pancholy

Rahul Kapoor is heading into seventh grade in a small
town in Indiana. The start of middle school is making him
feel increasingly anxious, so his favorite person in the
whole world, his grandfather Bhai, gives him some
well-meanin...

The Best at It

9780063006515
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$24.99 CAD
Hardcover

PopularMMOs, Dani Jones

Pat and Jen are heroes! After defeating Evil Jen and
closing all the portals to the underworld, they have
nothing to worry about, no villains to defeat, and no
adventures to go on. Awesome, right? . . . Until a
mysterious voice te...

PopularMMOs Presents Zombies’ Day Off

 
 

 



9781474978392
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$8.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Zanna Davidson

Billy's moving house! But the Mini Monsters have got lost
on the way. How will Billy ever find them again? And to
add to the confusion, it turns out there's a NEW monster
on the scene… An exciting addition to Young Reading
Series ...

Billy and The Mini Monsters: Monsters Move
House

9780062289957
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Stefan Bachmann

Thirteen-year-old Zita, an orphan and a housemaid, has
resigned herself to a life of drudgery when a strange letter
arrives, naming her the only living heir to the Brydgeborn
fortune. Now the mistress of the castle, Zita soon real...

Cinders & Sparrows

9780062839473
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Alejandra Green, Fanny Rodriguez

Welcome to Nothing! Despite its name, this is a fantastic
land where humans and magical volken coexist
peacefully—at least they try to coexist . . .

This is the tale of Nathan, an ordinary human (or so he
thinks) living an ordinary...

Fantastic Tales of Nothing

9780062839480
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$28.50 CAD
Hardcover

Alejandra Green, Fanny Rodriguez

Welcome to Nothing! Despite its name, this is a fantastic
land where humans and magical volken coexist
peacefully—at least they try to coexist . . .

This is the tale of Nathan, an ordinary human (or so he
thinks) living an ordinary...

Fantastic Tales of Nothing

9781474950664
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Katie Daynes

A fabulous overview of what happens to our waste, from
stinking problems and hi-tech sorting systems to the
importance of producing less rubbish in the first place.
Includes top tips on how we can reduce and re-use.
Humorous artwo...

Lift-The-Flap Questions and Answers About
Recycling and Rubbish

9781474968683
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$27.95 CAD
Hardcover

Various

A great introduction for young children to ever-popular
topics, with charming pictures and simple text perfect for
reading and talking about with young children. Topics
covered include Our World, Space, Science, My Body,
Animals, ...

My First Encyclopedia

9780062857460
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Paul Fleischman

Paul and Sid Fleischman are the only father-son Newbery
Medalist pair in history, and life in the Fleischman home
was extraordinary. Readers will feel like part of the family
in this humorous and aspirational chronicle. Part memoi...

No Map, Great Trip: A Young Writer’s Road
to Page One

9780008229948
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Anna James

Explore more ‘book-wandering’ adventures with
Tilly in this bestselling series about the magic of
books and the power of the imagination.

Pages & Co. (3) – Tilly and the Map of Stories

 
 

 



9781474981200
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Heather Amery

Poppy and Sam love Fairy Stories, and in this beautifully-
illustrated collection you can curl up with 17 of their
favourite tales. With classic illustrations by Stephen
Cartwright, these timeless stories are perfect for sharing
wi...

Poppy and Sam's Fairy Stories

9780062264367
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Tom Watson

Stick Dog is at it again and he’s hungrier than ever. Stick
Dog and his four friends, Poo-Poo, Mutt, Stripes, and
Karen, must execute a master plan for stealing hot dogs,
and this time they have some competition. The closer
they g...

Stick Dog Wants a Hot Dog

9781474964357
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$9.95 CAD
Hardcover

Susanna Davidson

Fox loves playing tricks. But when he plays a trick on his
friend Stork, she decides to teach him a lesson. Now Fox
will find out how it feels to have a trick played on him! A
humorous re-telling of the famous Aesop's fable,writte...

The Fox and The Stork

9781443460026
Pub Date: 10/27/20
$16.99 CAD
Hardcover

Roy MacGregor, Kim Smith, Kerry MacGregor

The fifth title in the beloved and bestselling Ice
Chips series by acclaimed authors Roy MacGregor
and Kerry MacGregor and illustrator Kim Smith,
featuring a vibrant and diverse cast of characters
and inspiring hockey greats

In the...

The Ice Chips and the Grizzly Escape

9780062835666
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Antony John

Lola and Momma have always been a team of two. It
hasn’t always been easy for Lola, being one of the only
kids she knows with just one parent around. And lately
she’s been feeling incomplete, like there’s a part of herself
that sh...

The Other, Better Me

9781474969802
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$9.95 CAD
Hardcover

Andrew Prentice

A brave princess goes on an epic quest. Surviving the
terrible dangers of a forest that no man is brave enough
to enter she reaches an enchanted castle with a sleeping
prince… Based on an old Spanish folktale – this is an
entertai...

The Sleeping Prince

9780062568212
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Liesl Shurtliff

With the power of the Aeternum, Captain Vincent can
rewrite history to create his perfect future. One with
infinite power. A loyal crew. And thanks to Alfred Nobel,
the notorious inventor of dynamite, Captain Vincent will
soon be ...

Time Castaways #3: The Forbidden Lock

9781443450232
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$12.99 CAD
Paperback

Matt Haig, Chris Mould

SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE

Believe in the impossible

Eleven-year-old Nikolas-nicknamed "Christmas"-has
received only one toy in his life: a doll carved out of a
turnip. Still, he tries hard to believe in happiness, living
wit...

A Boy Called Christmas

 
 

 



9781443454193
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$12.99 CAD
Paperback

Matt Haig, Chris Mould

A BOY CALLED CHRISTMAS-SOON TO BE A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE

Let the battle for Christmas begin . . .

It isn't always easy, growing up as a human in Elfhelm,
even if your adoptive parents are the newly married
Father Christmas and Mar...

Father Christmas and Me

9781443450850
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$12.99 CAD
Paperback

Matt Haig, Chris Mould

A BOY CALLED CHRISTMAS-SOON TO BE A MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE

Journey to the edge of magic

Amelia Wishart was the first child ever to receive a
Christmas present. It was her Christmas spirit that gave
Santa the extra boost of magic he ...

The Girl Who Saved Christmas

9780062791184
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Lisa Jenn Bigelow

Hazel knows a lot about the world. That’s because when
she’s not hanging with her best friend or helping her two
moms care for the goats on their farm, she loves reading
through dusty encyclopedias. But as she enters eighth
grade,...

Hazel’s Theory of Evolution

9780062691163
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Dan Gutman, Jim Paillot

A.J. and his friends are forming a band! At least, they are
taking band classes at Ella Mentry. Their new teacher, Mrs.
Bacon, can play any instrument, from the cymbal to the
kazoo. But can she get A.J.’s class to play well enough...

My Weirder-est School #6: Mrs. Bacon Is
Fakin'!

9780062839572
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$17.50 CAD
Hardcover

David Slavin, Adam J.B. Lane

Oddonis and his misfit friends don’t exactly love
competition and they aren’t exactly athletes. So they’re
definitely NOT excited when their middle school gets
challenged to a sports competition by the Roman middle
school on the o...

Odd Gods: The Oddlympics

9780733328664
Pub Date: 10/21/20
$5.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Glenda Millard, Stephen Michael King

It's almost Christmas in Cameron's Creek and it's a time
for wishes, big and small. But Scarlet, the oldest of the
Rainbow Girls, is not so sure if wishes can come true. the
kitchen at the Kingdom of Silk is warm and sweet with
th...

Plum Puddings and Paper Moons

9780062973863
Pub Date: 10/27/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Lily LaMotte, Ann Xu

Twelve-year-old Cici has just moved to Seattle from
Taiwan, and the only thing she wants more than to fit in is
to celebrate A-má's 70th birthday together. Since she
can’t go to A-má, Cici cooks up a plan to bring A-má to
her and ...

Measuring Up

9780062973870
Pub Date: 10/27/20
$28.50 CAD
Hardcover

Lily LaMotte, Ann Xu

Twelve-year-old Cici has just moved to Seattle from
Taiwan, and the only thing she wants more than to fit in is
to celebrate to A-má's 70th birthday together. Since she
can’t go to A-má, Cici cooks up a plan to bring A-má to
her a...

Measuring Up

 
 

 



9780008332341
Pub Date: 10/27/20
$12.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Stacy Gregg

War destroyed their worlds, now two young girls and their
remarkable horses are fighting once more – this time to
win. When twelve-year-old Mira stumbles across a white
stallion in a forest in Berlin, she doesn’t realise that this...

Prince of Ponies

9780062691736
Pub Date: 10/27/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Jacqueline West

It’s only been a few weeks since eleven-year-old Van
Markson uncovered a magical secret—that wishes really
can come true, and that a mysterious society called the
Collectors protects us from the dire consequences even
the smallest...

The Collectors #2: A Storm of Wishes

9781474969666
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$22.95 CAD
Hardcover

Various

A delightful illustrated book of animal stories from around
the world, specially selected and retold for younger
children. Contains five classic stories: The Fox and the
Tiger, Chicken Licken, How the Zebra Got His Stripes, The
Gr...

Animal Stories For Little Children

9781474979863
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Andy Prentice, Eddie Reynolds

This book explains, in simple language and with clear
illustrations, what the climate is, and how it is changing
very rapidly at the moment, and the effects this is having
on our planet. It tackles suggestions about what needs to
...

Climate Crisis For Beginners

9780008408268
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$10.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Ben Fogle, Steve Cole, Nikolas Ilic

A brand new young fiction series by TV broadcaster and
intrepid explorer Ben Fogle, inspired by his real-life animal
experiences…

Co-written with best-selling children’s author Steve Cole

When Mr Dog meets a fawn whose forest home i...

Mr Dog – Mr Dog and a Deer Friend

9780062936974
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Tanita S. Davis

JC shines like a Fourth of July sparkler. She has the best
ideas and the biggest, funniest laugh, and the party starts
when she arrives. Serena St. John is proud to be known
as her best friend.

Everything changes when JC returns fr...

Serena Says

9780062748621
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Jennifer Blecher

Izzy’s best friend seems to be ditching her for the Queen
of Mean, Daphne Toll. Izzy wants to fit in and have some
real friends, but all she really has are her drawings. And
then her family rents their house out during winter brea...

Stick With Me

9781474988858
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$9.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Zanna Davidson

A Christmas special in the new Sticker Dolly fiction series,
inspired by the Sticker Dolly Dressing books. It’s
Christmas Eve, and the Christmas Dolls get a call from
Mission Control – all the presents have been stolen from
Santa’...

Sticker Dollies Christmas Mystery

 
 

 



9780062998453
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Meg Cabot

She’s pretty sure there’s nothing worse than being a
five-foot-nine, flat-chested freshman, who also happens to
be flunking Algebra—but boy, is Mia Thermopolis in for a
surprise.

First Mom announces that she’s dating Mia’s Algebra ...

The Princess Diaries

9780062998460
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Meg Cabot

Just when Mia thinks she has the whole princess thing
under control, things get out of hand, fast.

First there’s an unexpected announcement from her
mother. Then Grandmère arranges a national primetime
interview for the brand-new c...

The Princess Diaries Volume II: Princess in
the Spotlight

9780062998477
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Meg Cabot

Princess Mia may seem like the luckiest girl ever.

But the truth is, Mia spends all her time doing one of three
things: preparing for her nerve-racking entrée into
Genovian society, slogging through the congestion unique
to Manhatt...

The Princess Diaries Volume III: Princess in
Love

9780062947888
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

David Bowles, Shane Clester

Malia, Dante, and Ivan are looking for a portal to 13th
Street. They need to help their new friend Mickey find his
way home! But waiting for them are sharks that can
shock them with an electric charge. Can the cousins reach
Mickey...

13th Street #4: The Shocking Shark
Showdown

9780062947895
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

David Bowles, Shane Clester

Malia, Dante, and Ivan are looking for a portal to 13th
Street. They need to help their new friend Mickey find his
way home! But waiting for them are sharks that can
shock them with an electric charge. Can the cousins reach
Mickey...

13th Street #4: The Shocking Shark
Showdown

9781474950510
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$23.95 CAD
Hardcover

Various

A delightful collection of six stories, with lively retellings
and colourful artwork by Columbian illustrator, John Joven.
A perfect first introduction to Aesop for little children.
Stories include well-known classics The Lion and...

Aesop's Fables For Little Children

9781474969673
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$22.95 CAD
Hardcover

Rosie Dickens

A charmingly illustrated book of ballet stories, specially
selected and retold for younger children. Contains five
classic ballet stories: The Nutcracker, Coppelia, Swan Lake,
Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella. Perfect for children who ...

Ballet Stories For Little Children

9781474978361
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$8.95 CAD
Trade Paperback

Zanna Davidson

Billy hates swimming. It's cold and wet and horrible. And
just when Billy thinks things can't get any worse, his pet
Mini Monsters turn up at his swimming lesson and make
one very big SPLASH… Part of the popular 'Billy and the
Min...

Billy and The Mini Monsters: Monsters Go
Swimming

 
 

 



9781474974943
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$9.95 CAD
Hardcover

Sam Taplin

It’s Christmas Eve on Apple Tree Farm, and Poppy and
Sam are excited – is that Santa they can see? Join them
and their animal friends as they wander the farm peeping
through holes in the pages and trying to find the elusive
Santa ...

Poppy and Sam's Christmas

9781474943628
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$18.95 CAD
Hardcover

Laura Cowan

What ARE genes? What do they do? How did DNA make
EVERYTHING? Budding scientists, meet genes and DNA,
the building blocks of ALL LIFE ON EARTH. Colourful
illustrations, plenty of flaps, and lots of SILLINESS, make
the hard science...

See Inside: Genes and DNA

9781474973991
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Abigail Wheatley, Rachael Saunders

Take a journey of discovery through ancient Rome with
this stunning book. Step inside the bustling forum in the
heart of the eternal city, then wander through homes,
baths and the amphitheatre (complete with gladiators) to
the bus...

Step Inside Ancient Rome

9780062865472
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Cara Hoffman

There’s no other place Tubs Marshfield would rather be
than singing a song in his perfect little swamp along the
Louisiana bayou. The swamp is home to lots of animals
who love hearing Tubs’s beautiful, deep voice, including his
be...

The Ballad of Tubs Marshfield

9781474985918
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$9.95 CAD
Hardcover

Russell Punter

Everyone loves the food at Sid the dinosaur’s restaurant.
But one customer likes it far too much. Can anything
satisfy Dora’s enormous appetite? Find out in this fun
story in the new Usborne Dinosaur Tales series. A
follow-up to t...

The Dinosaur Who Roared For More

9780062823588
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Erin Hunter

When Bramblestar starts to behave oddly after losing one
of his nine lives, suspicions arise within ThunderClan—and
the fear quickly spreads beyond its borders. With an
apparition who claims to be the real Bramblestar haunting
one...

Warriors: The Broken Code #2: The Silent
Thaw

9780062823724
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Erin Hunter

Exiled after a battle that left all five Clans devastated,
ThunderClan’s loyal deputy, Squirrelflight, must bring to
light an earth-shattering truth: the identity of the cat
ruling ThunderClan while wearing Bramblestar’s face.
Wit...

Warriors: The Broken Code #4: Darkness
Within

9780008355180
Pub Date: 11/24/20
B-format Paperback

Michael Morpurgo, Michael Foreman

A stunning new story of hope, humanity and high-seas
adventure for children and adults everywhere from Sir
Michael Morpurgo, the nation’s favourite storyteller and
multi-million copy bestselling author of WAR HORSE.

“We were the tr...

Boy Giant

 
 

 



9780008332358
Pub Date: 11/24/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Stacy Gregg

An enchanting and inspiring stand-alone novel
from the author of The Princess and the Foal.

Maisie has always loved horses. She is also a talented
artist. When the opportunity arises for her to go to art
school in Paris, she doesn’...

The Forever Horse

9780008403256
Pub Date: 11/24/20
Hardcover

Philippa Gregory, Chris Chatterton

Princess Florizella may live in a classic fairy-tale
world, but she’s no ordinary princess…

When the king and queen of the Seven Kingdoms leave
their window open one night, a stork delivers a young
prince, intended for the palace n...

Untitled Young Fiction #2

9780062342010
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Christopher Healy

Following the events of A Dastardly Plot, Molly Pepper and
Emmett Lee must make a daring journey to the South
Pole in an attempt to head off the plan of Ambrose Rector.
The path they follow is one that is not without challenges,
a...

A Perilous Journey of Danger and Mayhem
#2: The Treacherous Seas

9780062342034
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Christopher Healy

Ambrose Rector might have been defeated in Antarctica,
but he was able to escape from Molly, Cassandra,
Emmett, and Wendell Lee and is on his way back to
America with a new plan and a pretty serious chip on his
shoulder. Now it’s...

A Perilous Journey of Danger and Mayhem
#3: The Final Gambit

9780062860446
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$5.99 CAD
Paperback

Steven Otfinoski, James Bernardin

December 1920. Three US Navy lieutenants—Louis Kloor,
Stephen Farrell, and Walter Hinton—boarded a hot air
balloon for a routine training flight. But as the sun set,
heavy rain and wind knocked the men off course, forcing
an emerg...

Great Escapes #4: Survival in the Wilderness

9780062860453
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$21.00 CAD
Hardcover

Steven Otfinoski, James Bernardin

December 1920. Three US Navy lieutenants—Louis Kloor,
Stephen Farrell, and Walter Hinton—boarded a hot air
balloon for a routine training flight. But as the sun set,
heavy rain and wind knocked the men off course, forcing
an emerg...

Great Escapes #4: Survival in the Wilderness

9780062947970
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

Calliope Glass, Hollie Mengert

Sparkleton has a foolproof plan to get his unicorn magic
before the big school talent show! But something goes
terribly, horribly wrong. POOM! He shrinks himself and his
best friends! Now he may have to do the WORST THING
EVER to ...

Sparkleton #3: The Mini Mistake

9780062947987
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

Calliope Glass, Hollie Mengert

Sparkleton has a foolproof plan to get his unicorn magic
before the big school talent show! But something goes
terribly, horribly wrong. POOM! He shrinks himself and his
best friends! Now he may have to do the WORST THING
EVER to ...

Sparkleton #3: The Mini Mistake

 
 

 



9780062686039
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Greg van Eekhout, Beatrice Blue

After an accident leaves him damaged, a highly advanced
robot wakes up in an unknown lab—and Gina, the
scientist who created and cared for him, is nowhere to be
found. Surrounded by strangers who want to study him
and remove his b...

Cog

9780062872005
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Christine Day

In her debut middle grade novel inspired by her
family’s history, Native (Upper Skagit) author
Christine Day tells the story of a girl grappling with
the secrets of her mother’s birth family, and trying
to find her own Native Amer...

I Can Make This Promise

9781474969550
Pub Date: 1/5/21
$24.95 CAD
Hardcover

Various

A fantastic selection of dragon stories from all over the
world, gorgeously illustrated by Khoa Le, and starring a
wide variety of dragons. Here you will find four dragons
from China who save their country, alongside a dragon
whos...

Illustrated Stories of Dragons

9780062491190
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Eliot Schrefer, Emilia Dziubak

When the shadowwalkers were victorious in their battle
against the Ant Queen, they hoped their work to save
Caldera was done. But the rainforest has begun to
rumble. Rumi, a scholarly tree frog who can control the
wind, must bring...

The Lost Rainforest #3: Rumi’s Riddle

9780062953490
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$7.25 CAD
Paperback

Tom Watson, Marta Kissi

The temperature will plummet to ten below in the next
three days, and Rosie, Molly, and Simon are determined
to come up with a way to keep their feet from freezing off
on their walk to school—without destroying the
neighborhood in...

Trouble at Table 5 #4: I Can’t Feel My Feet

9780062953506
Pub Date: 12/22/20
$19.99 CAD
Hardcover

Tom Watson, Marta Kissi

The temperature will plummet to ten below in the next
three days and Rosie, Molly, and Simon are determined to
come up with a way to keep their feet from freezing off on
their walk to school—without destroying the neighborhood
in ...

Trouble at Table 5 #4: I Can’t Feel My Feet

 
 

 

 



9780064403689
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$9.99 CAD
Paperback

Katherine Paterson

The remarkable Newbery–winning classic about a
painful sibling rivalry, and one sister’s struggle to
make her own way.

Sara Louise Bradshaw is sick and tired of her beautiful
twin, Caroline. Ever since they were born, Caroline ha...

Jacob Have I Loved

9780064472883
Pub Date: 5/7/02
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Walter Dean Myers

Who would ever have thought that celebrated author
Walter Dean Myers was once a troublemaker and a
truant? Margaret A. Edwards winner Myers recalls growing
up in Harlem in the 1940s and 1950s—when seeing
Langston Hughes and Sugar ...

Bad Boy

9780062983404
Pub Date: 4/28/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Victoria Schwab

Nearly six months after August and Kate were first thrown
together in a plot to start a war, Kate is hunting monsters
in a neighboring territory while August fights to get keep
Verity from collapsing into chaos. But when a new kin...

Our Dark Duet

9780062983398
Pub Date: 4/28/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Victoria Schwab

Kate Harker and August Flynn are the heirs to a divided
city—a city where the violence has begun to breed actual
monsters. All Kate wants is to be as ruthless as her father,
who lets the monsters roam free and makes the humans
pay...

This Savage Song

9780062423030
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Victoria Aveyard

Return once more to the deadly and dazzling
world of Red Queen in Broken Throne, a
beautifully designed, must-have short story
collection in the vein of Leigh Bardugo’s Language
of Thorns and Veronica Roth’s Four.

The perfect addit...

Broken Throne: A Red Queen Collection

9780062882769
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Elizabeth Acevedo

Camino Rios lives for the summers, when her father visits
her in the Dominican Republic. But this year, on the day
when his plane is supposed to land, Camino arrives at the
airport to see crowds of crying people…

In New York City, ...

Clap When You Land

9780062820259
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Kacen Callender

Felix Love has never been in love—and, yes, he’s painfully
aware of the irony. He desperately wants to know what it’s
like and why it seems so easy for everyone but him to
find someone. What’s worse is that, even though he is
prou...

Felix Ever After

9780310770107
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover with dust
jacket

Leslie Lutz

Lost meets Stranger Things in this eerie,
immersive YA thriller, thrusting seventeen-
year-old Sia into a reality where the waters in front
of her and the jungle behind her are as dangerous
as the survivors alongside her.

Sia practi...

Fractured Tide

 
 

 



9780062568090
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Robyn Schneider

Rose Asher has a ghost for a best friend: Logan, her
annoying, Netflix-addicted brother, who is forever stuck at
fifteen. Rose is happy spending all her time with
Logan—until an old friend moves back to Laguna Canyon
and turns up ...

Invisible Ghosts

9780062839374
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Abdi Nazemian

It’s 1989 in New York City, and for three teens, the world
is changing.

Reza is an Iranian boy who has just moved to the city
with his mother to live with his stepfather and stepbrother.
He’s terrified that someone will guess the t...

Like a Love Story

9780062652713
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$14.99 CAD
Paperback

Mindee Arnett

They call her the Wilder Queen. It’s a title given to Kate
Brighton for her role in the war between the wilder
rebellion and the Rimish empire. It’s a title that was hard
earned: Kate may have saved her people, but many were
lost ...

Shadow & Flame

9780062991621
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Julie Murphy

What if you’d been living your life as if you were
dying—only to find out you had your whole future ahead
of you?

When sixteen-year-old Alice is diagnosed with leukemia,
her prognosis is grim. To maximize the time she does
have, sh...

Side Effects May Vary

9780062291639
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$24.99 CAD
Hardcover

Kiera Cass

The young king of Coroa has never been the type to settle
down—that is, until he meets Hollis Brite.

Hollis has grown up at the castle, among the other
daughters of nobility who hoped beyond hope that they’d
catch the king’s eye. S...

The Betrothed

9781335016034
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$14.99 CAD
Trade Paperback

Julie Kagawa

Enter a fantastical world of dangerous faeries, wicked
princes and one half-human girl who discovers her entire
life is a lie. This special edition of The Iron King includes
the bonus novella “Winter’s Passage” and an exclusive
ex...

The Iron King Special Edition

9780062933638
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Sarah Dessen

Emma Saylor doesn’t remember a lot about her mother,
who died when Emma was twelve. But she does
remember the stories her mom told her about the big
lake that went on forever, with cold, clear water and
mossy trees at the edges.

No...

The Rest of the Story

9780062795236
Pub Date: 5/5/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Becky Albertalli, Adam Silvera

Arthur is only in New York for the summer, but if
Broadway has taught him anything, it’s that the universe
can deliver a showstopping romance when you least
expect it.

Ben thinks the universe needs to mind its business. If the
univ...

What If It's Us

 
 

 



9781335015303
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$13.50 CAD
Trade Paperback

Jennifer L. Armentrout

"Jennifer L. Armentrout is a master of weaving rich
contemporary realism with magic and mayhem. Her
characters will grab hold of your heart and refuse to let go.
Every page left me wanting more."—New York Times
bestselling author ...

Storm and Fury

9780062845436
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Anna Bright

Selah has waited her whole life for a happily ever after. As
the only daughter of the leader of Potomac, she knows
her duty is to find the perfect match.

But after an excruciatingly public rejection, Selah’s
stepmother suggests the...

The Beholder

9780062888044
Pub Date: 5/12/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Andrew Eliopulos

This magic-infused YA novel about friendship, first
love, and feeling out of place will bewitch fans of
Rainbow Rowell and Maggie Stiefvater.

Living in a small town where magic is frowned upon, Sam
needs his friends James and Delia...

The Fascinators

9781335050236
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Anna Jarzab

“Expansive, romantic, and powerful.” —Gayle
Forman, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
If I Stay and I Have Lost My Way

Susannah Ramos has always loved the water. A
swimmer whose early talent made her a world champion,
Susanna...

Breath Like Water

9780062397102
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Sarah Mlynowski

Sam’s summer isn’t off to a great start. Her boyfriend, Eli,
ditched her for a European backpacking trip, and now
she’s a counselor at Camp Blue Springs: the summer
camp her eleven-year-old self swore never to return to.
Sam expec...

Just a Boy and a Girl in a Little Canoe

9780062840332
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Tiffany D. Jackson

Biggie Smalls was right. Things done changed. But that
doesn’t mean that Quadir and Jarrell are okay letting their
best friend Steph’s tracks lie forgotten in his bedroom after
he’s killed—not when his beats could turn any Bed Stu...

Let Me Hear a Rhyme

9780062791214
Pub Date: 5/19/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Michael Thomas Ford

The Weyward family has been haunted by a curse for
generations—if a Weyward falls in love before their
seventeenth birthday, the person they love dies. Sam
doesn’t plan to fall for anyone in the nine weeks before his
birthday. He’...

Love & Other Curses

9781335146816
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$14.99 CAD
Trade Paperback

Saundra Mitchell

Take a journey through time and genres and
discover a past where queer figures live, love and
shape the world around them. Seventeen of the
best young adult authors across the queer
spectrum have come together to create a collecti...

All Out: The No-Longer-Secret Stories of
Queer Teens throughout the Ages

 
 

 



9781335018267
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Saundra Mitchell

QUEER WE GO AGAIN!

A follow-up to the critically acclaimed All Out anthology,
Out Now features seventeen new short stories from
amazing queer YA authors. Vampires crash prom…aliens
run from the government…a president’s daughter com...

Out Now

9780062941084
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Kelly Yang

They’re called parachutes: teenagers dropped off to live in
private homes and study in the US while their wealthy
parents remain in Asia. Claire Wang never thought she’d
be one of them, until her parents pluck her from her
privile...

Parachutes

9780062943170
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Tobly McSmith

Pony just wants to fly under the radar during senior year.
Tired from all the attention he got at his old school after
coming out as transgender, he’s looking for a fresh start at
Hillcrest High. But it’s hard to live your best li...

Stay Gold

9780062869241
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Swati Teerdhala

The Sun Mela is many things: a call for peace, a cause for
celebration, and, above all, a deadly competition. For
Kunal and Esha, finally working together as rebel spies, it
provides the perfect guise to infiltrate King Vardaan’s ...

The Archer at Dawn

9780062990297
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Dean Atta

This is not about

being ready,

it’s not even about

being fierce

or fearless,

IT’S ABOUT BEING FREE

Michael is a mixed-race gay teen growing up in London.
All his life, he’s navigated what it means to be Greek-
Cypriot and Jamaican—but ne...

The Black Flamingo

9780062795335
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Mackenzi Lee

Felicity Montague is through with pretending she prefers
society parties to books about bonesetting—or that she’s
not smarter than most people she knows, or that she
cares about anything more than her dream of becoming a
doctor.

A ...

The Lady's Guide to Petticoats and Piracy

9780062936622
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Jordyn Taylor

Now:

Sixteen-year-old Alice is spending the summer in Paris,
but she isn’t there for pastries and walks along the Seine.
When her grandmother passed away two months ago,
she left Alice an apartment in France that no one knew
existe...

The Paper Girl of Paris

9780062471390
Pub Date: 5/26/20
$14.99 CAD
Paperback

Rebecca Ross

Brienna, now a mistress of knowledge, is settling into her
role as the daughter of Davin MacQuinn, the disgraced
lord who returned to Maevana to reclaim his House. But
as the new queen’s confidant, Brienna must balance
serving her...

The Queen’s Resistance

 
 

 



9780062891495
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Roseanne A. Brown

For Malik, the Solstasia festival is a chance to escape his
war-stricken home and start a new life with his sisters in
the prosperous desert city of Ziran. But when a vengeful
spirit abducts Malik’s younger sister, Nadia, as payme...

A Song of Wraiths and Ruin

9780062869494
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Patrick Ness

On a cold Sunday evening in early 1957, Sarah
Dewhurst waited with her father in the parking lot
of the Chevron gas station for the dragon he’d
hired to help on the farm . . .

Sarah Dewhurst and her father, outcasts in their little...

Burn

9780062652812
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Cynthia Hand, Brodi Ashton, Jodi Meadows

Cynthia Hand, Brodi Ashton, and Jodi Meadows’s My Plain
Jane was a New York Times bestseller, “a delightfully
deadpan reconstruction” (ALA Booklist, starred review),
and “a clever, romantic farce” (Publishers Weekly, starred
revie...

My Calamity Jane

9780062493828
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$14.99 CAD
Paperback

Pittacus Lore

In the aftermath of an alien invasion of Earth, human
teenagers across the globe have been developing
incredible abilities. To deal with the emergence of these
powerful and potentially dangerous individuals, the Garde
created an a...

Return to Zero

9780062824561
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Jaye Robin Brown

Before: Jess has always struggled with the fire inside her.
But when she meets Vivi, all that changes. As they begin
to fall for each other, Vivi not only helps Jess deal with her
anger and pain, she also encourages Jess to embrac...

The Meaning of Birds

9780062950314
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Shaun David Hutchinson

When Dean Arnault’s mother decided to run for president,
it wasn’t a surprise to anyone, least of all her son. But that
doesn’t mean Dean was ready for the public scrutiny or
the 24-hour news cycle that comes along with it. As far...

The State of Us

9780062568113
Pub Date: 6/2/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Robyn Schneider

In Southern California, no one lives more than thirty miles
from the nearest fault line. Sasha Bloom is standing right
on top of one when her world literally crumbles around
her. With her mother now dead and father out of the
pict...

You Don't Live Here

9780062656919
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Liara Tamani

A glance was all it took. That kind of connection, the
immediate understanding of another person, just doesn’t
come along very often. And as rising stars on their Texas
high schools’ respective basketball teams, destined for
futur...

All the Things We Never Knew

 
 

 



9780062447845
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$14.99 CAD
Paperback

Alex Flinn

Four girls. One unforgettable July.

Britta is the bubbly drama queen. She needs to get
away—and a peaceful cabin in the woods sounds like the
perfect escape.

Meredith is the overachiever. She’s spent her entire life
preparing for co...

Girls of July

9780062875075
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Jacqueline West

High school senior Anders Thorson is unusually gifted. His
band, Last Things, is legendary in their northern
Minnesota hometown. With guitar skills that would amaze
even if he weren’t only eighteen, Anders is the focus of
head-tur...

Last Things

9781335018250
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$24.99 CAD
Hardcover

Jennifer L. Armentrout

Dangerous secrets and forbidden desires lead to
shocking consequences… Don’t miss book two of
the fantastical Harbinger trilogy from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout.

“Jennifer L. Armentrout’s intoxicatin...

Rage and Ruin

9780062493682
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Katrina Leno

Magic passed down through generations. An island where
strange things happen. One summer that will become
legend.

Georgina Fernweh waits impatiently for the tingle of magic
in her fingers—magic that has touched every woman in
her ...

Summer of Salt

9780062653024
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

C. J. Redwine

Blue de la Cour has her life planned: hide the magic in her
blood and continue trying to turn metal into gold so she
can help her city’s homeless. But when her father is
murdered and a cruel but powerful woman claims
custody of Bl...

The Blood Spell

9780062845450
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Anna Bright

When Selah found true love with Prince Torden of Norway,
she never imagined she’d have to leave him behind
—banished from his court as a traitor and a spy. All
because the Beholder’s true mission was a secret Selah’s
crew didn’t tr...

The Boundless

9780062957115
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Ciara Smyth

When cynical Saoirse meets mischievous Ruby, her
no-relationships rule goes right out the window. Sort of.

Because Ruby has a loophole in mind: a summer of all
the best cliché rom-com dates, with a definite ending
come fall—no brok...

The Falling in Love Montage

9781335015297
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$25.99 CAD
Hardcover

Laurie Forest

HER WORLD-ALTERING SECRET CAN’T BE
HIDDEN MUCH LONGER

Elloren Gardner hides the most powerful secret in all
Erthia—she is the Black Witch of Prophecy, and destined
to triumph…or be used as the ultimate weapon of
destruction.

Separat...

The Shadow Wand

 
 

 



9780062473455
Pub Date: 6/9/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Misa Sugiura

Katsuyamas never quit—but seventeen-year-old CJ
doesn’t even know how to get started. She’s never lived
up to her mom’s type A ambition, and she’s perfectly
happy just helping her aunt, Hannah, at their family’s
flower shop.

She do...

This Time Will Be Different

9780062936929
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Lyla Lee

Skye Shin has heard it all. Fat girls can’t dance. Shouldn’t
wear bright colors. Shouldn’t call attention to themselves.

But Skye dreams of joining the glittering, intense world of
K-pop, and, to do that, she’s about to break all t...

I'll Be the One

9780062803344
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Gillian French

Whenever another kid goes missing in October, the
Pender kids know what is really behind it: a horrific
monster out in the marshes they have named the
Mumbler.

That’s what Clara’s new crew tells her when she moves to
town: Bree and...

The Missing Season

9780063032484
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$17.99 CAD
Paperback

Katie Cotugno

Can one conversation change your life?

Meg has her entire life set up perfectly: her boyfriend
Mason is sweet and supportive, she and her best friend
Emily plan to head to Cornell together in the fall, and she
even finds time to cl...

You Say It First

9780062674128
Pub Date: 6/16/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Katie Cotugno

One conversation can change everything.

Meg has her entire life set up perfectly: she and her best
friend, Emily, plan to head to Cornell together in the fall,
and she works at a voter registration call center in her
Philadelphia s...

You Say It First

9780062854247
Pub Date: 6/23/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Elle Cosimano

First in a new fantasy duology from award-
winning author Elle Cosimano, this high-stakes,
captivating novel is perfect for fans of Maggie
Stiefvater and Laini Taylor.

One cold, crisp night, Jack Sommers was faced with a
choice—live...

Seasons of the Storm

9780062471413
Pub Date: 6/23/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Rebecca Ross

After eight long years, Evadne will finally be reunited with
her older sister, Halcyon, who has been proudly serving in
the queen’s army. But when Halcyon appears earlier than
expected, Eva knows something has gone terribly
wrong....

Sisters of Sword and Song

9781335050229
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$13.50 CAD
Trade Paperback

Gena Showalter

Once Upon a Time meets Game of Thrones in New
York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter’s
magical, romantic dark fantasy series, in which the
fairy tales we know and love are prophecies of the
future.

Welcome to the Forest of Go...

The Evil Queen

 
 

 



9780063048126
Pub Date: 6/30/20
$18.50 CAD
Hardcover

Becky Albertalli

It’s been more than a year since Simon and Blue turned
their anonymous online flirtation into an IRL relationship,
and just a few months since Abby and Leah’s
unforgettable night at senior prom.

Now the Creekwood crew are first yea...

Love, Creekwood

9780062899651
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Julie Murphy

Faith Herbert is a pretty regular teen. When she’s not
hanging out with her two best friends, Matt and Ches,
she’s volunteering at the local animal shelter or obsessing
over the long-running teen drama The Grove. So far, she's
spe...

Faith

9780063051928
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$14.99 CAD
Paperback

Gretchen McNeil

A thrilling and darkly funny mystery, from the acclaimed
author of TEN.

The members of Don’t Get Mad aren’t just mad anymore
. . . they’re afraid. And with Margot in a coma and Bree
under house arrest, it’s up to Olivia and Kitty t...

Get Dirty TV Tie-in Edition

9780063051942
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$14.99 CAD
Paperback

Gretchen McNeil

Bree, Olivia, Kitty, and Margot have nothing in common.
At least that’s what they’d like the students and
administrators of elite private school Bishop DuMaine to
think.

The girls have different goals, different friends, and differ...

Get Even TV Tie-in Edition

9780062447869
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Alex Flinn

Jacaranda Abbott has always tried to keep her mouth
shut. As a foster kid, she’s learned the hard way that the
less she talks about her mother and why she’s in jail, the
better. But when a video of Jacaranda singing goes viral, a
...

Love, Jacaranda

9780062447821
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Blair Thornburgh

For two sisters as different as Plum and Ginny, getting on
each other’s nerves is par for the course. But when the
family’s finances hit a snag, sending chaos through the
house in a way only characters from a Jane Austen novel
cou...

Ordinary Girls

9780062414472
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Guillermo del Toro, Allen Williams, Cornelia Funke

This book is not for the faint of heart or weak in spirit. It’s
not for skeptics who don’t believe in fairy tales and the
powerful forces of good. It’s only for brave and intrepid
souls like you, who will stare down evil in all it...

Pan's Labyrinth: The Labyrinth of the Faun

9780785228332
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover with dust
jacket

Melanie Dickerson

In this reverse Cinderella story, a poor farmer’s
son, who dreams of using his talent as a
woodcarver to make a better life for himself, falls
in love with a duke’s daughter and must fight for a
chance to win her heart.

Adela is th...

The Peasant's Dream

 
 

 



9780062471543
Pub Date: 7/7/20
$14.99 CAD
Paperback

Sara Raasch

As a child, Lu committed unforgivable acts to free Grace
Loray from King Elazar of Argrid. Now Elazar’s plan to
retake the island has surpassed her darkest fears: He’s
holding her and his son, Ben, captive in an endlessly
shifting...

These Divided Shores

9780062937254
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Iva-Marie Palmer

It’s 1979—the age of roller skates and feathered bangs, of
Charlie’s Angels and Saturday Night Fever—and Susan
Klintock is a junior in high school with a lot of sexual
fantasies…but not a lot of sexual experience. No boy, at
least...

Gimme Everything You Got

9781335090409
Pub Date: 7/14/20
$14.99 CAD
Trade Paperback

Julie Kagawa

This special edition of The Iron Daughter includes
the bonus Guide to the Iron Fey and an excerpt
from the new Iron Fey book, The Iron Raven.

Half Summer faery princess, half human, Meghan Chase
has never fit in anywhere. Deserted ...

The Iron Daughter Special Edition

9780062894229
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Erica Waters

If I could have a fiddle made of Daddy’s bones, I’d play it.
I’d learn all the secrets he kept.

Shady Grove inherited her father’s ability to call ghosts
from the grave with his fiddle, but she also knows the
fiddle’s tunes bring n...

Ghost Wood Song

9780062574190
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Erin Bowman

They thought their nightmare was over, but Thea, Coen,
and Nova’s rescue was only the beginning. After being
imprisoned on a ship they thought was their ticket to
safety, it’s clear that the threat they left behind isn’t as
distan...

Immunity

9780062498793
Pub Date: 7/21/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Madeleine Roux, Iris Compiet

Free from the nightmares of Coldthistle House, Louisa and
her friends have taken up in a posh new London
residence. But there’s no rest for the wicked. Religious
zealots from the shepherd’s flock are gathering in the city,
and omi...

Tomb of Ancients

9781335994714
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$13.50 CAD
Trade Paperback

Melissa de la Cruz

How many dates will it take to find The One?

Jisu’s traditional South Korean parents believe working
with Seoul’s premier matchmaker will ensure their
daughter’s success. Jisu wants to figure out her own
dreams, but she compromises...

29 Dates

9781335040015
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$14.99 CAD
Trade Paperback

Amanda Foody

“Ace of Shades has it all …an utter delight.”—Claire
Legrand, New York Times bestselling author of
Furyborn

“A rich, satisfying, complicated story. One of the
best fantasy series I’ve read in years.”—Christine
Lynn Herman, author o...

King of Fools

 
 

 



9781335080288
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$24.99 CAD
Hardcover

Gena Showalter

Once Upon a Time meets Game of Thrones in book
two of New York Times bestselling author Gena
Showalter’s magical, romantic dark fantasy series,
in which the fairy tales we know and love are
prophecies of the future. Welcome to the...

The Glass Queen

9780062932075
Pub Date: 7/28/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Cameron Kelly Rosenblum

Reid doesn’t know how to exist without her best friend
and social oxygen, Hattie. They’ve been inseparable since
middle school. And now, the summer before senior year,
Reid finds herself in the thick of Scofield High’s in-crowd,
a...

The Stepping Off Place

9781335145697
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$13.50 CAD
Trade Paperback

Adi Alsaid

From Adi Alsaid, the acclaimed author of Let’s Get
Lost, North of Happy, and We Didn’t Ask for This

A story about being in love with love.

Dumped by her boyfriend the summer after senior year,
popular love-and-dating columnist Lu Ch...

Brief Chronicle of Another Stupid Heartbreak

9780062878038
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$14.99 CAD
Paperback

Shelby Mahurin

Two years ago, Louise le Blanc fled her coven and took
shelter in the city of Cesarine, forsaking all magic and
living off whatever she could steal. There, witches like Lou
are hunted. They are feared. And they are burned.

As a hun...

Serpent & Dove

9780062891563
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Sara Raasch, Kristen Simmons

Ash is descended from a long line of gladiators, and she
knows the brutal nature of war firsthand. But after her
mother dies in an arena, she vows to avenge her by
overthrowing her fire god, whose temper has stripped her
country o...

Set Fire to the Gods

9781335904461
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$14.99 CAD
Trade Paperback

Laura Taylor Namey

Fangirl meets Jane Austen in this deeply heartfelt
love story about hiding the worst parts of
ourselves, and the people who love us anyway.

“How could I open that door and let him see the
messiest part of me?”

From the moment she fi...

The Library of Lost Things

9780062876256
Pub Date: 8/4/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Jenni Hendriks, Ted Caplan

Thelma and Louise meets John Hughes in this
fresh, social-justice-themed YA debut about a girl
who must drive over nine hundred miles with her
ex-best friend to obtain a legal abortion.

Seventeen-year-old Veronica Clarke never thou...

Unpregnant

9780062857347
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Autumn Krause

Nothing much happens in the sleepy town of Shy in
Avon-upon-Kynt. And for eighteen years, Emmaline
Watkins has feared that her future held just that: nothing.

But when the head of the most admired fashion house in
the country opens...

A Dress for the Wicked

 
 

 



9780062823953
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Nina Varela

Impossible love between two girls—one human,
one Made. A love that could birth a revolution.

After the War of Kinds, the Automae, designed to be the
playthings of royals, usurped the estates of their owners
and bent the human race ...

Crier's War

9780062803436
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Brittany Cavallaro, Emily Henry

Best friends are forged by fire. For Winona Olsen and
Lucille Pryce, that fire happened the night they met
outside the police station—both deciding whether to turn
their families in.

Winona has been starving for life in the seeming...

Hello Girls

9780062870964
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Rena Barron

Born into a family of powerful witch doctors, Arrah yearns
for magic of her own. But as she fails at bone charms,
fails to call upon the ancestors, and fails to see the future,
her ambitious mother looks upon her with ever-growing...

Kingdom of Souls

9780062698919
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Katie Henry

There are many ways the world could end. There could be
a fire. A catastrophic flood. A super-eruption that spews
lakes of lava. Ellis Kimball has made note of all possible
scenarios, and she is prepared for each one. What she
doe...

Let's Call It a Doomsday

9780062894625
Pub Date: 8/11/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Shveta Thakrar

The daughter of a star and a mortal, Sheetal is used to
keeping secrets. But when a flare of starfire injures her
human father, Sheetal needs a full star’s help to heal him.
A star like her mother, who returned to the sky long ago...

Star Daughter

9780310769736
Pub Date: 8/18/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover with dust
jacket

Hanna Howard

Perfect for readers 13 and up, this allegorical exploration
of a young woman's struggle with anxiety and depression
is a YA fantasy adventure that is exciting and unique, right
down to its metallic book cover.

Sixteen-year-old Siri...

Ignite the Sun

9780062931481
Pub Date: 8/18/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Sarah Henning

Runa will not let her twin sister die. Alia traded her voice to
the Sea Witch for a shot at happiness with a prince who
doesn’t love her. And his rejection will literally kill
her—unless Runa intervenes. Under the sea, Evie
craves...

Sea Witch Rising

9780062847348
Pub Date: 8/18/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Ashley Poston

It’s a year after Ana, the orphaned space pirate turned lost
empress, escaped the clutches of the evil Mellifare and the
new emperor, Di—who is still under the influences of dark
AI programming. Thought dead by most of the
kingdom...

Soul of Stars

 
 

 



9780062657626
Pub Date: 8/18/20
$14.99 CAD
Paperback

Katharyn Blair

Vesper Montgomery can summon your worst fear and
turn it into a reality—but she’d rather not. She’s learned
the hard way that it’s an addicting and dangerous power,
difficult to control and even harder to understand. One
wrong mov...

The Beckoning Shadow

9780062916013
Pub Date: 8/18/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Mackenzi Lee

The sole heir to his family’s fortune, Adrian Montague
desperately wants to be free—from his father’s high
expectations; the grief of losing his beloved mother; and
the constant war being waged inside his mind. Adrian was
diagnose...

The Nobleman's Guide to Scandal and
Shipwrecks

9780062387981
Pub Date: 8/18/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Christine Heppermann

When Jorie wakes up in the loft bed of a college boy she
doesn’t recognize, she’s instantly filled with regret. What
happened the night before? What led her to this place?
Was it her father’s infidelity? Her mother’s seemingly
wea...

What Goes Up

9780062683236
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Garth Nix

More than a century has passed since Liliath crept into the
empty sarcophagus of Saint Marguerite, fleeing the Fall of
Ystara. But she emerges from her magical sleep still
beautiful, looking no more than nineteen, and once again
r...

Angel Mage

9780062854599
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Adam Cesare

Quinn Maybrook just wants to make it until graduation.
She might not make it to morning.

Quinn and her father moved to tiny, boring Kettle Springs
to find a fresh start. But ever since the Baypen Corn
Syrup Factory shut down, Kettl...

Clown in a Cornfield

9780062874474
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Megan Whalen Turner

Neither accepted nor beloved, Eugenides is the uneasy
linchpin of a truce on the Lesser Peninsula, where he has
risen to be high king of Attolia, Eddis, and Sounis. As the
treacherous Baron Erondites schemes anew and a
prophecy ap...

Return of the Thief

9780062795397
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Jen Malone

Hard-charging and irrepressible eighteen-year-old Amelia
Linehan could see a roller derby opponent a mile
away—and that’s while crouched down, bent over skates,
and zooming around a track at the speed of light. They
don’t call her...

The Arrival of Someday

9780310768142
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover with dust
jacket

MarcyKate Connolly

Aissa and her twin sister, Zandria, are Magi spies believed
to be extinct. And they're on a mission for revenge.

By day, Aissa and Zandria play the role of normal young
Technocrats eager to fulfill the duties of their new
apprentic...

Twin Daggers

 
 

 



9780062803634
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Joelle Charbonneau

Meri Beckley lives in a world without lies.

When she looks at the peaceful Chicago streets, she feels
pride in the era of unprecedented hope and prosperity
over which the government presides.

But when Meri’s mother is killed, Meri s...

Verify

9780062878052
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Shelby Mahurin

After narrowly escaping death at the hands of the Dames
Blanches, Lou, Reid, Coco, and Ansel are on the run from
coven, kingdom, and church—fugitives with nowhere to
hide.

To elude the scores of witches and throngs of chasseurs at
...

Blood & Honey

9781335090423
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$14.99 CAD
Trade Paperback

Mara Rutherford

“A fabulous interweaving of fantasy, politics, and
sisterhood—this unusual, tense tale will have you
on the edge of your seat!”—#1 New York Times
bestselling author Tamora Pierce

Red Queen meets House of Salt and Sorrow in
Mara Rut...

Crown of Coral and Pearl

9780008244125
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$12.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Alice Oseman

The fourth novel from the phenomenally talented
Alice Oseman – one of the most authentic and
talked-about voices in contemporary YA.

Georgia feels loveless – in the romantic sense, anyway.
She’s eighteen, never been in a relationsh...

Loveless

9780062841230
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Audrey Coulthurst

Princesses Denna and Mare are in love and together at
last—only to face a new set of dangers.

Mare just wants to settle down with the girl she loves,
which would be easier if Denna weren’t gifted with
forbidden and volatile fire ma...

Of Ice and Shadows

9780062996480
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$24.99 CAD
Hardcover

Ibi Zoboi, Yusef Salaam

The story that I thought

was my life

didn’t start on the day

I was born

Amal Shahid has always been an artist and a poet. But
even in a diverse art school, he’s seen as disruptive and
unmotivated by a biased system. Then one fateful n...

Punching the Air

9781335145864
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$25.99 CAD
Hardcover

Amanda Foody

“Ace of Shades has it all . . . an utter delight.”
—Claire Legrand, New York Times bestselling
author of Furyborn

“A rich, satisfying, complicated story. One of the
best fantasy series I’ve read in years.”—Christine
Lynn Herman, aut...

Queen of Volts

9780062876270
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Jenni Hendriks, Ted Caplan

Steve Stevenson is an asshole. That might not be a cool
thing to say about someone with cancer, but it’s true.
Yeah, he throws legendary parties and is the most popular
guy in school, but he also loves humiliating pranks, Cardi
B,...

Save Steve

 
 

 



9781443457729
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$12.99 CAD
Paperback

Brian Francis

Finalist for the Governor General's Literary Award
for Young People's Literature-Text
Dads can be such a drag

Life has been a struggle for Toby Goodman. Her mother
died by suicide five years ago, and her father left their
small town...

Break in Case of Emergency

9780062824141
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Ben Philippe

Henri “Halti” Haltiwanger can charm just about anyone.
He is a star debater and popular student at the prestigious
FATE academy, the dutiful first-generation Haitian son, and
the trusted dog walker for his wealthy NYC neighbors. B...

Charming as a Verb

9780310769002
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover with dust
jacket

Glen Zipper, Elaine Mongeon

Following the Alliance's successful Nine-Year War against
an invasion by the advanced alien race called the Kastazi,
the former Devastation-Class battleship UAS California has
been transformed into an education platform for gifted...

Devastation Class

9780062823977
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Nina Varela

In between two girls—one mortal, one Made—lie
the heart and a blade.

Having almost murdered the sovereign’s daughter, Ayla is
a fugitive. She’s escaped to Varn, the country where her
long-lost brother now resides and where the Mad...

Iron Heart

9780062685315
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Anica Mrose Rissi

Maybe a killer only looks like a killer in the
moment just before, during, or after.
Maybe a liar, a good one, never shows it.

Kayla is still holding on to Lainie’s secrets.

After all, Lainie is Kayla’s best friend. And despite Laini...

Nobody Knows But You

9780062849618
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Shamim Sarif

Jessie Archer is a member of the Athena Protocol, an elite
organization of female spies who enact vigilante justice
around the world. Athena operatives are never supposed
to shoot to kill—so when Jessie can’t stop herself from
pul...

The Athena Protocol

9780062893338
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$24.99 CAD
Hardcover

Amie Kaufman, Meagan Spooner

Prince North’s home is in the sky, in a gleaming city held
aloft by intricate engines powered by technology. Nimh is
the living goddess of her people on the surface,
responsible for providing answers, direction—hope.

Linked by a te...

The Other Side of the Sky

9781335145871
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Katherine Laurin

A thrilling novel about a secret society and the
dangers that lie in wait for anyone brave enough
to join—perfect for fans of Karen M. McManus,
Kara Thomas, and Maureen Johnson.

Whenever something scandalous happens at Heller
High,...

These Vengeful Hearts

 
 

 



9781460755242
Pub Date: 9/9/20
$12.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Lisa Walker

Happiness (Happy) Glass has been a loner since moving
to Brisbane and yet still dreams about living in Paris with
her best friend Rosie after they finish Year Twelve. But
Rosie hasn't been terribly reliable lately.

When Happy wins ...

Paris Syndrome

9780062840356
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Tiffany D. Jackson

Korey Fields is dead.

When Enchanted Jones wakes with blood on her hands
and zero memory of the previous night, no one—the
police and Korey’s fans included—has more questions
than she does. All she really knows is that this isn’t ...

Grown

9781335145888
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Taylor B. Barton

Filled with heart, hope and beautiful prose, The
Ninth Life is a wonderful, weird and unforgettable
novel for readers looking for something unique,
honest and real.

What if your deepest wish came with dark
consequences?

At the end o...

The Ninth Life

9780062978387
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Nita Tyndall

There are two things that Corinne Parker knows to be
true: that she is in love with Maggie Bailey, the captain of
the rival high school’s cross-country team and her secret
girlfriend of a year, and that she isn’t ready for anyone ...

Who I Was with Her

9780310768319
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover with dust
jacket

Annie Sullivan

Curses and queens. Pirates and kings. Gods and magic,
the gripping crescendo of this sweeping fantasy adventure
presents the final saga of a cursed queen, a vengeful
Greek god, and a dazzling kingdom in the balance.

After barely su...

A Curse of Gold

9780062748409
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Justin A. Reynolds

Jamal’s best friend, Q, doesn’t know he’s about to die . . .
again.

He also doesn’t know that Jamal tried to save his life,
rescuing him from drowning only to watch Q die later in
the hospital. Even more complicated, Jamal and Q ha...

Early Departures

9780062869913
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Tehlor Kay Mejia, Anna-Marie McLemore

TWO EX-BEST FRIENDS. TWO ENORMOUS SECRETS.
ONE BEAUTY PAGEANT.

Everyone knows that Meteor, New Mexico, got its name
from the space rock that crashed into the desert nearby.
No one knows that Lita Perez came with it—or that she’s
st...

Miss Meteor

9781335146502
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Francina Simone

Refreshingly authentic and bold… Don’t miss this
smashing #ownvoices novel from Francina Simone! Filled
with heart, humor and a heroine to root for, Smash It! is a
perfect read for fans of Julie Murphy, Ibi Zoboi and Ashley
Poston...

Smash It!

 
 

 



9780062683250
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$24.99 CAD
Hardcover

Garth Nix

In a slightly alternate London in 1983, Susan Arkshaw is
looking for her father, a man she has never met. Crime
boss Frank Thringley might be able to help her, but Susan
doesn’t get time to ask Frank any questions before he is
tur...

The Left-Handed Booksellers of London

9780062655011
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Courtney Sheinmel

Sloane Weber is devastated when her older sister dies by
suicide. Talley was a bright light who made everyone want
to step closer. Why had she made that unthinkable
choice?

The only clue Talley left behind for Sloane is a puzzle—a ...

The Survival List

9780008389666
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$12.99 CAD
B-format Paperback

Alice Oseman

A short novella based on the beloved characters
from the graphic novel Heartstopper and Alice
Oseman’s debut novel Solitaire, which was praised
as ‘The Catcher in the Rye for the digital age’ by
The Times.

Absence makes the heart g...

A Solitaire novella – Nick and Charlie

9780062845160
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Rebecca Coffindaffer

Alyssa Farshot has spent her whole life trying to outrun
her family legacy, even leaving behind the kingship and
her uncle, the emperor, for a life of exploring. But when
her dying uncle announces a crownchase—a search for
the roy...

Crownchasers

9780062803658
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Joelle Charbonneau

Meri Buckley—or Meri Adams, as her new ID labels
her—has lost everything.

Her mother to a fight much bigger than herself. Her father
to grief, fear, and denial. And the truth—to an overbearing
government that insists that censorshi...

Disclose

9780062685261
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Dave Connis

Clara Evans is horrified when she discovers her principal’s
“prohibited media” hit list. The iconic books on the list
have been pulled from the library and aren’t allowed
anywhere on the school’s premises. Students caught with
the...

Suggested Reading

9780062962249
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Bryan Bliss

Claire, Eleanor, and Brezzen have little in common. Except
for the fact that a year ago, they all hid under the same
staircase and heard the shots that took the lives of some
of their classmates and a teacher.

Now, each one copes w...

Thoughts & Prayers

9780062467911
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Michael Grant

Rockborn gang members Dekka, Shade, Cruz, Malik,
Armo, and Francis are fresh off their defeat of Dillion Poe
and in need of answers to some very pressing questions:
Who are the Dark Watchers? And what is this Fourth
Dimension that...

Hero

 
 

 



9780062691385
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Z Brewer

Three different worlds. Three different Quinns.
Who decides which one is real?

The first Brume is a waking nightmare, overrun by literal
monsters and cutthroat survivors. For Quinn, who is
openly genderqueer, the only bright side i...

Into the Real

9781335146519
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Mara Rutherford

“A fabulous interweaving of fantasy, politics, and
sisterhood — this unusual, tense tale will have you
on the edge of your seat!” —#1 New York Times
bestselling author Tamora Pierce on Crown of
Coral and Pearl

The Cruel Prince meet...

Kingdom of Sea and Stone

9781335090591
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Jillian Cantor

In this contemporary romcom retelling of Jane
Austen’s Emma by USA TODAY bestselling author
Jillian Cantor, there’s nothing more complex—or
unpredictable—than love.

When math genius Emma and her coding club
co-president, George, ar...

The Code for Love and Heartbreak

9780062849632
Pub Date: 10/6/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Shamim Sarif

Jessie Archer faced down death to prove her dedication to
Athena, the elite organization of female spies she works
for. Now she’s back on the team, in time to head to
Pakistan to take down the man whose actions spurred
Athena’s fo...

The Shadow Mission

9780062651983
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Heidi Heilig

Held captive in Hell's Court—now the workshop of
Theodora, the army engineer and future queen of
Chakrana—Jetta knows she needs to escape. But
Theodora has the most tempting bait, a daily dose of a
medication that treats Jetta’s m...

A Kingdom for a Stage

9780062229229
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Thanhhà Lai

In the final days of the Việt Nam War, Hằng takes her little
brother, Linh, to the airport, determined to find a way to
safety in America. In a split second, Linh is ripped from
her arms—and Hằng is left behind in the war-torn cou...

Butterfly Yellow

9781335146496
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Adi Alsaid

This exceptional and powerful anthology explores the joys,
heartbreaks and triumphs of immigration, with stories by
bestselling and beloved YA authors who are themselves
immigrants and the children of immigrants.

WELCOME

From some o...

Come On In

9780062491251
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Tony Abbott

Junk. That’s what the kids at school call Bobby Lang,
mostly because his rundown house looks like a junkyard,
but also because they want to put him down. Trying
desperately to live under the radar at school—and at the
home he shar...

Junk Boy

 
 

 



9781335090508
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$14.99 CAD
Trade Paperback

Julie Kagawa

Enter a fantastical world of dangerous faeries, wicked
princes and one half-human girl who discovers her entire
life is a lie. This special edition of The Iron Queen includes
the bonus novella Summer’s Crossing and an exclusive
ex...

The Iron Queen Special Edition

9780062821881
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Rin Chupeco

Generations of twin goddesses have long ruled
Aeon—until one sister’s betrayal split their world in two. A
Great Abyss now divides two realms: one cloaked in
eternal night, the other scorched beneath an ever-burning
sun.

Now their ...

The Never Tilting World

9780062954404
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Dante Medema

Seventeen-year-old Cordelia Koenig intended to breeze
through her senior project. While her peers stressed,
Cordelia planned to use the same trace-your-roots
genealogy idea her older sister used years prior. And
getting partnered ...

The Truth Project

9780062912626
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Jasmin Kaur

scream

so that one day

a hundred years from now

another sister will not have to

dry her tears wondering

where in history

she lost her voice

Jasmin Kaur’s novel is divided into six sections that speak
to readers with poems and illustratio...

When You Ask Me Where I'm Going

9780062957085
Pub Date: 10/13/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Jessie Ann Foley

Mia is officially a Troubled Teen—she gets bad grades,
drinks too much, and has probably gone too far with too
many guys. But she doesn’t realize how out of control her
parents think she is until they send her away to Red Oak
Acad...

You Know I'm No Good

9780062696915
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Laura E. Weymouth

A House left unchecked will lead to ruin. But I will not let it
ruin me.

Violet Sterling has spent the last seven years in exile,
longing to return to Burleigh House. One of the six great
houses of England, Burleigh’s magic kept bo...

A Treason of Thorns

9780062847362
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Ashley Poston

Cerys is safe in the kingdom of Aloriya.

Here there are no droughts, disease, or famine, and
peace is everlasting. It has been this way for hundreds of
years, since the first king made a bargain with the Lady
who ruled the forest t...

Among the Beasts and Briars

9780062972286
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Laurel Flores Fantauzzo

Corazon Tagubio is an outcast at her Catholic school. She’s
attending on scholarship, she keeps to herself, and her
crush on her teacher Ms. Holden doesn’t help anything. At
home, Cory’s less-than-perfect grades disappoint her
mom...

My Heart Underwater

 
 

 



9780062338129
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Maureen Johnson

Ellingham Academy must be cursed. Three people are
now dead. One, a victim of either a prank gone wrong or
a murder. Another, dead by misadventure. And now, an
accident in Burlington has claimed another life. All at the
exact mome...

The Hand on the Wall

9780063023154
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$40.50 CAD
Paperback

Maureen Johnson

The Truly Devious case—an unsolved kidnapping and
double murder that rocked Ellingham Academy in
1936—has consumed Stevie for years. It’s the very
reason she came to the academy. But after she arrives,
more students turn up dead a...

Truly Devious 3-Book Box Set

9780063002517
Pub Date: 10/20/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Kathleen Peacock

Cat hasn’t been to Montgomery Falls, the town her family
founded, since she was twelve years old. Since the
summer she discovered she could do things that no
normal twelve-year-old could do. Since she had her first
kiss with Riley...

You Were Never Here

9780062409249
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Robin Talley

Maria Lyon and Lily Boiten are their school’s ultimate
power couple—but one thing stands between them and
their perfect future: campus superstar Delilah Dufrey.
Golden child Delilah is a legend at exclusive Acheron
Academy, and th...

As I Descended

9780062679857
Pub Date: 11/3/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Anna Godbersen

Vida Hazzard can see her future: aboard the heralded
“Millionaire’s Ship of the West,” she’ll charm the young
scion Fitzhugh Farrar, resulting in a proposal of marriage.

But Vida didn’t plan on Fitz’s best friend, Sal, a rough-
arou...

Beautiful Wild

9780062399328
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Julie Eshbaugh

In Lanoria, Outsiders, who don’t have magic, are inferior
to Enchanteds, who do. That’s just a fact for Astrid, an
Outsider who is indentured to pay off her family’s debts.
She serves as the surrogate for the princess—if Renya
ste...

Crown of Oblivion

9780062680266
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Michelle Falkoff

If you knew the world was going to end tomorrow, what
would you do?

This is the question that haunts Amina as she watches
new and horrible stories of discord and crisis flash across
the news every day. But when she starts at presti...

How to Pack for the End of the World

9780062445742
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Sheba Karim

Three Pakistani-American teenagers on a trip
through the land of pork ribs, mechanical bulls,
and Confederate flags. It’s going to be quite an
adventure.

The summer after her freshman year of college, Mariam is
looking forward to w...

Mariam Sharma Hits the Road

 
 

 



9780062821904
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Rin Chupeco

After a treacherous journey and a life-shattering meeting
with a twin neither knew they had, Haidee and Odessa
expected to emerge from the Great Abyss to a world set
right. But though the planet is turning once again, the
creature...

The Ever Cruel Kingdom

9780062568052
Pub Date: 11/10/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Kristen Ciccarelli

At the end of one world, there always lies another.

Safire, a soldier, knows her role in this world is to serve
the King of Firgaard. Eris, a deadly pirate, has no such
conviction. Known as “the Death Dancer” for her ability to
eva...

The Sky Weaver

9780062941442
Pub Date: 11/17/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Jaida Jones, Danielle Bennett

“You are Rags the Thief.” Shining Talon paused with one
hand on the windowsill, one leg already outside. “Do you
not flout authority with your very vocation?”

Rags is a streetwise thief who prides himself on his quick
fingers. Unti...

Master of One

9780062674180
Pub Date: 11/17/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Megan Bannen

Gelya is a Vessel, a girl who channels the word of the One
True God through song. Cloistered with the other Vessels
of her faith, she believes—as all Ovinists do—that a saint
imprisoned Elath the Great Demon centuries ago, saving
...

Soulswift

9780062422446
Pub Date: 11/17/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Andrea Portes

I am not welcome. Somehow I know that. Something
doesn’t want me here.

Whatever this is, it is saying to me in a voice that cannot
be heard but only felt: Get out.

Daffodil Franklin has plans for a quiet summer before her
freshman y...

This Is Not a Ghost Story

9781335091369
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Kelly deVos

In the sequel to Day Zero, stepsisters Jinx and
MacKenna must put aside their enmity and work
together to rescue their little brother…and possibly
save the world. A nonstop whirlwind of a read for
fans of Marie Lu, Rick Yancey and...

Day One

9781335910028
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$13.50 CAD
Trade Paperback

Maika Moulite, Maritza Moulite

Alaine Beauparlant has heard about Haiti all her
life…

…but the stories were always passed down from her
dad—and her mom, when she wasn’t too busy with her
high-profile newscaster gig. But when Alaine’s life goes a
bit sideways, it...

Dear Haiti, Love Alaine

9780062457837
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Adam Silvera

Ever since they were young, brothers Emil and Brighton
have idolized the Spell Walkers—a vigilante group sworn
to protect the world from specters. While the Spell
Walkers and other celestials were born with supernatural
powers, sp...

Infinity Son

 
 

 



9780062447722
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$13.50 CAD
Paperback

Bree Barton

Mia Rose is back from the dead. Her memories are hazy,
her body numb—but she won’t stop searching. Her only
hope to save the boy she loves and the sister who
destroyed her is to find the mother she can never forgive.
Pilar is on a...

Tears of Frost

9780062943101
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Claire Eliza Bartlett

The troublemaker. The overachiever. The cheer captain.
The dead girl. Like every high school in America,
Jefferson-Lorne High contains all of the above.

After the shocking murder of senior Emma Baines, three
of her classmates are a...

The Good Girls

9780062409263
Pub Date: 12/1/20
$21.99 CAD
Hardcover

Robin Talley

Melody McIntyre, stage manager extraordinaire, has a
plan for everything. Lead actor need a breath mint? She’s
on it. Understudy bust a seam? Mel’s sewing kit is at the
ready. Not only is her Plan A foolproof, she’s got a Plan B,
...

The Love Curse of Melody McIntyre

9781335090621
Pub Date: 12/8/20
$14.99 CAD
Trade Paperback

Julie Kagawa

Enter a fantastical world of dangerous faeries, wicked
princes and one half-human girl who discovers her entire
life is a lie. This special edition of The Iron Knight includes
the bonus novella Iron’s Prophecy and an exclusive exc...

The Iron Knight Special Edition

9780063048201
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$12.50 CAD
Paperback

Maureen Johnson

13 Little Blue Envelopes Epic Reads Edition

9780062842763
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$23.99 CAD
Hardcover

Maya Motayne

After joining forces to save Castallan from an ancient
magical evil, Alfie and Finn haven’t seen each other in
months. Alfie is finally ready to take on the mantle of
crown prince. His first task: preparing for the peace talks
wit...

Oculta

9780063048188
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$12.50 CAD
Paperback

Becky Albertalli

Sixteen-year-old (and not-so-openly gay) Simon Spier
prefers to save his drama for the school musical. But
when an email from his secret Gmail account falls into the
wrong hands, his secret is at risk of being thrust into the
spot...

Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda Epic
Reads Edition

9780063048195
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$12.50 CAD
Paperback

Sara Raasch

A heartbroken girl. A fierce warrior. A hero in the making.

Sixteen years ago the Kingdom of Winter was conquered
and its citizens enslaved, leaving them without magic or a
monarch. Now, the Winterians’ only hope for freedom is
the...

Snow Like Ashes Epic Reads Edition

 
 

 



9780062937032
Pub Date: 12/15/20
$15.99 CAD
Paperback

Becky Albertalli, Aisha Saeed

A book about the power of love and resistance
from New York Times bestselling authors Becky
Albertalli and Aisha Saeed.

YES

Jamie Goldberg is cool with volunteering for his local state
senate candidate—as long as he’s behind the sce...

Yes No Maybe So
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